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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the interactions between an administrator and the
staff in a school characterized by its ability to deal successfully with change.
The research questions were: (1) What is the context for leadership in the
school? (2) How is the school organized? Specifically: a) What is the
organizational structure? b) How are decisions made? (3) What forms of
leadership are exercised by different groups and individuals within the school?
The study focused en: selected components of transformational
leadership; power relationships; and conditions that encourage the building of a
collaborative culture that is supportive of change. To achieve this, the study
investigated change, shared decision making, teaerler empowerment. evidence
of collegiality, power relationships and administrator support.
The study used three major sources of data collection: interviews, a
questionnaire and a collection of artifacts from the school. The questionnaire
was administered to all the staff members in the selected school. The response
rate was 63%.
Interviews were cOfTlpleted with the principel, the assistant principal and
four olher members of the staff who were regarded as leaders within the school
improvement process.
The questionnaire statements were categorized within
the following broad constructs: transf('; mational leadership; transactional
leadership; factors affecting Implementation of change; strategies used by
school leadership; and facilitative power. Appropriate tables showing
percentages of agreement were created.
Pearson r correlation coefficients determined that a strong and positive
relationship exits between facilitative power and lransactionalleadership. Strong
and positive relationships were also found to exist between the strategies
leaders use to improve their schools (strengthens culture, bureaucratic
mechanisms, staff development, use of symbols, shared power, and direct
communication) and facilitative power.
Data analysis showed that the school under stUdy has a collaborative
culture with norms of continuous improvement. The school improvement project
WeS found to have had positive effects on the school G;;pecially in the area of
promoting shared goals. The study indicated that leadership in the school
comes from many sources and decisions are usually made in a shared manner.
Shared decision making was found to be a positive experience for the scr.\.lol
staff.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF STUDY
Much concern h<ls been expressed over the past number c.A years about
the ability of Newfoundland schools to adequately educate the young people of
this province. Below average scores on the Canadian Test of Basic Skills, high
illiteracy rates, and a drop·out rate estimated to be between 30%-40% are
causes of concern. Mosl recently the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the
Delivery of Programs and Services in primary, Elementary, Secondary
Education entitled Our Ch·ldren Our Future stated:
There is a widely·held and documented belielthat educational standards
are too low, and that tao many graduates lack the basic and relevant
skills required to function in our present society, lei alone the modern,
global marketplace that is quickly establishing itself as the economic
arena of the future. (p_xv)
At the same time more and more demands are being made of the
schools. Tax payers want more "scholar for the dollar". The information
explosion and the rapid gro'Nth of technology necessitate a change in teaching
methods. French immersion, global education, environmental education,
multiculturalism, A.I.D.S. education, comprehensive school health, and
entrepreneurship represent just some of the demands now bi;!ing made on
schools. Goeps and Clover (1991) state the situation succinctly:
A highly literate and educated populace is required, not only for
economic reasons but also for a civil and cultured society. The quality of
schools and how welt our diverse society is educated forms the basis for
the nation's integrity, competitiveness, and stature. In this, the last
decade of the twenlieth century, public schools will either respond to the
task of education or they will fail. (p. 245)
Over the years, educators within the province have constantly strived to
meet the demands placed on the education system. Major changes in teaching
methodologies and school organization have been initiated at both the
Depanment of Education and School Board levels during the past number of
years. Examples of such initiatives include: the reorganization of the high school
program and the introduction of Grade 12; the new Special Education Policy
which advocates greater integration of special needs students Into regular
classrooms; the move towards a Whole Language Philosophy In the leaching of
Language Arts at the Elementary School level; and the call lor Resource Based
Teaching across all grade levels. Funher changes will have to be made if the
schools are to meet the challenges of the future.
The question to be asked, then, is: How have these initiatives actually
affected teaching and instruction at the classroom level? In too many cases the
answer would likely be that very little of substance has actually changed.
Affecting change is not a simple task. The failure of educational change
and reform is well documented. Funan and Hargreaves (1991) state that
"Educational reform has failed over and ever again {p.xiii)". Yet some schools
have a reputation for being modern and up-to-date. Somehow these schools
~eem 10 seek out and embrace the newest teaching methodologies and
techniques. What is ilthat permits change to be successfully implemented in
some schools but not in others? Fullan and Hargreaves (1991) slale the
question in another way. "What kind of work communities or school cultures are
most supportive of teacher growth and school improvement?" (p.37).
Background to the Problem
Researchers who have been interested in "'."owing more aboui why
educational relorm efforts have failed, have built up a large body of knowledge
about the change process, staff development, and the role leadership plays in
school improvement efforts. Central to this knowledge is the notion of school
culture and the need for collective aclir n.
Much has been written on the subject of school culture and its
relationship to school improvement through staff development, educational
change and reform. Goodlad (1984), wrote that:
These ways of schooling have prt'wed to be
extraordinarily resistanlto change, encouraging the
view that "nothing changes; there is only the
appearance of change.' ...Schools do differ, not in
their behaviourial regularities, but in the way humans
in them, individually and collectively, cope with these
regularities and relate to one another. (p.267)
Deal (1990), claims that culture gives stability and meaning to the
process of education, but it may also frustrate efforts to improve, reform, or
change educational forms and practices (pA).
In fact, the capacity of school cultures to resist change is so strong that
some writers think school culture itse~ is the very thing that is in need of
change. For example: Michael Fullan (1991) states: 'Assume that changing the
culture of institutions is the real agenda, not implementing single innovations.
Put alluther way, when implementing particular innovations, we should always
pay attention to whether lhe institution is developing or not" (p.107). Roland
Barth (1986) concurs when he writes: "What needs to be improved about the
schools is their culture, the quality of interpersonal relationships, and the nature
<ind quality of the learning experiences· (p.296).
Little (1982) divides school culture into two main types: cultures of
iso~atjon and cultures of collaboration. Within this framework the predominant
culture of traditional schools has been one of isolation where individuals work
alone in their classrooms. Cultures of isolaticn are resistant to Change efforts.
Collaborative cultures seem to be more cohesive. In these schools there
is more sharing and collegiality. Teachers seem to know where they are going
as a group. These cultures facilitate commilmentto change and collegial
experimentation (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991; Little, 1982).
Changing the culture of the school from one of isolation to one of
collaboration and collegiality will indeed be a challenging task (Joyce, Bennett &
Rolheiser-8ennett, 1990). However, Sergiovanni (1984) says that strong,
functional cultures can be nurtured and built by school leadership and
membership (p.10). The effective schools literature consistently reports that the
role of the principal is critical to the establishment of a positive school climate
and an effective school (Fullan, 1982; Goodlad, 1984; Brookover, 1979;
Mortimore et OIl. 1988; Purkey & Smith, 1985;).
The leadership style of the principal has a key role to play in the
development of a strong, functional culture. Leadership theories have evolved
through the century from Taylor's ~SCientirlC Managemenr in the early 1900's,
to Follett's "Human Relations" in the 1930's, and including the "Contingency
Approach" of the 1960's and 1970's. Recently a different type of leadership has
been described. Burns (1979), writes of two types of leadership: transactional
and transformational leadership. Transactional leadership involves an exchange
of valued things. Sergiovanni (1990b) refers to transactional leadership as
"leadership by bartering" (p. 23). Leac!ers and followers trade needs and
services for different purposes. An example would be merit pay for increased
performance. Transforming leadership is also based on using the needs of
followers but more is involved and is described by Burns (1979):
The transforming leader looks fOf potential motives in followers, seeks to
satisfy higher needs, and engages the full person of the follower. The
result of trafJ>,lurming leadership is a relationship 01 mutual stimulation
and elevation that converts followers into leaders and may convert
leaders into moral agents (p.4).
Fulan (1992b) describes the role 01 the transforming educational leader:
Transformationalleaders...focus on changi~ the culture of the school.
They build visions, develop norms of collegiality and continuous
improvement, share strategies for coping with problems and resolving
conflicts, encourage tsadler development as career-long inquiry and
learning, and restructure the school to loster continuous development.
These leaders develop collaborative work cultures that raise individual
and group commitment and capacity, thereby providing a powerful
environment for assessing instructional p,-actiees and fer making
improvements on an ongoing basis. (p.7)
f~oberts (1985) found tllat transformative leadership created alignment
and atlunement among staff members. The effect of this "was to create a highly
energized system for innovation and change~ (p. 1036). Brown (1991), calls it
"leadership for educational change" (p.1).
If schools are going to meet the demands of the future it is clear that the
principal is in a key position to effect improvement. Understanding the role that
school culture plays is of paramount importance. Of even greater importance is
an understanding of transformational leadership and all that it entails. For as
Fullan (1991) and leithwood & Jantzi (1990) point out, the d£>velopment of
collaborative schools has depended heavily on the actions 01 the principals
involved.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the interactions between
an administrator and the staH, in a school that is perceived \0 have a reputation
for using innovative teaching methods and where the principal is seen to exhibit
the characteristics of a transforming leader. Specifically, the study will
concentrate on: (1) selected components of transformational leadership (using
the work of leithwood et al); (2) power relationships; and (3) conditions that
encourage the building of a collaborative culture that is supportive of change.
To do this will require the investigation of such factors as: shared decision
making, power relationships, teacher empowerment and sense of efficacy,
administrator support, change, and evidence of collegiality.
Significance of the Study
This study is based on the view that shared decision making and
collaboration lead 10 schools that are successful academically and that are
mcN'e adaptable to change. Thh'i investigation will add to the knowledge base of
how transfOl'lTlationalleadership and facilitative power (if used) can help creale
collaborative cultures in schools. Ullimately, this study will pmvide flKther insight
into the role of the principal in creatilg a school climate that en~es
exce1lence and permits significant change to occur.
Research Questions
The study win address the following research questions:
1. What is the context for leadership in the school?
2. How is the school organized? Specifically:
a) What is the organizational structure?
b) How are decisions made?
3. What forms of leadership are exercised by different group:> and individuals
within the school?
Umitams of the Study
A m.mber ol imitations are merent in the study.
The study is concerned with better understanding of school culture.
Since this involves personal values and beffefs, the study may consequently be
limaed by lhe willingness and ability of participants to respond accurately to
questions of this nature.
As this study is limited to an in·depth look at one elementary school,
findings of this study may liOt be generizable to other elementary schools. A.lso,
findings may not be generizable to Intermediate and Senior High Schools which
have a different internal organizational structure. Many such studies are
needed if we are to understand educational change.
Delimftations of the Study
This study is delimi1ed to an in-depth look at selected aspects of one
elemeni'ary school, situated in the province of Newfoundland. The school
chosen for this study was selc...reo 0 the basis of its reputation as a school
dealing effectively with multiple planned changes.
Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 provided an introduction and background to the problem to be
studied. The purpose of the study has been stated, as have the research
questions. The limitations and the delimitations of the study have been outlined.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature on scl100l culture, power
relations and leadership and their relationship to change.
Chapter 3 outlines the methodology used to design the study. This
includes a statement on data collection and treatment. Development of the
questionnaire; validation, and testing of the instrument are discussed.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 present the research findings and Chapter 7 lists
the conclusions and recommendations.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The time is right for change within the school system. Fullan
(1991, p.1 05), states lhat recent trends and developments have created the
conditions and pressures necessary for this to happen. The time for change
has never been as favourable as it is right now. Fullan gives the following
reasons for his opinion:
Among these trends are the changing multicultural populations of our
schools; distressing signs of persistent and increasing dropout and
dissatisfaction with school as the student proceeds higher up the system:
tmited impact of isolated reform strategies in such things as curriculum
packages and inservice training; renewal of large proportions of the
teaching force as older staff move through and out of the system; and
the emergence of alternate forms of leader;;ilip, as more women move
into administrative positions. (p.105)
Educational research is now able to provide some practical advice to the
improvement of schools. Over the past number of years research into school
effectiveness and school improvement has helped to provide some answ~rs to
the question: What makes some schools better than others? Due to the
complexities of the school as a social organization, it has not been possible to
improve schools through the application of this knowledge. Replication of
successful initiatives has been poor and changing classroom practice is very
difficult. A close look at successful and adaptable schools ought to give insight
into why these schools respond positively to change.
This chapter will provide a brief review C'f the history of the School
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Effectiveness Movement. II is designed to set the stage for a review of the
literature concerning the change process, Ihe importance of school culture and
the role leadership plays in bringing about change at the instructional level.
School Effectiveness Research
School Effectiveness Research originated as a response to two influential
studies in the 1960's and early 1970'1; which shocked educators around the
world. James Goleman (1966) in his report Equality of Educational Opportunity
found thallamily background was the primary determinant of student
achievement. These findings were further backed up by Christopher Jencks
(1972) who reassessed Coleman's statistics, along with other evidence, and
came up with a similar conclusion.
While these findings were depressing for educators they also became
widely believed. It seemed obvious that a child who came from a disadvantaged
background would not be able to compete on a level playing field with a child
from an economically advantaged background. Other researchers, however,
realizing what many parents had known for years--thal there were important
differences between schools--found that the school attended did make a
difference to the child's academic and non·academic achievement.
The Studies
American Studies
Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer, and Wisenbaker (1979)
hypothesised that "there are differences in school social systems that explain
11
differences in student outcome among schools· (p.7). Their conclusion stales,
"Although it is nol proof, lhese analyses suggest that school climate rather than
family background as reflected in student body composition has the more direct
impact on achievement" (p.141).
Ronald Edmonds (1981) found that schools do make a difference and he
concluded that 'five institutional organizational characteristics consistently were
evident in the effective schools and were absent in whole or on part in the
ineffective schools· (p.S8). (The characteristics of effective schools are listed in
Ihe next section of the paper.)
Schools in the American studies were determined to be effective if they
achieved good results on standardized reading and mathematics s,::ores.
~
Two British researcr, projects also found that the schOOl attended made
an important contribution to the explanation of variations in pupil attainment and
progress. Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Duston & Smith (1979) conclude that
"Schools do indeed Il8ve an important impact on children's development and it
does matter which school a child attends' (p.1). Mortimore, Sammons, Stoll,
Lewis, & Ecobs, (1988) support the findings of the others when they state:
"Our results indicata that the school to which a child belongs during h;s junior
years can have a beneficial or negative effect on her or his progress and
development" (p.204).
While the particular school a child attends cannot negate the impact of
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family background, it can have a considerable affect upon both the child's
academic and non·academic achievement. Mortimore et al (~988) write:
The implications of these findings are considerable. By attending a more
effective school all pupils will benefit, even those who are at an
educational disadvantage because of their particular background
characteristics. Effective schools tend 10 be good for all their pupils. Even
though overall differences in patterns of pupil attainment are not r~rnoved
in the most eHective schools, the performance of all students is raised
and, as we have demonstrated, disadvantaged children in the most
effective schools can end up with higher achievements than their
advantaged peers in the less effective schools. (p.217)
Two items are of particular interest about these British studies, First, the
researchers were able to compare differences in student intake and compare
this data to their achievement and progress over a number of years. Secondly,
these studies were able to measure progress and achievement on man\'
variables, such as academic outcomes, (progres:::i and achievement): and non-
cognitive outcomes (attendance, delirlquency, and behaviour).
Characteristics of Effective Schools
Once it was determined that differences in schools did impact on
academic and non-academic outcomes researchers started looking lor common
factors that helped to explain why some schools were able to produce better
results than others. The researchers determined lists of characteristics that were
common to the schools thought to be more effective.
Purkey and Smith (1985), drawing on four bodies of literature,
(characteristics of effective schools, change theory, organizational theory, and
workplace reform) developed a list of nine characteristics of effective schools
13
that could be instituted by administrative mandale. They then describe four
more characteristics that derll"le the school culture and lead to the development
of a school cfmale that supports and nourishes academic SUCC'eS$.
Fullan (1985), following the division made by Purkey and Smith, refers to
eight organizational variables of etfe,;tiYe schools and four process variables.
According 10 Fullan il is the process variables that "fuel Ihe dynamics of
interaction and development of the previous organizational variables (1985,
p.4(0)".
The thirteen characteristics of eHeclive schools, as outlined by Purkey
and Smith (1985, p.358-359) are listed below:
1. ~naaement and democratic decision making. School
staffs are given more responsibility and authority to determine how they will
increase academic periormance in their school. This means giving more
authority over curricular and instructional decisions and the allocation 01 bUilding
resources.
2. leadership. Strong leadership is needed to initiate and maintain
improvement efforts. leadership may come from the principal, the teaChers or
both (I.e. a learn approach). If such leadership is not available then an external
change facilitator must be provided.
3.~. Frequent changes in staff will likely have a negative
effect on efforts to develop a cohesive school personality, especially in the
beginning stages.
14
4. Curriculum articulation and organization. A well planned curriculum
thai increases the amount of time spent on basic skills and other academic
Clreas will be more beneficial than the broad curriculums that are prevalent in
many schools.
5. Staff develooment. Staff development must be school wide and
continuous. It must also be linked to the needs of the siaff and support the
instructional and org',mizalional objectives of the school
6. Parental involvement and support. Student performance will likely be
positively influenced when parents support the school's ho.l1ework, discipline
and attendance policies. Research evidence on the effects of parent
involvement in daily school activities is mixed.
7. Schoolwide recognition of academic success. The public recognition
of academic success and improvement helps to stress to students the
importance of achievement. It encourages students to adopt similar norms and
values.
8. Maximized learning time. Time on task is maximized so that greater
portions of the class period and the school day are spent on active learning.
Inferrupt:t)ns and disruptions are minimized.
9. District suPport. District support is fundamental to the change
process. Recognition of the school's efforts and the provision of resources are
just two areas where support is important.
The preceding characteristics set the stage lor the next four. These last
15
characteristics are not easily achieved and must be worked over time.
10. Collaborative planning and collegial relalionsnips. In schcols where
teachers and administrators work and plan together change is more easily
accomplished. Collegiality breaks down barriers and allows teachers to share
their probk:ms and successes. This can lead to consensus and promote
feelings of unity among the staff.
11. Sense of community, Effect!ve schools are able 10 build a sense of
community that reduces alienation and promotes performance among both
teachers and slaff.
12. Clear goals and high exoectations commonly shared. When school
slaffs agree on goals and expectations for students they are more likely to be
successful because everyone is working toward a mutually agreed on purpose.
13. Order and discipline. Order and discipline are a reflection of the
seriou~.,ess and purposefulness of the school's commitment to its task. Rules
must be established by mutual agreement and they must be fairly and
consistently enforced. Buildings must be well maintained.
The characteristics of effective schools give insight into the ways some
schools are organized and may provide a starting point for schools which want
to improve their effectiveness. However, a word of caution is in order. School
effectiveness research has been criticized because of its dependence on test
scores. Critics fear that too much reliance on this research will lead to a
"recipe" approach to school improvement, resulting in the continuation of
16
existing forms of domination and power distribution and the perpetuation of
current practices (Beare, Caldwell & Milliken, 1989). It should also be noted
that this research does not appear to be representative of how an effective
school would be defined in Newfoundland or in Canada.
Affecting change at Ihe school level is not easily done. The next section
on school cullure gives some insight into the complexity of changing schools
and Ihe importance of school culture to the change process.
School Culture
In 1991 Michael Fullen wrote thai we must assume that "changing the
culture of institutions is the real agenda, not implementing single innovations·
(p.l0?).
AI first glance one may question the validity ollhis assumption for the
connection between effecting change at the classroom level and changing the
culture of the school is not always readily apparent. However, a closer look at
the concept of organizational culture and its relationship to the change process
will demonstrate the full importance of Fullan's statement. First, an
understanding of organizational culture is necessary.
Definition of Culture
Culture is often described as "the way we do things around here' (real,
1987; Sackney, 1986). While this definition is helpful, the concept of culture is
much deeper and more complex than such a phrase indicates. Schein (1985,
p.6-9), suggests that organizational culture refers to basic assumptions and
17
beliefs that members of an organization share. These assumptions and beliefs
are learned responses which e....entually come to be so ingrained that they
become taken for granted and drop oul of awareness. Schein defines cullure
A pattern of basic assumptions--invented, discovered, or developed by a
given group as it learns ~o cope with its problems of external adaptation
and internal integralion·-that has worked well enough to be considered
valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to
perceive, think, and feel in relation 10 these problems. (p.9)
To other writers, culture refers to the shared meanings and beliefs that
members of an organization hold (Deal, 1987; Sergiovanni, 1984; Leithwood
and Jantzi, 1990; Corbett, Firestone, & Rossman, 1987). Corbett et al (1987)
provide a gOOd insight into school culture when they write:
Culture describes the way things are. It provides the contextual clues
necessary to interpret events, behaviours, words, and acts..and gives
them meaning. Culture also prescribes the way in which people should
act, regulating appropriate and acceptable behaviours in given situations.
Culture, thus defines what is true and good. (p.37)
Organizational culture is a fairly new concept. Schein (1985) points out
that it is necessary to define what we mean by organization. For example, do
we speak about the cullure of the educational system of Newfoundland, the
culture of an individual school district or the culture of an individual school?
Schein states that "Culture should be viewed as a property of an independently
defined stable social unit' (p.7). Since each of the foregoing can be thought of
in terms of being an 'fldependent and stable social unit each can therefore
possess its own culture. In other words: all schools have cultures (Sergiovanni,
18
1984, p.10}. From a distance, schools appear to have cultures thaI are very
similar, yet a closer look will show subtle but important differences in norms,
beliefs, and values (Carber. at ai, 1987).
Each cultural unit can also contain within it various subcultures (Schein,
1985; leilhwood & Jantzi, 1990; little, 1990a). For example, within a school one
may find different subcultures for Ihe administrators, teachers, students and
parents.
Although each school creates its own unique culture as it interacts with
members of the organization and ils environment, school cultures have much in
common and can be grouped into four broad categories.
Types of Cultures
1. Cultures of Isolation
Isolated cultures are characterized by teachers who spend their time
working alone in their classrooms with little or no contact with other adults. This
independence/teacher autonomy (Little, 1990a), or fragmented individualism
(Hargreaves, 1989a), is Ihe most common state of affairs for teachers (Fullan &
Hargreaves, 1991).
Such an isolated culture gives Ihe individual leacher a lot of power within
the classroom. It offers protection from outside interference, blame and criticism
but it also shuts out praise, feedback and support (Hargreaves 1989a; Little,
1990a).
Two profound effects result from professional isolation. The first is the
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lack of opportunity to develop collectively herd goals which, in turn, results in a
lack of cohesiyeness through out the school. The second is that isolated
teachers seldom lalk about instructional matters. This means that teachers do
not receive positive feedback about their work and do not share new and
successful ideas (Rosenholtz, 1985, p. 364-365).
2. Cultures of Collaboration
In schools with cultures that can be classified as collaborative or collegial
in nalure, teachers work together in an atmosphere of openness and support.
Unlilo:e isolated cultures, failure and uncertainty are not protected but are
brought into the open and discussed with a view 10 making improvements
(Hargreaves, 1989b, p.20).
3. .fj..2!!g:jnization
Balkanization is a term used by Hargreaves (1989a) to describe cultures
where teachers associate more closely with a particular group within the school
than with the school as a whole. These groups often compete with one another
and teachers attach their loyalties to the group rather than the schoo!.
Examples a! balkanized groups might be all the English or Science teachers in
a High School. Balkanization can lead to misunderstandings and poor
communication among groups (p.9).
4. Cultures of Contrived Collegiality
Hargreaves (198gb) describes contrived collegiality as a set of formal
procedures initialed by the bureaucracy to increase joint teacher planning. He
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mentions things such as peer coaching, menlor teaching, and formally
scheduled meetings as ways designed to get collegial interaction going in
schools where little has e>listed. Contrived collegiality can be useful 10 the
building of trust and support so teachers c",n move towards true collegiality.
Bul, Hargreaves warns that mandated collegiality cannot guarantee a teaching
community Ihat works effectively, openly and supportively together. True
collaborative cultures foster and facilitate support and partnership; they do not
demand it (p.22).
Little (1990a) expresses some..:>1 the same concerns when she writes
about induced collaboration. "Teachers are now being pressed, invited, and
cajoled inlo ventures in "collaboration" but the organization of their work gives
them scant reason for doing so" (p.530).
While it is interesting to know that different forms of cultures exist, it is
more important to ascertain what effects, if any, these different cultures have on
learning and teaching in the schools? The next section of the paper will look at
the significance of culture.
Significance of Culture
The culture of the school is significant because it impacts on whatever
happens in the school (both teaching and learning). Once the culture is
established it defines permissible ways for all members of the organization to
behave, to achieve goals and to solve problems. In fact the impact of culture is
so strong that it is "Iikeiy that one can predict an individual's behaviour far better
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on the basis of knowiedge of the social structure and position in it than on the
basis of his Of her personal dynamics" (Sarason, 1982, p.26).
Uttle (1982. p.338) refers to the prevailing pattern of interactions that
creates certain possibilities and sets certain limits. In other WOI"ds, new
members coming into an organization quickly learn what is expected and how
things are done. Fullan. (1991) takes this idea a little further and states that new
teachers will become better or worse teachers depending on the schools in
which they teach (p.315J. An examination of the culture of schools will help
explain what goes on !n them and why people behava as they do.
Cullure and Change
·Culture can undermine Of stimulate change" (Goens and Clover, 1991,
p. 126). other researchers agree thaI the cuhure of the schools has an impact
on attempts to introduce change into the schools (Cuban, 1990, p.7S; Fullan,
1990, p.13; Hargreaves, 1989a, p.7).ln fact, Safason (1982; 1900) directJy
anribl~es the fail'lfe 01 these attempts at reform to an iladequate and undear
perception 01 the school culture. Sarason (1990) writes •...the characteristics,
traditions, and organizational dynamics of school systems were more or less
letha! obstacles 10 achieving even modest, narrow goals· (p. 12). Part of the
failure to understand the culture of schools is also concerned with failure to
confront the existing power relationships. (Power relationships will be dealt wllh
in a separate section of this chapter.)
Rosenholtz (1989) agree'& with this assessment. She writes that not
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enough useful information is known about teachers and schools to provide a
base from which policy changes can confidently be started. The successful
implementation of any strategy depends in large part on its context or on the
culture into which it is introduced (p.216).
Resistance to Change
Culture gives meaning, stability and predictability to human endeavors. It
provides people with a feeling of efficacy and control (Deal, 1987, p.7). Culture
is deeply embedded into the members thoughts and feelings. It provides an
integrated perspective and gives meaning 10 situations (Schein, 1985, p.44). As
well, culture solves the group's problems of survival and adaptation 10 balh
external and internal environments (Schein, 1985, p.SO).
Change upsets established patterns of behaviours. It introduces
uncertainty and people are no longer sure of how to act. Deal (199U,) sums it
up in this way: 'Change creates existential havoc because it introduces
disequilibrium, uncertainty and makes day-la-day life chaotic and unpredictable.
People understandably feel threatened and out of control when their existential
pillars become shaky or are taken away· (p.?).
Sacred and Profane Norms
Corbett et al (1987) give further insight into the relationship between
culture and change. They write that culture consists of sacred and profane
qualities and that not aU norms are uniformly shared or impervious to change.
Sacred norms are those which become unquestionably true and are thus
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immutable. Profane norms are susceptible to improved knowledge. Accordingly:
Attacks on the sacred undermine professional identity and carr the
meaning 01 teaching into question. Proposed changes, then, challenge
lTK)(e than "the way we do things around here-; they also threaten "who
we are around here". Resistance to the latter is likely to result in extreme
aversion ... and/or in partial behavioral compHance with, but not
internalization of, conflicting norms embedded in the changes. (p.56)
First·Order and Second.Order Change
Cuban's (1990, p.72·74) idea about two types of change helps to expand
our understanding of resistance 10 change. He equates first-order change 10
quality control or "improving the efficiency and el1ectiveness of what is done'
(p.72). Examples are ditlerenllextbooks, new courses, more time in school, and
competency tesls for teachers. These types of changes enhance the existing
structure of schools and htlp to explain why schools, even though they have
changed over the years, are fundamentally the same.
second-order changes are seen as solutions to design problems. They
·seek to alter the fundamental ways in which organizations 3re put together"
and ·reflect major dissatisfactions with present arrangements· (p.73). Reforms
intending to alter fundamental structures seldom meet with success. Examples
are open-space architecture, non-graded schools, and student centred leaming.
Leithwood (1992) fists building a shared vision, improving communication, and
developing collaborative decision making processes as examples of second-
order change. These changes, in effect, would significantly after the culture of
the school.
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Firsl-order changes and profane nOfms are sim~ar in that they can often
be successfully implemented. Second-order changes lend to dlallenge sacred
norms and are seldom implemented as envisioned. To complicate matters even
more first order chang&S can be either profane or saO'ed, depending on the
person. As Corbett at al (1987) point out ·Such norms need not be shared
uniformly in a school" (p.3B).
Resistance to change is a very complicated Issue which is not fully
explained by the impact of culture. Change is a process thai takes place over
time and decisions on adoption and implementation processes, as well as
organizational considerations and other issues, will also affect its acceptance or
rejection. Knowledge of the change process is essential for all people involved
with school improvement
Culture, School Performance and Change
Impact of Cu~ure
The type 01 culture or social system that a school possesses seems to
have a substantial impact on the productivity or performance of that school and
also on its ability to change and improve. This is one reason why changing the
culture of the school is so important.
Schools with strong, functional cultures, where norms of collegiality,
collaboration, and continuous improvement are present have been found 10 be
more successful and adaptable (Joyce & Bennel1, 1990, p.33; Fullan, 1990a,
p.12; Ul1le, 1982, p.338; Sergiovanni, 1984, p.lO; RosBnholtz, 1989). In these
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schools problem seeking and problem solving are accepted as normal events
(Schlechty, 1990, p.251).
Schools where cultures of isolation/individualism are the norms have
generally been found to be unsupportive of change and improvement; they
sustaIn conservatism and are generally less effective (Aosenholtz, 1989; Fullen
& Hargreaves, 1991, p.39; Little, 1900a, p.531). In these schools problems are
~~en as threats that are coped with, dealt with, or submerged as quickly as
possible (Schlechly, 1990, p.251).
According to the foregoing, the achievement of collaborative cultures in
schools is to be highly desired, However, a word of caution is important. little
(1990a) reminds us that most studies of collaboration have focused on the 1Q.rr:!J
of collaboration rather than on the~ (p.523). It should not be assumed
that collegiality always results in better consequences for children. Collegiality
may simply confirm teachers' present practices. Fullan, Bennett and Aolheiser-
13ennett (1990) also speak to this point and write that norms of collt::!giality must
be linked to norms of continuous improvement (p.14). Thus teachers are
constantly trying to improve and expand their teaching practices.
One other point should be noted. Strong coliabora,llIe cultures will rely
on strong individual teachers. It is important that the emphasis on cooperation
and uniformity not occur at the expense of individual inventiveness and
independent initiative (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991, p.62; little, 1990b, p.18S).
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What Does Collaboration LOQk like?
True collaboration, where teachers engage in rigorous examination of
leaching and learning, is rare (Little, 1990b, p.1S?). Also, much that passes for
collaboration does not add up to anything of significance (p.18D). When
teachers meet infrequently to talk about curriculum or school level matters it is
not likely that they will engage in the close examination of issues that reflects
true collaboration.
Four Forms of Collegiality
Little (19908), describes lour distinct forms of collegiality but in her
opinion only one of these can truly be described as collaborative. The four
forms are:
1. Storytelling andscan~. Here teachers share war stories
or specific ideas about leaching and children. These discussions tend to lend
reassurance and give simple solutions to complex problems. This is done under
conditions 01 nearly complete independence and probably serves to sustain
teacher isolation.
2. Aid and Assistance. Colleagues will give help when asked. The
prOblem here is that asking often implies lack of competence and therefore can
have social and psychological costs. Ro~~enholtz (1989) refers to this problem in
some detail (see below for further information). Uttle also questions the potency
of the advice given under conditions where the giving and receiving of advice
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may affect perceptions of competence. Again, this type of collegiality sustains
independence.
3. Sharing. Through the routine sharing of materials and methods or the
exchange of ideas and opinions, teaching is made less private and more public.
Sharing lays the groundwork lor productive discussion and debate but does not
extend to direct commentary on curriculum and instruction.
4. Joint Work. Little describes joint work as the only true form of
collaboration The term is reserved for:
Encounters among teachers that rest on shared responsibility for the
work of teaching (interdependence), collective conceptions of autonomy,
support for teachers' initiative and leadership with regard to professional
practice, and group affiliatl'Jns grounded in professional work, Joint work
is dopendent on the structural organization of task, time, and other
resources in ways not characterisl~::: of other forms of collegiality, and
thus is responsive to larger in~,itutional purposes and vulnerable to
external manipulation. (p.519)
Joint work then, makes teaching a public venture where teachers engage in
direct commentary on the merit of classroom practices and school level
programs and policies. It means that teachers have to give up some 01 thoir
professional autonomy to their peers. ·Personal prerogative is made subject to
COllectively developed values, standards, and agreements: but personal initiative
is also accorded greater collective and institutional force" (lillie, 1990a, p.521).
Teachers are encouraged to engage in joint work through the fOllowing
practices which lillie (1982) describes as four critical practices that appear
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crucial for continuous professional development in successful and adaptable
schools.
1. Teachers build up a shared language which is precise and capable of
distinguishing among teaching practices. They do this by engaging in frequent,
continuous, concrete, and precise talk about teaching practice.
2. Tpachers are frequently observed and provided with useful critiques of
their teaching.
3. Teachers prepare teaching materials together. This includes the
planning, designing, researching, evaluating and preparation 01 leaching
materials.
4. Teachers are permitted and encouraged to teach each other the
practice 01 leaching (p.331).
Eight Practices..QU&llaborative Schools
Further insight into what actually goes on in collaborative settings is
given by Roy and O'Brien (1991). They identify eight practices found in
co!laborative schools (pAS):
1. Use of cooperative learning in classrooms.
2. Collegial, professional support groups used to increase teachers'
instructional expertise and success.
3. Peer coaching programs, where teachers visit each other's
classrooms to give assistance and exchange ideas, are in use.
4. Building.level steering committees work together to determine the
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direction the school lakes for improvement and refinement of goals.
5. Ad hoc decision making groups are used during staff meetings to
involve all staff in important school decisions.
6. Cooperative planning of all instructional materials and strategies takes
place.
7. Cooperation with parents and community members is evident.
8. T:3:;k forces plan and implement solutions to schoolwide issues.
The next section of the chapter will take an in-depth look at the work of
Susan Rosenholtz.
Rosenholtz's Work
In her 1989 study of schools, Susan Aosenholtz added much to our
knowledge of how the social organization of the schools affects what goes in
them. The following is a review of the maj"r findings of her work and is
presented here to give a clearer understanding of the impact of schoo! culture
on instructiun and the people who work in the schools.
Two major theoretical assumptions guided the work (p.11).
1. The way in which teachers define their work is guided by their
subjective construction 01 reality which is strongly influenced by the structure of
their daity activity.
2. Uncertainly about the technology of teaching is the enemy of rational
planning and action.
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Organization of the Section.
Rosenholtz's research looked at how the social organization of schools
affected the following: (a) shared goals; (b) teacher collaboration; (e) teacher
learning; (d) leacher certainty; and (e) leacher commitment. Data were collected
using both a questionnaire and leacher interviews. In the review that follows a
brief summary is given of the main findings.
Shared Goals
Goals are important 10 the success of any organization. It is to be
expected thai when members of an organization work toward similar goals the
organization will be more successful than when goal consensus is nol as clear.
First, Aosenholtz looked al organizational features of the workplace that
make it more or less likely that teachers in the st.:hool would come te share the
same goals. ·Consensus or dissensus about the goals of teaching is a direct
function of the consistency and interpretability of information teachers gather
and disperse in schools· (p.20).
The results of her investigation show that teacher socialization is the
strongest predictor of shared goals. Teacher evaluation is the second largest
contributcr. Faculty isolation/ cohesiveness and collectively enforced standards
for student behaviour have a lesser effect. The variables of goal setting and
teacher recruitment were found to affect goal consensus indirectly (p.24-28).
Greater insigh, into what actually goes on in schools classified as "high
goal consensus· or "low goal consensus' schools comes from interview data.
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Results show that tb8chers in low consensus schools were left on their own to
do the best they CQuld. Consequently I norms of self-reliance developed. In high
consensus schools, shared goals allowed teachers to develop a more
ennobling vision where teaching issues and children's inleresls were in the
forefront (p.39).
Teacher Collaboration
Aspects of the schools' social organization either encourage or dissuade
faculty collaboration. Willingness 10 seek or offer assistance depends on the
threat of those actions to self-esteem. If such actions are seen to be damaging
10 sell-esteem then they will be avoided.
Results show that teachers' certainty about a technical culture and their
instructional practice is a powerful predictor of collaboration. The more certain
teachers feel, the more likely they are to seek and give assistance. This is
connected to feelings 01 self-esteem. Shared teaching goals and team teaching
also make a significant difference to collaboration. Teacher involvement in
decision making is a significant predictor of collaboration but to a lesser extent
than the previously mentioned variables. School S.E.S. and school size show no
appreciable effects on collaborative practices (p.46-49).
The qualitative data gives further insight into the type of sharing in which
teachers engage. The role of the principal was also looked at. Results show
that I rncertainty about a technical culture and instructional practice affects both
J=;incip<;lls and teachers. Where norms of sell-reliance persist teachers are
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unable to seek advice and principals are I,nwilling or unable to render
assistance. The opposite is true in schools classified as being collaborative.
Teacher Leaming
Believing that successful organizations must have some capacilY fOf
renewal and growth, Aosenholtz next looked at opportunities for professional
growth ava~able within the schools' social organization. She calls this teachers'
opportunities for learning. Research found that four organizational factors
combine to expl&.in 79% of the variance in teachers reaming opportunities.
Scl",oo! goal setting, which points to specific instructional objectives for
improvement, e)(erti .18 strongest influence on teacher learning. Teacher
evaluation exerts the second strongest influence when teachers have input into
improvement goals and the process is fair. Shared goals which creale pressure
and suppon to conform to norms of renewal and teacher conaboration, and
which enabfe teachers to give and receive t'~lp, were also found to affect
teacher opportooities for learning (p.77-79).
Aosenholtz labelled schools as either learning impoverished or learning
enriched. In leamir'.~ enriched schools, norms of continuous improvement were
evident. In these schools teachers felt that learning Is cumulative, developmental
and continuous. In learning impoverished schools teachers estimated that one
can learn how to teach in about 2.3 years. There is a self-fulling prophecy
established and maintained by the social organization of learning impoverished
schools. -The more impoverished the schoof's opportunities to learn, the less
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about teaching there ;s to learn, and the less time teachers require to learn it H
(p.83).
These differences are related to the effects of shared school goals.
Rosenholtz writes that social organizations act to pull teachers together 10
pursue common purpose, or :tel as centrifugal forces thai allow teachers to
pursue individual interests. "In the former, teachers celebrate common
achievements; in the latter, teachers celebrate successful endeavors alone"
(p.8S).
The relationship between teachers' and students' learning showed that
greater learning opportunities for teachers resulted in increased performance
gains lor students in both reading and math over a two year period.
Further, it became evident that teachers' beliefs and actions were strongly
influenced by the social organization of the schools in which they were involved.
Teachers tended to conform with prevailing school norms.
Teacher Certainty
Social organization can influence teachers' feelings of certainty about a
technical culture and their instructional practice (p.105). Rosenholtz argues that
the greater the amount of positive feedback received by teachers the more
certain they will feet about what they are doing. Also, greater organizational
resources will allow teachers to take a more active part in work-enhancing
decisions. This will result in stronger feelings of certainty about their technical
culture and teaching practice (p.110).
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Findings of the research show that positive feedback !"las the strongest
innuence on teacher certainty. Teacher collaboration strongly and independently
predicts teacher certainty. Parent involvement in their children's learning, and
school coordinated student behavior directly affect teachers' sense of certainty.
Together Ihese variables explain 60% of the variance.
Schools were classified by whether or not their cultures were routine or
non-routine. In routine cultures teachers periorm standardized tasks; in non-
routine cultures teachers develop unique solutions to problems.
Lack of support and non-involvement by the principal results in greater
instructional uncertainty which in turn results in the belief that nothing can be
done to improve the situation.
An examination of the relationship between teacher certail"';ty and student
outcomes showed that teacher certainty contributes significantly to student
learning gains in reading and math over a two year period (p.138). In
summary, Rosenholtz states:
Where teachers collectively perceive students as capab~ learners, and
themselves as capable teachers vested with a technical culture 10 help
them learn and grow, they seem more likely to persevere, to define
problem students as a challenge, to seek outside resources to conquer
that challenge, and in thIs way, to actually foster students' academic
gains. But, when teachers collectively perceive that students' potential is
circumscribed by either their background or manner, they are less apt to
respond to student difficulties with increased effort, to view such adverse
circumstances as surmountable, to avail themselves of outside resources
for help, and in the end, to help students learn basic skills. (p.138)
Teacher Commitment
Finally, Rosenholtz looks at the social organization of schools to see
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which structures impact on teachers' sense of commitment or motivation. The
results of her study show that three social organizational fac'.ors significantly
affect leacher commitment aod aCCOU1t for 76% of !he variance. These factors
are task autonomy and discretion, where teachers have some control over their
work; teachers psychic rewards or positive feedback and acknowledgement;
and, 10 a lesser extent, teachers' learning opportunities (p.148).
Rosenholtz describes two types of schools. stuck and moving:
The stuck feel no sense of Pfogress. growth, or development and so
tend to lower their aspirations and appear less motivated to achieve.
They shy away from risks in the workplace and proceed in cautious,
conservative ways. The moving, by COfltrast, lend to recognize and use
more of their skills and aim slil higher. Their sense of Pi ,gress and
future gain encourages them to look fOlWard, to lake risks, and to grow"
(p.149).
Three possible reasons are given to explain why teachers in stuck
schools make fewer plans than teachers in moving schools. These are;
1. Feelings 01 powerlessness and lack 01 task autonany thwart anempts
to COlltrol future actions.
2. Lack of opportunities for professiooal growth provide little substance
for future plans.
3. Beliefs that students possess only limited potential combined with
teachers' sense of instructional uncertainty result in feelings of hopelessness
(p.155·156).
Each of these are related to the effects of lack of self·esteem. Teachers
who are unsure of their professional capabilnies try to deflect attention from
£9
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measures of their worth. Fina8y, the study indicated lhat measures of teachef'
cormlitment showed signifteant independent effects on students' adlievement
in reading and math.
In conclusion, leacher commlment and sense of efficacy depend 00
wOf'kplace conditions that allow teachers to feel empowered and professionalty
competent. When this is not permitted, loss of teacher corTllritment and feeWigs
of hopelessness result.
~QfReform
The pUblic demand for better schools can be seen and heard in the
news media almost every day. Departments of Education and School Districts
are responding to these demands but the form these responses take is
important to their success.
Rosenholtz's (1989) work poiris out the need fol'" greater
pro!essionaization of teachers. It is evident that successful schools have a
nonroutine technical culture where teaching pfOfessicnals with a strong sense
of ledvlical know how make decisions to benefit thai students (p.214).
Therefore, cans for tighter bureaucratic controls, the application of principles
outlined in effective schools research, more standardiZed testing, etc. will not
result in better teaching and learning. In fact, tighter oontrol would seem to have
the exact opposite effect of the ones desired. Failure, on the part of reformers,
to have a good knowledge and understanding of the school as a system and
how parts of the system interact will also cause the current round of reforms to
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fail (Sarason, 1990). Sarason goes on to say that we need a drastic alteration in
the way we look at and act toward the school system. One of the things Ihat
needs changing is the allocation of power relationships (p. 28). (This area is
expanded upon in the next section of the review of the rrterature.)
The creation of collaborative cultures in schools is, in effed, an alteration
(cr restructuring) ollraditionaJ power relationships. Greater professionaJization
of teachers will be the result. Many writers call lor reformers to concentrate on
these issues if posifive and lasting change is 10 be achieved (Schlechty, 1990,
p.235-236; Fullan and Hargreaves, 1991).
The creation of collaborative cultures and the professionalization of
teachers in schools depends heavily on the actions of the principals in those
schools (Fullan, 1991; Leilhwood and Jantzi, 1990; Rosenhottz, 1985; Barth,
1989). The next section of this paper deals with the school principal and a type
of leadership that can help bring about the changes necessary for school
improvement
Leadership and the Principal
It is evidentlrom the work of Rosenholtz (19M), Fullan (1991), Leithwood
and Steinbeck (1991) and others that the actions of the principal and the type
of leadership provided can have a strong impact on the cultural norms and the
effectiveness of the school. This section of the chapter will look at power
relationships and leadership. Then two distinct forms of leadership, transactional
and transformational, will be described. Next, implications for changing the role
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of the principal will be considered. Finally, the review wililoak specifically at
examples of leadership provided by effective and successful principals within
the context of school improvement and cultural change.
Leadership
Much has been writtefl about leadership over the years; a multitude of
theories have been developed and many different definitions have been given.
Yet leadership has been a hard concept to define. According to Rosenbach and
Taylor (1989) leadership is one of the mosl studied and least understood of all
social processes.
Leadership can be formal and can comp. with a particular position or rolE!,
such as the leadarship of a principal or superintendent. It can also be informal.
Within every organization there are people who exercise power and influence
but who do not hold forma! leadership positions. leadership can be situational
in that a person may show leadership in one situation but not in another. •...the
concept of leadership remains elusive because it depends not only on the
position, behaviour, and personal characteristics of the leader but also on the
character of the situation" (Hoy & Miskel, 1982, p. 221).
Leadership implies followers. To explain the leader-follower relationship, il
is necessary to look at the different levels of motivations and power potentials
available. Since conceptions of power are changing, first a traditional
conception of power will be examined and then a newer concept, facilitative
power.
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The Traditional CooceO! of Power
Elements QI Power
Power has Uvee essential elements according to Abbott & Caracheo
(1988). These are: a conceptualization of the term, which helps to set the limits
for consideration of the phenomenon; sources of power; and the exercise of
power (p.241).
1. Definition of Power. Power is defined as the "generic and most
encompassing term in a conceptualization of domination In social interar.lion... a
force that determines behavioral oulcome~ in <:~ ;il!ended direction in a situation
involving human interaction" (Abbott & Caracheo, 1988, p. 241). It is important
to nole thaI Abbott & Caracheo are writing about power in institutional settings,
nol about power in informal groups or power as a psychological phenomenon.
2. Sources of Power, Abbott & Caracheo (1988) lisl two sources of
power. These are authority and prestige. Authority 'refers to the capability 01
exercising power by virtue of the fact that an l'Idividual occupies a legetlly
estabflshed position within a social nstitution. Thus, authOl"ity is conceived as a
relationship l'etween subordinates and superordinates' (p. 242). Prestige, on
the other hand, is personal in nature.
It can be defined as the capability of exercising power by virtue of the
fact that an individual possesses personal characteristics, either natural
(candor, energy) or acquired (knowledge, expertise), that are valued by
others. Unlike authority, Wll!-:h must be delegated by the institution bu1
cannot be earned, prestige must be earned: it cannot be delegated~
(p.242).
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3. Exercise of Power. The third element of power is the actualization or
the exercise of power. Power can be eKercised through either acts of
persuasion or acts 01 coercion. Abbott & Caracheo (1988) sum it up as follows:
"Institutional power, the potential to elicit intended behaviours from others, is
based either on authority or on prestige; and ~s exercise takes the form of
either coercion or persuasion" (p.243).
Power Base~
In an earlier and influenlial piece of work, French and Raven (1968)
define five power bases. Unlike Abbott & Caracheo, these are nol restricted 10
power in institutional settings. A brief outline is given below:
1. Reward P~. "Reward power is defined as power whose basis is
the ability to reward" (p. 263). The strength of the power depends on the
perception thai the social agent can deliver the reward.
2. Coercive Power. Coercive power stems from the expectation that a
punishment w~1 be received if the person fails to do what is required. The
strength of the power depends on the magnitude of the threatened punishment
and on the perception that it will be carried through (p.263).
Rl::ward power and coercive power are sometimes difficuft to tell apart.
One of the main differences is that reward power may eventually result in an
independent system, but the effects of coercive power will always be dependent
(p.264).
3. Legitimate Power. Legitimate power is defined as thai power whic.! I
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stems from internalized values in a person (A) which dictate that another person
(8) has a legitimate right to influence A and thai A has an obligation to accept
tllis influence. This is very similar to the notion of authority (defined above) but
does not always imply a role relation.
Bases for legitimate power include cultural values; acceptance of social
structures e.g., a hierarchy of authority; and designation by a legitimizing agent
(p.265).
4. ..8..§~.!~. n~. Referent power has its basis in the identification of
one person with another. In other words. one person is highly attracted to
another, or to a group, for some reason. The stronger the identification of the
attracted person, Ihe greater is the referent power (p.266).
5. Expert Power. Expert power results when one person possesses
knowledge within a certain area that a second person does not. The knowlt;,dge
of the expert is evaluated in relation to the other person's knowledge as well as
against an absolute standard. The strength of the power varies with the
knowledge or the perception of knowledge attributed to the expert (p.267).
Power Bases in Institutions
Abbott and Caracheo (19B8. p. 243) make a strong argument for their
claim that only two power sources exist in institutions. First. in referring to the
work of French and Raven they write that reward and coercive powers are
expressions of power and are not bases of power. The ability to reward or to
coerce comes from eil iler authority Or ~rcstige, or both. Second. they equate
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authority with legitimate power, staling that "authority is legitimate power"
(p.243). Finally, they make the case that referent and expert powers are really
elements of the concept of prestige.
Facil~alive Power
Dunlap and Goldman (1991), in an article entitled "Rethinking Power',
argue that traditional definitions and theories of power are concerned with
control and acts of domination. They slate that much of the educational
research on power fits into the definition of power given by Abbott and
Carecheo (1988). However, "the extraordinary capacity to lead others 10 desired
consequences or (·Jmarkable efforts is not explainable by hierarchical
domination no matter how participative or critical that domination is in scope"
(p.8).
Dunlap and Goldman (1991) propose an alternative to traditional
interpretations of power which they claim is a more accurat03 description of
power in the school setting. They call this reconceptualizalion "facilitative
power". Looking at power as a system of facilitation allows a different
perspective which suggests that:
Power may primarily be an act of relationship between equals where acts
of domination are the :east desired alternatives. This does not reject
authoritarian or hierarchical concepts of power but suggests placing
them in a broader context of power as that whir.:l facilitates the work of
others. (p.7)
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They describe the administrator's use of facilitative power
as follows:
Instead of formulating policies and mandating compliance, administrators
can use power to broker interim solutions and subsequent adaptations.
This more facilitative approach 10 using power allows educators to use
one another's knowledge without necessarily sharing expertise,
knowledge bases, and assumptions. It encourages recognition that there
may be multiple acceptable solutions to complex educational problems.
Problem solving becomes more mutual and can be negotiated on the
basis of colleg.al. reciprocal norms, School leaders can help provide
resources- human and material- that make their staffs more effective
individually because they use one another's knowledge and skills.
Leaders can use formal positions of power to establish and maintain
conditions in which others can solve problems. Thus organizational
power and professional actualization can complement and selVe one
another... Power is through other professionals, rather than exercised
over them. (p.22-23)
This concept 01 power fits nicely with Sergiovanni's views (1990a) which sees
leadership as the power to accomplish and puts emphasis on the leader as a
facilitator. Dunlap and Goldman (1991) argue that this type of power is
necessary due to the unique nature of schools and it has arisen as a result of
greater professionalization and specialization in the teaching field. They give
four examples of administrative activities that exercise facilitative power. These
are:
1. The arrangement of material resources that support educational
activities.
2. The selection and management of people who can work together
effectively. The provision of training lor, and modelling of, collaborative
behaviour.
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3. The supervision and monitoring of behaviour lor feedback,
reinforcement, and suggestions for improvement.
4. The provision of networks for activities, linking groups 10 activities
elsewhere, adding members 10 groups, and diffusing new ideas (p.13-14).
Two side effects of facilitative power are mentioned. First, facilitative
power will enlarge the decision making pncess through the involvement of
more people. In many instances these decisions must be ratified by those who
have legal authority. However, this can be accomplished through negotiatic I
rather than through domination. Secondly, facilitation encourages
nonstandardized approaches to and solutions of problems (p.23-24). This is
seen as a positive effect.
Two unexplored aspects of facilitative power are also mentioned. Greater
collaboration will reql lire more sharing 01 time, space and students. Most
teachers are not used to working closely with others while performing their core
professional duties. Also, the effects of facilitative power on principals is hard to
predict. Dunlap and Goldman suggest that school leaders ;;.ay have to redefine
the types of ego rewards they receive if fUlly facilitative power systems are
adopted (p.25).
Control Versus Commitment
Writers on school improvement and restructuring call for a change in
power relationships if schools are to grow and improve. The principal must
become a "leader of leaders" (Schlechly, 1990; Sergiovanni, 1990b; Fullan and
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Hargreaves, 1991). The principal can no longer dominate; the principal's role
must become enabling rather than conttoBing (Barth, 1989). Leadership
considers how "}Y..Ner can assist others in becoming successful and
accomp~shjngtheir goals. Leaders invest power in people and then expect a
relurn OIl their investment" (Goens and Clover, 1991, p. 149). Shared leadership
does not mean the principal hands over the reins of power and opts out.
Rather, the principal becomes an interactive professional who learns as well as
leads (Fullsn and Hargreaves, 1991, p,91).
The concept of facilitative power fits in well with these ideas of power
sharing and greater professionalization of the teaching force. In lact, Goldman &
Dunlap (1990) suggest thaI ~lacilitative power may also provide the bridge
between the competing types of leadershi(" 'ransaetional' and transformational'·
(p.4).
The fullowing section on leadership will provide indepth inf()(mation 0"
the :::hanging role of the principal and the type of leadership necessary 10 bring
about change.
Definition of leadership
James M Burns (1979), in his Pulitzer Prize winning book, defines
leadership as:
Leaders inducing followers 10 act lor cerain goals that represent the
values and the motivation··the wants anti needs, the aspirations and
expectations--of both leaders and followers. ... The essence of the
leader·follower relation is the interaction of persons with different levels of
motivations and of power potential, including skill. in pursuit of a common
{)( at least )oint purpose. (p.19)
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Further on in his book, Burns expands on his definition of leadership. He
stales that:
Leadership is the reciprocal process 01 mobilizing, by persons with
certain motives and values, various economic, political, and other
resources, in a context of competition and conflict, in order to realize
goals independently or mutually held by both leaders and followers. The
nature of these goals is crucial. (p.425)
Burns identifies two distinct kinds of leadership, based on the types of
interactions involved. These are tranSol.lclional and transforming readership.
Transactional leadership
Transactional leadership occurs when:
One person takes the initiative in making contact with others lor the
purpose of an exchange of valued things. The exchange could be
economic or political or psychological in nature: a swap of goods or of
one good for money; a trading of votes between candidate and citizen or
between legislators; hospitality to another person in exchange for
willingness to lislen to one's troubles. Each party to the bargain is
conscious of the power resources and attitudes of the other. Each
person recognizes the other as a person. Their purposes are related, at
least to the extent that the purposes stand within the bargaining process
and can be advanced by maintaining that process. The bargainers have
no enduring purpose that holds them together; hence they may go their
separate ways. A leadership act took place but it was not one that binds
leader and follower together in a mutual and continuing pursuit of a
higher purpose. (Burns, 1979, p.19-20)
The key points to note from this description of transactional leadership
are the reciprocal nature of the exchanges; the awareness of the power bases;
the recognition that both bargainers are thought of in terms of being persons
and not things; and finally, the separate but related nature of the goals or
purposes. In other words, a deal is struck which satisfies the separate needs of
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persons or groups who do not share a common purpose.
Transactional leadership has moral impications a",tj can contribute to
human purpose. Burns (1979) states that modal values such as honesty,
responsibllity, fairness and honouring of commitments are the chief monitors of
transactional leadership (p. 426). He also notes that modal values involve
conduct mOfe than change and style more than real change (p.430).
Examples of transactional leadership include:
..c.Q!!!k:!~~. Rewards are given for efforts and performance;
promises are exchanged for compliance.
Management by eXception. Intervention lakes place if the standards are
nol met (Bass & Alvio, 1989, p.511; Leithwood, Jantzi & Dart, 1991b).
Sergiovanni (1990b) likens transactional leadership to 'eadership by
bartering-, Here positive reinforcement is exchanged for good work. The types
of needs that are satisfied by bartering are largely lower order and extrinsic.
They include: physical, security, social. and ego needs. Sergiovanni daims thai
bartering is the first slage of leadership as it gives the ·push needed to gel
things started" (p.24), but it is not enough. Goens and Clover (~991) concur.
They write that if significant changes are to be brought about leadership will
have to move beyond the transactional. "Tfonsactionalleadership will keep
schools the same--it may move people but it will not motivate them" (p.118).
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Transforming Leadership
Transforming leadership occurs when:
One or more persons engage with others in such a way that leaders and
followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and
moraJity...Their purposes, which might have started out as separate but
related, as in the case of transactional leadership, become fused. Power
bases are linked not as counterweights but as mutual support for
common purpose... Bul transforming leadership ultimately becomes
moral in that it raises the level of human conduct and ethical aspiration of
both leader and led, and thus it has a transforming effect on bolh.
(Burns, 1979, p.20)
The important ideas here and the ones that distinguish the two types of
leadership are the raising to higher levels of motivation of both the leader and
the led; the fused goals or common purposes which are key; and joint use of
the power bases.
Because transforming leadership is concerned with the pursuit of higher
goals, it is concerned with the end values of liberty, justice and equality. The
test of successful transforming leadership lies in the achievement of significant
change which is based on the shared beliefs of leaders and followers (Bums,
1979, p. 426).
Roberts (1985) gives an idea of what transforming leadership looks like in
action. She writes:
This type of leadership offers a vision of what could be anI". dives a
sense of purpose and meaning to those who would share that vision. It
builds commitment, enthusiasm, and excitement. It creates a hope in the
future and a belief that the world is knowable, understandable, and
manageable. The collective action that transforming leadership
generates, empowers those who participate in the process... In essence,
transform:ng leaderShip is a leaderShip that facilitates the redefinition of a
people's mission and vision, a renewal of their commitment, and the
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restructuring of their systems for goal accomplishment. It is a collective
process... (p. 1024)
Other examples of transforming leadership are:
Charismatic. Vision and a sense of mission are shown. Confidence, trust
and respect is gained. Optimism is increased and enthusiasm is displayed.
Individualized consideration. Each subordinate is trealed individually.
Advice and coaching are given when necessary.
Intellectual stimulation. Intelligence and rationality are important. Careful
problem solving is used 10 take a new look at old problems (Bass & Alvio,
1989. p.511).
Stages rof Transforming leadership
Sergiovanni (1990b) lists three slages of transforming leadership which
will result in school improvement:
1. ~. Building is the initial stage of transformative lead':'~;;,i1ip. Here
the focus is on arousing human potential, satisfying higher order needs, and
raising expectations so thaI both the leader and the led have a higher level of
commitment and performance. Building satisfies needs related to esteem,
achievement, competence, autonomy and self-actualization.
2. Bonding. Bonding is concerned with elevating school goals and
purposes so that a shared covenant bonds the leader and the led together in a
moral commitment. Bonding responds to needs of purpose, meaning and
significance in what one does. Bonding is the essence of Iransformalive
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leadership. Sergiovanni writes:
Of the four approaches, leadership by bonding is the cornerstone of an
effective long-term leadership strategy for schools because it has the
power to help schools transcend competence for exceJIence by inspiring
extraordinary commitment and performance. Moreover, leadership by
bonding helps people move from being subordinates to being followers.
(p.27)
3. Banking. Banking is the routinization of the changes made in
leadership. Once this happens human effort and energy is conserved.
Role of The principal
Changing Nature of leadership
Expectations for leaders have changed, bolh inside and outside of the
education system, and will continue to change a~ leaders try to adjust 10 a
rC'lpidly changing economic and technical environment. According to Krantz
(1890), 'a consensus is emerging around the central requirements of effective
leadership at thIs time In hlstory··namely, the critical need to provide a vision
around which members of an organization can coalesce and direct their
productive energies· (p.SO).
Krantz goes on to say that a reconceptualization of the concept of
leadership is necessary if organizations are to cope with new political, social,
and ece 10mic conditions and if they are to encourage commitment and
personal involvement in work. Leadership can be thought of as the property of
the overall system and in this situation leaders and followers would mutually co-
produce the overall system leadership (Krantz, 1990, p.S2). While Krantz was
not writing about schools in particular, this idea supports the call for the greater
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professionalization of teachers and the need for restructuring within the schools.
Goens and Clover (1991) agree that a new style 01 leadership is
necessary when they write:
leaders of the futura...will be transforming-·\eaders and followers working
toward higher levels of motivation and morality so that their collective
power and purposes merge and become one. (po 130)
This represents a distinctive moving away Irom bureaucratic orfJanizalion
where leadership is hierarchial and control comes from the lOp. [I is a moving
from a Type A organization to a Type Z organization. In Type A organizations
control is centralized and differences are maintained in status between
management and worker. Schools have traditionally been considered Type A
institutions. Type Z organizations depend on strong cultures to influence
practice and to lower the distinctions between leader and led. They emphasize
participative decision making and are based on a type of power that is
facilitative in nature (Leithwood, 1992). This is a moving away from an emphasis
on tasks towards an emphasis on relationships. In other words a it represents a
shift along the continuum from transactional to transforming leadership.
School improvement research and change theory point to new directions
and new expectations for school principals.
Changing Role of the Principal
A review of the literature on schoollmprovement and culture shows that
a number of changes are necessary jf lasting educational reform is to be
achieved. The achievement of the following goals has implications for the role of
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principals and fOf existing power relationships within the schools.
1. CollabQ@tiye gJltures need to be developed in schools. The creation
of oollaborative cultures to replace isolated Q( balkanized cultures is essential 10
school reform (Roy & O'Brien, 1991; Fullan, 1992a; Green, 1990; Hargreaves.
1989b; leithwood, Jantzi & Dart, 1991a; Leithwood, 1990; Rosenholtz, 1989;
UttJe, 1982; Barth. 1989). In collaborative cultures teachers work together,
sharing, planning and assisting each other ir, . 'I aspects of schooling. Teachers
are no longer Isolated Irom each other; successes can be sharecl and help can
be asked for and received.
2. Shared purposes meaning and commitment need to be buill. All
members of a school staff must work together to create common goals and a
shared sense of purpose (Fullen. Bemett, & Rolheiser·Bennett, 1990; Deal,
1987; leithwoOO, Jantzi and Dart, 1991b; Leithwood, 1990; Rosenholtz. 1989).
The achievement of objectives is much more ~kely when all staff me",bers
support and reinforce each other. Included here are things such as vision,
mission statements, goals and unity of purpose (Fullan, Bennett & Rol1eiser·
Bennett, 1990, p.14).
Principals must have a clear vision of what good educational practice
looks like (Green, 1990, Firestone & Wilson, 1985; Leithwood, Jantzi & Dart,
1991b). "Commitment requires a clear vision for the organization and
devp.lopment of credibility on the part of the leader" Goens & Clover, 1991, p.
129). It is also important thai the staff work together to form a vision that all can
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work toward (Fullsn, 1992a; Barth, 1989). Barth speaks of the need fO(
principals to be -coalition builders" and says that visions of good education in
schools professioo18lize teachers (p.23B).
3. Norms of confnuous improvement must be developed, Norms of
continuous improvement are associated with successful and adaptable schools
(Uttle, 1982; Fultan, Bennett, & Rotheiser-Bennett, 1990; Leithwood, 1990;
Fullan, 1990; Barth, 1989). When norms of continuous improvement are linked
to a cullure of collaboration educational change is possible. In schools where
continuous improvement Is the norm teachers are encouraged to seek and try
out new and innovative teaching practices. The teacher must be seen as a
leamer and professional development must be continuous. "When teachers
examine, question. and renect on their ideas and develop practices that lead
toward their ideals, students benefit" (Barth, 1989, p. 239). In fact, Leithwood,
Jantzi and Dart (1991a) claim that the preeminent Challenge for sChool
administratr.rs is to help foster teacher development (p. 1).
Barth (1989) also points out that it is important for the principal to be
seen as a learner.
4. Organizational structures (roles schedules and formal policies) must
be altered to support teacher collahoration and ongoing Professional
~. Examples of possible changes that can be made at the school
level include "creating tIme for joint planning, developing joint teaching
arrangements and staff development policies, establishing new roles such as
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the mentor function, and establishing school improvement procedures" (Fullan,
Bennett, & Aolheiser-Bennett. 1990, p.1S). In the words of Goens and Clover
(1991): "Situations need to be structured to encourage dialogue, sharing,
problem solving, decision making, and verification that their work is meaningful"
(p.155).
5. The professionalism of teachers must be developed. The
professionalization of the teaching force is essential to educational reform
(Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991; Barth, 1989; Hargreaves, 1989b). It is necessary if
the quality of teaching is to improve. 'Because student needs vary. the mosl
teaching work canno! be effectively routinized; thus, the standard methods for
managing nonprofessional work cannot be applied without jeopardizing the
success of the work" (Darling.Hammond & Goodwin, 1993, p.25). Rosenhollz
(1989) and linle (1990b) show clearly that a professionalteachi119 staff is much
more efficient and effective.
Teacher empowerment is an aspect of professionalism that involves the
sharing of decision making and problem solving responsibilities. It also involves
a reallocation of power. When teachers are encouraged and permitted to make
decisions about things that are important to them they will become responsible
for their own lea':hing. Leilhwood, Jantzi and Dart (1991a) call for teacher
empowerment and professionalization when they argue thai leadership should
be based on expertise ralher than on authority. Others write that leadership
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within the school should come from many sources (Fullan & Har\:jreaves, 1991;
Barth, 1969).
Barth (1989) sums up Ihe ::.r1'1cipal's role in
professionalising the teaching force:
I have argued that the principal of a school occup'es a position of central
influencv over the professionaliz8tion of teaching. I have found that
transforming relationships among teachers and between teach~rs and
principal by developing collegiality, engaging teachers in important
decisions affecting their classrooms and schools, developing personal
visions, becoming active adult learners, serving as mentors to other
teachers and prospective teachers, and maintaining quality in their own
and others' performances are all ways in which principals can make
good use of their extraordinary influence. Each of these characteristics
contributes to the profession of teaching; collectively they de~;"'!~ a school
culture of professionalism. (p.244)
It is important to note that while this paper is mainly concerned with the
role of the principal in creating and maintaining a culture that is adaptable and
successful, no where in the literature is it implied that principals are expected to
achieve these changes by themselves (Barth, 1989). Principals do not work in a
vacuum and there is a role for all involved in education.
Leadership for Change
It should be obvious from the foregoing that significant changes such as
the ones listed above can only be brought about by a transforming style of
leadership. Transforming leadership Is a leadership for change (Brown, 1991;
Hannay, 1991; Leitl1wood, Jantzi & Dart, 1991a). "Transformational leadership
encourages fundamental change in organizational members by elevating their
;Jersonal goals, commitment to the organization and capacity for periormance"
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(LeithwQod, Jantzi & Dart, 19918, p. 23). Transforming leadership has also been
linked with successful professional development (Uberman & Miller, 1990;
leithwQod, Jantzi & Dart, 1991a).
In schools transformational leadership is concerned with the pursuit of
three goals:
1. Helping staff members develop and maintain a cOllaborative and
professional school.
~. Fostering teach!!r development.
3. Improving group problem solving (leithwood. 1992, p. 9-·10).
These goals are achieved through six practices that are employed by
transforming principals (leithwQod, Jantzi & Dart, (19S1b). Transforming
principals:
1. Identify and articulate a vision. Transforming leaders identify new
opportunities for lh~· school, and help devt.;op, articulate, and inspire others
with a vision of the future.
2. Provide an appropriate model. Transforming feaders set a;) example
for teachers to follow that is consistent with the values the le;::der espouses.
3. Foster the acceptance of group goals. Transforming leaders work to
promote cooperation on the part of teachers and assist th~m to work together
toward a common goal.
4. Hold high performance expectations. The transforming leader
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demonstrates expectations for excellence, quality, and/or high performance on
the part of the teachers.
5. Provide individualized support. The transforming leader behaves in a
way that indicates respect for teachers and shows concern about their personal
feelings and needs.
6. Intellectual stimulation. The transforming leader chaltenges teachers to
re-examine some of their assumptions aboul their work and rethink how it can
be performed (p. 9).
Praclic€s of Effective Principals
The following section of the chapter will attempt to give some
understanding of the practices used by effective principals in bringing about
changes in school culture and implementing school ifTlorovemenl strategies.
Leilhwood and Jantzi (1990) list six broad strategies that were found to have
influenced school cultures (p.23-30) 1="lIan and Hargreaves (1991) list eight
guidelines that will allow principals to work interactively with teachers (p.84·gS).
The main ideas of each researcher support the other and are presented
together to give a greater understanding of the concepts. TM headings used
are those presented by Leithwood and Jantzi.
Strategies That Influence Culture
1. School administrators strengthen the school's culture. Well planned
school improvement projects provide an excellent way to begin the process of
strengthening school culture. But before such an attempt is made Fullan and
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Hargreaves (1991) remind prilcipals thai it is important to gain a 9000
understanding of the existing school culture befOfe trying to change it. New
principals should spend time ~tening and talking to staff in order to find out
what t;'lf!! value and to become aware of their satisfactions and dissatisfactions.
TradItion is important and it is necessary 10 conserve what is good about each
culture. In this way a principal win be working Irom a knowledge base and is
betler able 10 work with teachers rather than against them.
leithwood and Jantzi (1990) showed Ihat the culture of schools was
strengthened in three ways through school improvement projects.
First, a process was put in place 10 develop and prioritize a sel of sharer!
goals for the school improvement initiative. This was done either through a
collaborative decision making process which involved the whole staff or through
delegation, e.g., to a s~' iOl improvement learn. Leitl .vood and Jantzi reported
that the causal relationship between the administrators' actions and drawing up
of shared goals is quite direct (p.24).
Secondly, teacher isolation was reduced. A variety of techniques were
used to create opportunities lor teachers to talk about teaching and instruction.
For example, time for collaborative planning was made available, staff retreats
were held, and teachers were encouraged to visit each others classrooms.
Thirdly, teacher commitment was stimulated directly and forcefully.
Teachers were given time, encouragement and support to participate in the
school improvement Initiative. If they did oat eventually participate in the proJect
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they were transferred to another school. Fullen and Hargreaves (1991) caution
against such transferrals on the basis that such a practice does not help the
system as a whole. Principals halle a responsibility to help all teachers in the
system (po 96). They also claim that it is not necessary to have ellery teacher
on side (p. 94).
2. School administrators use bureaucratic mechanisms to foster school
improvement and to creale collaborative Cultures. Bureaucratic mechanisms
can be used in such a way so as to either facilitate or constrain school
improvement and Ihe creation of collaborative cultures. Examples ollhese
mechanisms include (Leilhwood & Jantzi, 1990, .0.25; Fullen & Hargreaves,
1991, p.9S·97):
a. Money and resources (e.g., either reallocation of existing funds to
support the project or finding new money to buy needed materials);
b. School organization, planning and scheduling (e.g., providing time for
collaborative planning during the workday, timetabling students to allow
teachers to work together, keeping school improvement on the forefront 01
meeting agendas, covering teachers' classes. using preparation time to
increase leacher-teacher contact, scheduling curriculum meetings on a regular
basis);
c. Decision making structures (e.g., establishing divisional and committee
structures such as a school improvementleam, pairing teachers for planning);
d. Staffing procedures (e.g., selecting staff based on improvement
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priorities and willingness to collaborate, involving staff in hiring decisions);
e. Evaluation (e.g., progress with school improvement across school,
supervision of improvement efforts in individual classrooms, performance
appraisal that is growth-based and can be used to make collaboration and
commilmenllo improvement valued and assessed activities).
3. -School administrators foster staff development. ·Staff
development,...which creates opportunities for teachers to learn from one
another, bolh fosters and nurtures a collaborative culture" (Brown, 1991, p. 10).
School administrators can foster staff development either directly or indirectly.
leithwood and Jantzi (1990, p. 27) give the following examples:
Directly:
providing needed resources
b. giving workshops to statt in their areas of
expertise
c. assisting teachers in their classrooms
d. attending in-service sessions with staff
sharing information gained from conferences
Indirectly:
fostering statt commitment and a supportive
collegial environment
g. informing slaff 01 in-service opportunities and
encouraging participation
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h. inviting outside resource persons 10 share
expertise
sending staff to relevant conferences
encouraging use of board personnel/consultants
k. providing professional and curriculum materials
and initialing follow-up discussions
Leithwood (1990, p. 86) also lists the following slaff development
practices used by effective principals:
focusing teachers' attention, through meetings
and informal contact, on a specific theme in
order to expand concepts and practices
soliciting teaer-ars opinions about their own
classroom activities as well as school and
classroom issues
encouraging teachers' experimenting wah
innovative practices and supporting their
efforts
These last two practices are especially important. Whep. administrators
seek teachers' wisdom and expertise, self-esteem is raised. Teachers are more
likely to take an active role in professional development (Fullan & Hargreaves,
1991, p.86-87).
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4. Schoo! admjnistrators use djrect and frequent communication. The
principal can help shape the culture of the school by actively communicating
what is of value. Fullan & Hargreaves (1991) speak 01 "expressing yourself
through your leadership' (p. 88). Communication can come through talking
(e.g., discussing, negoliating, persuading, telling stories etc.) and through
demonstrating or modelling.
The role of vision is important here as it is lightly related to what is of
value in the school. Firestone and Wilson (1985) conclude that "the principals
task and challenge is to develop a clear vision of the purpose of the school Ihat
gives primacy to instruction and 10 carry it through consistently during those
countless interactions' (p. 22). Fullan (1992a) reminds us that principals must
be careful not to manipulate teachers to conform to the principal's personal
vision. The building of shared goals and purposes is essential.
5. School administrators share power and responsibil"tv with others. One
of the most important things principals can do to foster a collaborative culture is
to involve teachers in decision making, especially in areas that centre on cross-
classroom and school·wide matters (Leithwood and Jantzi, 1990). Principals
must find ways to involve teachers in leadership activities and encourage
teachers to take to as much responr,ibility as they can handle (Fullan and
Hargreaves, 1991; Barth, 1989).
The creation of school improvement teams is one way of sharing power
and responsibility. Teams have the responsibility for project coordination but
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more importantly act as links between slaff and administration (Leithwood and
Jantzi, 1990, p.28).
6. School administrators use symbols and rituals to express cultural
~. Through the use of symbols and rituals, principals can reinforce aspects
of the culture which are valued. Leithwood and Jantzi (1990) listed three ways
that principals used symbols and rituals to loster collaboration. First, principals
publicly recognizeei " hers and students who contributed to the school
improvement initiative. Se!;ondly, they wrote private notes of appreciation to
staff members. Thirdly, principals encouraged slaft members to discuss their
experiences with their colleagues. This action provided recognition for
individuals and also acted as a source of stimulation for the staff as a whole (p.
29).
Fullan and Hargreaves (1991) tell principals lhey must "express what they
value'. Symbolic behaviours which include "the design of ceremonies, ritwals,
and traditions' and "the recounting of stories, along with the anointing of heroes
and heroines" must be sincere and from the heart.
The foregoing strategies have been found to be helpful in creating
schools where collaboration between teachbrs takes place.
Professional Development and Transforming Leadership
Lei\hwood, Jantzi and Dart (1991b) show that teacher de'Jelopment can
be fostered through a well thought·out school improvement plan. Hannay
(1991) shows that transforming leadership can also be a result of such a plan.
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Dr. l Hannay (1991) writes that, due to its emphasis on unity of purpose,
transforming leadership seems to be advantageous for facilitating school based
change (p.l).
Hannay's artide reports on a staff development project where
transforming leadership (although nol a goal of the project) was a direct result
of the ~rocess used. Four aspects of translOfming leadership in the school
setting W~(e reported (p.S-7).
1. Moral Dimension. Teachers' work came to be guided by their beliefs
about what was best for the children.
2. New Rotes. A decreased distinction between the role of teacher and
principal was noted. For instance, teachers look more active leadership roles
and principals became more involved in curriculum matters.
3. Teacher-Principal Collaboration. The process helped aeate
collaborative woo< relationships where collaborative decisions about the
improvement project were made.
4. Empowerment. Team members reported an increase in self-
confidence, knowledge and experience. This was empowering because it
resulted in a better understanding of the people they worked with, the system,
and the belief they could make a positive contribution to change.
Hannay further notes that transformational leadership thrives when:
collegiality is emphasized; opportunity for dialogue is provided; recognition of
the importance of roles in facilitating change is given through the provision of
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release time; and the expectation is for learns to collaborate on the project
(p.3).
~
Chapter 2 has provided a review of the literature on school culture,
power relationships and leadership for change. It has shown that the
establishment of a collaborative culture with norms of continuous improvement
is necessary if change is to be successfully implemented. It has also shown that
traditional power relationships must be altered and principals must become
transforming leaders if rb."I1 and lasting improvements are to achieved in
schools. Perhaps most importantly, the literature review has pointed out the
complexity of the change process and the need for greater professionalization
of teachers and non·routine technical cultures.
The literature has provided some idea of what needs to be achieved if
schools are to change and improve. Questions which still need to be answered
center around how these changes can be achieved and type of leadership most
conducive to promoting and institutionalizing such change. Further, it is
important to know whether or not these concepts apply to schools in
Newfoundland.
The chapters which follow look at leadership and culture and give further
insight into how change occurs in one elementary school in Newfoundland.
The study will provide information on the role of school leaders in creating a
culture that encourages excellence and permits significant change to occur.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This investigation was concerned with an indepth study of one
elementary school. Data collection included completion of a questionnaire,
interviews, and the collection of school documents such as the mission
statement and Ihe commitment 10 children; correspondence to parents and
teachers; and a report to the school board. This chapter will provide information
on data collection anti data analysis under two main headings: the
questionnaire and the interviews. The documents were used to clarify and
backup the interview and questionnaire data.
The Questionnaire
The Instrument
The instrument selected for the survey was a modified version of the staH
survey used by Leithwood and his colleagues in the "Leadership for Change
Project",
Permission to use the questionnaire was received from Dr, Leithwood.
Questions on facilitative power were added,
The instrument consisted of five parts. Part A asked respondents to
identify sources of leadership within their school.
Part B contained 56 items relating to the nature of leadership within the
schooL These items were distributed among constructs as follows:
1. Transformational leadership: provides vision and inspiration; provides
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appropriate model; fasters group goals; provides support; holds high
performance expectations; and provides intellectual stimulation.
2. Transactional leadership: contingent reward; and management by
exception.
Section C of the questionnaire studied faclors that affect implementation
of change and consisted of 35 items distributed among the following constructs:
1. Scl1001 Goals
2. School Culture which is broken down into: culture and collaboration;
leacher talk; joint planning; teacher teaching; and teacher observation.
3. Teachers
Part 0 investigated strategies used by school leaders and included 42
items distributed among constructs as follows: strengthens culture; use of
bureaucratic mechanisms; staff development; use of symbols and rituals;
shared powe. :·,nd responsibility; and direct and frequent communication.
A con~ {lct investigating the use of facilitative power in the school was
also included in this section.
The final section consisted of seven items that gathered background
information and included the following: current position; years teaching; years at
present position; years at this school; numbers of teachers the respondent
collaborates with in curriculum and instructional matters;
gender; and age.
Appendix A contains a copy of the questionnaire. Appendix B contains a
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copy of the questionnaire items broken into the various constructs.
The Scale
The questionnaire used a Ukert Scale. "A Ukert scale asks an individual
10 respond to a series of statements by indicating whether she or he strongly
agrees (SA); agrees (A), is undecided (U), disagrees (D), or strongly disagrees
(SD), with each statement" (Gay, 1978. p. 146). A sixth column, not applicable
(NA), was added.
To determine the arithmetic value for each response, the positively sialed
items wefe weighted as follows: NA=6, SA=5. A=4, U=3, 0=2,50:1. The
negatively slated items were weighted in the reverse order as follows: SA= 1,
A=2, U=3, 0=-3, 50=5, NA=6.
The reliability was checked by field-testing the questionnaire on staff
members of another school and Cuj"!l'jucting the Kuder-Richardson reliability
test. The Kuder-Richardson formula "estimates internal consistency by
determining how an items on a test relate to all other items and to the tolal test"
(Gay, 1987, p.140). The Alpha Reliability was .8336 and this is considered to be
a good reliability score.
Administration of the Questionnaire
Contact with the school board was made through the personnel
responsible for research. Permission to conduct research in a school under the
board's jurisdiction was requested and granted. The identified school was
contacted <:.:nd permission to take part in the study was given by the principal
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Initially, the researcher J,Jlanned to distribute the questionnaire at a staff
meeting so that the rationale behind the research could be explained. II was
thought that this might improve the chances of all staff members completing t. ~C'
farm. However, due to time constraints and the possibility of a job action by the
Newfoundland Teachers Association this was not possible. Instead the
administrative team look on the task of distribution and collection of the
questionnaire and consent forms. The letter of consent contained a section that
explained the study and asked for leacher participation. (See Appendix D for
sample.) The questionnaire was distributed to aU slaff members and gave them
an opportunity to express their opinions on the questions under study,
~
The popL:lation sample of this study W3S an elementary school in the
province of Newfoundland. Superintendents and/ or consultants at the board
level were asked to identify a school which met the following critEria:
1. The school is reputedly successful in implementing multiple changes.
2. The administration is reputedly providing, or is aspiring to provide,
transformational leadership.
3. Decision making is reputedly shared with Ihe teaching staff.
The population sample lor the questionnaire included all staff members of
the schooL Twenty-lour questionn::;irez were returned for a response rate of
63%. Table 1 shows ti·le ....u::.li:ons of those who completed Ihe questionnaire.
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Table 1
Respondents to the Questionnaire
Respondents
Full time teachers
Vice Principal
Principal
Other
Incomplete
Total
20
24
%
83.3
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
100.1
The que~ihJnnaire was divided into lour parts.
Part A of the questionnaire asked respondents 10 identify sources of leadership
within their school. This data was placed into a descriptive table.
Data collected from the questionnaire were analyzed using the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSSX). Valid percentages were calculated for
each value label e.g., (SA), (Al, (Uj, (0), (SD), (NA), for each item in parts 8, C
and D of the questionnaire. The valid percentages for strongly agree (SA) and
agree (A) were added together to find a total for those in agreement with the
statements. The valid percentages for strongly disagree (SO) and disagree (D)
were Ollso added together to lind the total of those in disagreement with the
statements. Tables were created for each construct in Parts 8, C, and 0,
showing the valid percentage of those in agreement (Al, those undecided (Ul,
those in disagreement (0) and, when necessary, those who felt the statements
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were not applicable (NA).
The collation of the vari::lus constructs within Part B allowed the creation
of a construct for I:'ansformational leadership and a construct for transactional
leadership.
Pearson r correlation coefficients were established to determine the
relationship (if any) between facilitative power, transformatlonalleadership,
transactional leadership and the various constructs.
The Interviews
The Instrument
The instrument used for the interviews was based on the literature, in
particular the work of LeithwQod et ai, and Dunlap and Goldman. The interview
protocol consisted of a set of questions which acled as a guide only. It also
included a number of concepts from the literature which acted as prompts for
the interviewer. The ultimate objective ct the interview was to gather data thai
WOUld answer the research questions of the study. (See Appendix C for a copy
of the interview protocol.)
Interview Procedure
Once the names ot the people to be interviewed were determined
contact was made and permission was obtained. Each person contacted
agreed to be interviewed and the interviews were generally held after regular
school hours. Each interview was tape recorded and lasted for at least an hour.
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The Sample
Since this study is concerned with leadership within the school it was
necessary to first interview both the principal and the assistant-principal. Theso
two people were then asked 10 identify some teachers whom they felt were
informal leaders within the school. On the basis of this information four teacher
leaders were selected and subsequently c0ntacted and interviewed by the
researcher.
Data Analysis
The interview data were transcribed and conlent analysis proceeded
under the following headings.
1. The role of the principal
2. The role of the vice principal
3. The role of informal readers
4. The role of committees in the school
5. Decision making process in the school
6. Power relationships (including facilitative power)
7. The context (influences, both internal and external)
8. Culture
9. Transformational leadership
10. Teacher empowerment
11. Tr"l change processes within the school
12. Staff development
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13. Bureaucratic mechanisms
Once the dala was categoriled it was carefully analyzed. Comparisons
were made with the literature and with the data from the questionnaire. The
concepts, insights. and understandings that resulted formed the answers to the
research questions.
Conclusion
To achieve a better perception of the $1"..1001, three sources of data
collection were utilized: questionnaires, interviews and artifacts from the schooL
This approach is s> ~pported by Woods (1986) in his slatement: " ..in social
scientific research, the use of three or more different methods or bearings to
explore an issue greatly increases the chances of accuracy· (p. 87). Aosenholtz
(1989) supports the collection 01 quantitative and qualitative data also.
She wrote:
The quantitative data of teacher's workplace perceptions explicitly test
our theoretical assumptions. We then use qualitative data garnered from
teacher ifilefView$ to find interesting examples and plausible cases that
both enrich and extend our practical understanding of how ... schools
work. (p. 11)
Chapter 4 provides information about the school and the context lor
leadership within the school.
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CHAPTER 4
THE CONTEXT
Chapter 4 will attempt 10 provide answers to the first research question:
What is Ihe context for leadership in the sehoui; Bo'h the external and internal
environment of the school will be discussed.
The External Environment
The Community
The school under study is located in a relatively well to do urban
community in the province of Newfoundland. The students are described by the
principal as coming from 'fairly middle-class, upper middle-class families'. There
are no breakfast or lunch programs available al the school although a small
number of lunches ar""· lJrovided each d<1y by the cafeteria for students who
fc·rget their lunches. The assistant-principal noled that "Nine times out of len the
parents will call, thank us, and send in the money."
The school appears to have a very good relationship with the parents.
Currently there is an active Parent-Teacher Association (PTA.) and
approximately 265 parents are active members of me parent volunteer program.
Attendance at PTA. meetings tends to be poor but the school is well
supported in other ways. The assistant-principal made this quite clear when she
said:
At any time thai we have any kind of open house or concerts, the parent
representation is fantastic. They're all here. When we have different
meetings, lor example, Monday night is the meeting for the parents of
the new children coming to kindergarten. They'll all be here.
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Parents· opinions are important and parents are listened 10 in this school.
One teacher explained it this way "We usually gel a lot of support from our
parents. They're usually very supportive at things we do. When and if there
have been negative feedbacks ... the staff have been made aware of it and we
try to come up with some alternatives:
Parentall.tlut, however, does nol usually impact on curriculum areas. In
the words of a teacher, 'It might affectlhe playground, school uniforms, or
something like that, but I don't think that they are actually involved in decisions
about curriculum",
At any rale, keeping the parents intormed and garnering their surport
for school decisions is a high priority of this school.
~
The school board has made many positive contributions to the school
under study and relations are described as being "just wondertur. All teachers
interviewed felt Ihe board supported them n the.. efforts to improve and
change.
The initiative that has had the most prolOlXld effect on the school is the
Challenge for Excellence program or the school Improvement project. The main
thrust of the program is to improve the quality of education in schools under the
board's jurisdiction. This project began five years ago. Participation was
voluntary but the boald required that 75% of the teachers had to vote in favour
of the project before a school could take part.
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The board's commi~ment to the Challenge for Excellence project is
evident from the support it has provided. Two coordinators were assigned to
oversee the project and 10 provide support 10 the schools whenever necessary.
Resource people were brought in 10 help with the training. Volunteers from the
participating schools received an initial weel< of training. Limited financial
support of live hundred dollars a year is provided to each participating schooL
As well, processes have been put in place to ensure that the project is
kept in the forefront. A facilitators planning learn meets to go over the initiatives
clthe various schools and 10 share ideas. Participating schools must send in
various reports on the project at certain times during the year.
The board has been responsible for numerous other initiatives which
have been brought back to the school and put to good use by the staff.
Examples include: language analysis, cooperative discipline. and the family of
schools concept. Upcoming initiatives include: the new teacher evaluation
package with its emphasis on peer coaching; cooperative learning.
The board was very supportive of the school's improvement focus during
the current year. Five coordinators helped to plan the 25 hour science institute
and some financial assistance was given. The principal noted that the school
board is ·concerned about site-based management... and they are giving us a
lot of lee way there to determine what our needs are:
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The Internal Environment
The School
Elan Elementary (a fietious name) houses primary and elementary
students. It is a large school with approximately 860 students in attendance.
Most grade levels have four English streams and two Fr~nch streams. The
school has been open lor ten years and although space is a problem. the
building is in very good repair. The s(;noOils located in a residential area L..., a
large number of children are bussed to school each day.
The school has always had a good reputation in the educational
community and is often held up as an ezample. Two leac:,ers mentioned this
lacl. One said. "I'd go oullo a workshop...we used to be brought up as an
example... somebody said, 'Oh my. we've got to listen to Elan Elementary
again'. Again we are doing things and we're dOing good things but you know
we didn't want that."
Teachers readily admit thai, although they are very proud 01 their
accomplishments, everything about their school is not perfect and there is room
for change and improvement. "But in the back of my mind, (I'm thinking] that
everything is not perfect at Elan Elementary. And of lot of people think that it is."
The Administration
Both administrators are fairly new to their positions. The principal has
held her position since September and is the second principal that the ~·chool
has had. Her previous administrative experience consists of two years as an
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assistant-principal in another school under the same board. Previous to this.
she spent nine years as a COOfdinal()( in two other districts. In speaking about
her present circumstances she said:
This year has been a wonderful growth process in terms of figuring out
who I am as an administrator, as a leader in the school and that kind at
thing. It has been interesting coming inlo a school that's been so we~
established. I feel like I've been led in many ways.
This is the second year the assistant-principal has held this position.
During the early part of the 1991·92 school year the previous assistant-principal
look a job at board oHice. The position was temporarily given to the present
assistant-principal. The job became permanent in September of 1992. The
assistant-principal is very familiar with the school set-up as she has laught there
since the school opened. She is also very knowledgeable about school
improvement, having been an active member of the school improvement
committee since its inception.
Thirty-eight and one-forth teaching units are allocated to the school. This
translates into forty-two individuals. The school has the services of: a full time
principai; an assistant principal with teaching duties; gym and music teachers; a
half-time guidance teacher; three special needs teachers; a challenging needs
teacher; and a speecn pathologist who spends a Iil1le mora than one·third of
her time at the school.
As the principal pointed out, "VIe have a monumental persrJnnel problem
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in thai we don't have enough personnel.- Classes are large, with each
kindergarten class holding about 25 students. Spacial services are strained to
the limit. Children requiring extra help are often put on waiting lists. A half-time
guidanc~ counsellor for 860 st :Ients certainly restricts the amount of
intervention possible.
Teachers un this staff are consistently described in positive terms. For
example: "' think everybody in this school has something to contribute And
that's a very strong point about the school;" and "There are a lot of enthusiastic
teachers here and all of them afe very dedicated."
Tables 2 and 3 contain information about the slaff that was gathered
from the questionnaire. The information indicates that the school staff is fairly
stable, in terms of staff turn-over, and well experienced.
Table 2 shows that only one of the teachers completing the
questionnaire is relatively h,experienced.
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Table 2
Respondents' teaching experience
Years
3·5yrs.
6·10 yrs.
11 -19yrs.
N::=22
20+ yrs. 11
Table 3 indicates that many of these teachers have been teaching a! this
school for some time.
Table 3
Respondents' Qxperience at this School
Years
1 y'
2 yrs
3· 5 yrs
N=22
6·10 yrs
11 - 19 yrs
12
Factors that atfectlhe likelihood that teachers in this school can deal
successfully with change are outlined in Tab!e 4. Responses to the statements
clearly show the attitudes of the teachers towards change. Two of the nine
statements are written in negative terms and are designated by the symbol (R).
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When computing the lotal response percentages for the table/construct these
negative scores were reversed. A total of 24 teachers responded to the
questionnaire.
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Table 4
Factors Affecting Implementation of Ch!.oge: Teacher Statements
0 U A
""
% %
,. Teachers within this school are
very reluctant to implement
changes. (A) 79.1 12.5 8.3
2. We are highly committed to
continuous Improvement. 4.2 4.2 91.7
3. We feel that what goes on in our
school is our responsibility; we
share responsibility for our school's
successes and shortcomings. 4.2 0.0 95.9
4. We are 100 busy with the day 10
day demands of teaching to
engage in activities lor OUf own
professional development. (A) 66.6 12.5 ZO.9
5. Teachers in this school frequently
take initiative in implementing new
programs or new teaching
strategies. 12.5 12.5 75.0
6. We are highly satisfied with our
jobs as teachers. 16.7 25.0 58.4
7. We afe committed 10 ongoing
f-----1'rI"lfesSiOnaJ development. 4.2 0.0 95.8
8. Vvb are highly motivated for
implementing new initiatives in this
school. 0.0 8.3 91.6
9. We have signiricant input into the
decisions relating to change. 8.7 21.7 69.6
Construct 8.9 10.7 81.5
N=24 Note D=disagree U = undecided A=agree
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The responses indicate thai a high percentage of teachers at this school
ero open to change. With the negative or reversed items taken into Clccount an
average of 81.5% ot the teachers agreed with the factors thai indicate readiness
lor change; 8.9% disagreed and 10.7% were undecided.
Wh:le the majority of teachers work hard to change and improve theTe is
a small number of people resistant to change. Each teacher interviewed
mentioned this. Typical of the comments made is the following:
In the meantime, there afe some people on slaff who are sorr.ewhat
resistant to lile change and I think thai with a staff in excess of 40, that's
bound to be l~e case. P'lople find change very difficult in 50(:16 cases
and the way that they've always done things suited them welL and
perhaps they achieved the same results in the end.
That the teachers afe open to change is evident from the large numi:'er
of projects with which the school has been involved in the past five years.
Section A of the questionnaire asked the teachers to list the improvement/
change initiatives currently underway (or recently achieved) in the school. Table
5 provides the initiatives mentioned and the frequency of the responses.
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Table 5
Respondents' Ust 01 School Inltla~lves
SChool Improvement Initiatives Responses
1. Language Arts • Ust of essential competencies 11
2. Unguistic Awareness 15
3. Science 12
4. Co-op~'-3tive Discipline 11
5. Tragic Events Support Team
6. Resource Based Learning 13
7. Guidance Committee
8. Special Education Policy
9. School Improvement Committee
10. Co-operat;ve Learning
11. Recycling Committee
12. Parent Volunteer Program
13. Rules and Routines Committee
14. FarTliky of Schools
15. Mission Statement
16. Computers
N=24
12
Most of these projects fell under the umbrella of the school improvement
initiative. The school was one of the first to join and the consensus seems TO be
that this has been a very .... orthwhile endeavour. As one teacher indicated, lhe
school improvement project has, "Made me feel more professional. ..1feel more
challenged. I like to see something different. It makes me feel more
professional. rather than stagnant."
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The School Culture
One of the major premises of this thesis is that the type of culture a
school possesses affects ils ability to change.
Cultures of collaboration, where teachers work together in an open atmosphere
have been found 10 be more successful and adaptable than schools where
teachers w,1rk in isolation (RosenhollZ. 1989; Fullan, 1990; Little, 1982).
II is therefore necessary to look at the type of culture found in the school
under study. Table 6 indicates the responses given by respondents 10
slalemel,ls ~oncerning culture.
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Table 6
SchOol Culture
0 U A
Statements % % %
1. We collaborate with colleagues in
planning for instruction within our
classrooms. 0.0 0.0 100.0
2. At this school, we agree on the
objectives we're trying to achieve
with students. 4.2 0.0 95.9
3. There is ongoing, collaborative
work among staff members within
our school. 0.0 0.0 100.0
4. Mosl teachers at this school share
a similar set of values, beliefs and
attitudes related 10 teaching and
learning. 0.0 83 91.7
5. We have input inlo selecting the
focus for our professional
develor:ment programs. 0.0 8.3 91.7
6. We collaborate across
grades/departments to plan
improvements for our school. 83 8.3 83.4
7. We have strong working
relationships with teachers in other
grades/departments. 12.5 12.5 75.0
8. Relationships belween the slaff and
the school administration are
acrimonious. (A)8 35.2 35.3 29.4
9. There is ongoing, collaborative
work among staN members across
grades/depar1ments within this
school. 12.5 16.7 70.9
Construct 7.4 9.9 82.4
N = 24 Note D=disagree U=undecided A=agri.:
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• The responses 10 statement 8 do not, in the opinion of the researcher, reflect
the true situation in the school. Just prior to the distribution of the
questionnaire, the administration made an unpopular decision which was laler
withdrawn. This score was most likely affected by this situation.
Due to the fact that this school was chosen for study on the basis of its
good reputation and its ability to change, one would expect to find a culture of
collaboration in the school. Both the questionnaire results and the interview data
show this 10 be true. Regular grade level meetings (discussed in detail in
chapter 5) have been a feature of the:: school since it opened. These are a
forum for much shared planning and discussion. None of the teachers
interviewed could remember when or how the grade level meetings started but
according to one teacher "We've always had them'. Shared decision making
(also discussed in chapter 5) is another feature of this school thai shows a
collaborative culture.
The percentage of teachers in agreement w~h the statements in this
table is 82.4 when the reversals are taken into consideration. The percentage of
teachers disagreeing is 7.4 and the percentage unde~lded is 9.9.
Another important indicator of a collaborative culture is joint work. Uttle
(1982), describes four critical practices that teachers engage in when they work
together. These practices are: teacher talk, joint planning, teacher teaching and
teacher observation. These practices appear to be crucial for continuous
professional development in successful and adaptable schools (p.331).
Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 provide information from the questionnaire data on
these areas.
Teacher lark is the building up of a shared langauge which is very
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prer.lse. This is done by teachers engaging in frequent and precise talk about
their teaching practices. Responses from the questionnaire show that a high
percentage 01 the teachers agree with the statements on teacher talk. While
there afe some excep:ions, the interview dala also supports this notion.
Table 7
Teacher Talk
D U A
Statements % % %
1. We frequently talk about teaching
practices. 4.2 D.D 95.8
2. We can go to( days in this schOOl
without talking 10 anyone about
what we are doing within our
classrooms. (Rl 83.3 0.0 1G.7
COnstruct 10.5 D.D 89.5
N = 24 Nole O'l:disagree U=undedded A=agree
Joint planning exists when leacr.·-,-s plan and prepare leaching materials
together. As Table 8 clearly shows there is a lot of joint planning going on in
this school. Again the interview dala supports this conclusion,
As one leacher said, ·Oh yes, it was always the grade levels [meeting], You
meet and you plan and you do things together,"
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Table 8
Joint Planning
0 U A
St;ltemenls % % %
1. We frequently work with at least
one colleague to prepare course
outlines and instructional
materials. 4.2 0.0 95.8
2. Planning for courses, inlcuding
selection and development of
leaching materials, is done by
each leacher in isolation. (R) 87.5 8.3 4.2
Construct 4.2 4.2 92.0
N '" 24 ~ 0 = disagree U = undecided A= agree
Teacher teaching refers to the practice 01 teachers being permitted and
encouraged to teach each other the craft 01 teaching. The responses to
statements pertaining to this section were somewhat mixed with teachers
making a difference between sharing expertise and having an opportunity to
teach each other. The average percentage of 72.5% shows a positive response
in this area.
The interview data indicates that some te8c"';"'9 to colleagues does 90
on. For e:..,~mple, during the past ye~r. the special education teachers ran the
linguistic awareness inservice which was favourably received by a large portion
of the staff.
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Table 9
Teacher Teaching
0 U A
Statements % % %
1. We share our professional
expertise with our colleagues. 0.0 0.0 100.0
2. We afe er.couraged and given
opportunity to teach each other
new instructional strategies. 25.0 29.2 45.8
Construct 12.5 14.6 72.9
N "" 24 Nole D=disagree U;undecided A=agree
Teacher Observation
Teacher observation refers to the practice of teachers being observed
frequently and being provided with useful critiques of their teaching. The
average percentage of those in agreement with the statement pertaining to
teacher observation is 18.5%; those undecided, 13% and those who disagreed.
67.3%. It is evident that little tOJ-cher observation takes place in this schooL
Interview evidence generally supports this data. At present there is no
viable teacher evaluation plan although one appears to be re~dy from the
school board for piloting next year. A number of years ago there was an
attempt to introduce peer coaching into the school but this initiative did not take
hold.
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Table 10
Teacher Observation
D U A
Statements % % %
1. We frequently are observed by
colleagues who provide us with
useful critiques of our teaching
practices. 78.2 8.7 13.0
2. We observe each other's teaching
and then discuss our observations
a~ '3 means of gair"ng a better
understanding of our own teaching
strategies. 56.5 17.4 26.1
Construct 67.3 13.0 18.5
N .. 24 Note 0 = disagree U= undecided A::: egree
SummRry
Chapter 4 presented information about the external and internal contexls
wlthin which the leaders of the school work. Contexts are important because
they establish pressures, expectations, nnd supports that impact on the school
and the readership within il.
Chaptei 5 lakes a c: ..sa.. look at the school and describes its
organization set up.
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CHAPTER 5
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL
Chapter 5 wiD describe how the school is organized and will give some
i"lSight into the decision making process at the school.
School Ofganization
The fol~1Wing are components of the school's internal organization chart:
the principal and assistant·principal; the SChOOl improvement team; ccmminees;
grade level coordinators and grade level leams; informal leacher feaders. The
roJe of each will be dealt wilh briefly.
The Principal and Assistant-Principal
While the specific duties 01 the principal ..;:d the assistant-principal
may differ. their leadership roles will be discussed together because in the
words of the principal "We're very much a team", The assistant-principal
concurs: "We consider ourselve~ a team so I consider the r(",ltl Of the principal
and assistant-principal to be very together and very much the same role: This
leam approach is eviclen; b their actions as "'leU. For example. when the
researcher met the priroeipaJ f(lf the first time to ask for permission to do ,he
study, the principal immediately invited the assistant- principal to join in the
discussion.
When asked to describe the role of the administration the principal
summed it up eloquenlly. "Everything", was her answer. While the administration
is ultimately responsible for what happens in the school, a close look shows the
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following to be important aSre-;:IS of the role. It should be noted, however, thai
it is difficult 10 separate role functions into different categories as then;) is much
OVNlap.
Communicallon
Communication is a large and important part of the administrators' role
and it involves communicating with all groups, especially with teachers and
parents.
Parent. Communication with the parents is achieved through meetings
and presentations (both individual and group), through publication of a monthly
newsletter and through publication of letters on specific topics. The school
communicates on items it considers to be of interest to the parents. Good
communication is seen as a kp.y to promoting understanding and as a way to
garner support for the school's decisions. The principal made this clear when
she stated:
I learned that you really have 10 clearly slate what's happening
with parents and you have to keep them very, very informed and
we've established that, r think. We very infrequently get calls from
parents who are upset or annoyed at something or articulate the
fact that they just don't underslC:1d what's happening.
Committees. Communication with the teachers, through committees, is
also vital. The principal and assistant-principal between them are members of
every school committee and they also attempt to go to grade levet meetings.
This allows the administration to be aware of what is happening in the school.
In the words of the assistant-principal 'One of the administrators likes to be in,
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just 10 sit aM see what's going oo"so Ihal you're involve.J", Many hours are
spent in meetings with committoes or with individualleachers.
Whole Siaff. The principal also communicates to the staff through hand-
written "mindars·. These are published on a needs basis and consist of
information, reminders, thank-you noles, congratulations, professional
development items and anything else thai might be of interest. As well, staff
meetings are also used to keep the lines of communication open.
Liaison and Consultation
Much administrative time is spent in 11;'1,150n and consultation with various
groups. Examples of these activities include:
1. Attendance at meetings called by the school board.
2. Liaison with principals of schools within the "Family of Schools". (The family
consists of all the schools that feed into one high schooL)
3. Consultation with board level coordinators for the development of
professional activities for the slaff.
4. Consultation with the staff on matters of importance to the schOol. As an
example, the principal met with the Special Services Team (guidance counsellor,
speech pathologist, special needs teachers) to gather information for a project.
This proved to be a valuable experience. "I met with them for one full morning
and it was incredible the information that we discussed and they provided me
with ..that f integrated into my letter."
As is evident from the foregoing the administrative team listens to, and
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learns from, the various groups with which they deal. This also gives Ihem an
opportunity 10 express their own opinions.
Support of the Learning and Teaching Environment
Perhaps the most important aspect of the role of the school
administration is seen as supporting the school's main function of teaching and
learning. This is done in many ways:
Problem Solving. One way is to see and articulate problems. Being new.
the principal saw the need for more teachers and better utilization of space.
From my experience... there are cenain needs that I see in this
school, that are not beirlQ addressed and perhaps oughllO be
articulated and formalized with the P.TA, with the school board.
SO, ...1discussed it at a staff meeting and I said, "While we may be
looked upon as a flagship school for aU intents and purposes we
have S;:lme great needs in this school." We have a monumental
space problem. We have a monumental personnel problem
The administration worked hard 10 solve the problem. They mel with
teachers to galher information, they wrote letters and briefs, they met with the
P.T.A. and they kept everyone aware of what was happening.
Professional Development. Support of professional development of
teachers is another important aspect of the administrative role. Professional
development is generally done through the school improvement process but the
adminstration also support it in other ways. The assistant-principal noled that
Any conference thai comes up, the principal advises the whole
staff and says, ·Come on, leellree: We're sending three to
Gander 10 the language conference and the school is paying for it
aU. And then we're sending someone else to a religious one in
Ottawa this month. There is also a corner of the staff room where
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we keep all really currAnt articles, or the name 01 any kind of
books we come across, in a pouch. People are reafly getting
interested in that now - especiaJJy in the field of science. If you
come across anything 10 do with science, bring it in and we'll pO!,";
it up and distribute it to aU staff members. That's another way
we're promoting siaff development.
School organization and management. A third farm of s:Jpport is good
organization and management of the school. The administration must see to the
orderly running of the school. During the pasl year they initiated a Rules a'1d
Procedures Committee which was charged with evaluating the SUpl;lrvision
policies and rules lor student conduct, In the words of the principallhis
committee "did an absolutely excellent job of updating the rules and
procedures",
Provision of Leadership
The provision of leadership is seen as the most important function of the
administrative team and will be discussed in det8il in Chapter Six.
This school Joined the school improvement process five years age when
il was first introduced by the board. In a secret ballot one hundred percent
(100%) of the teachers voted to take part. The feeling among the staff at the
time seems 10 have been: "I can't see how anybody could vole against it··
everyone war,is to improve,"
The School Improvement Team (S.I.T.) currently cunsists of eighl
members from the school and am .,arent. Membership on the team is
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voluntary. Mal"y of the team members have been on the team since ils
inception,
During the first year the School t..,.,provement Team oversaw the
development of a mission statement and a vision for the schooL The vision was
broken down into manageable chunks where improvement could be achieved.
Improvement in curriculum areas has always been important. The School
Improvement Team is charged with draWing up an action plan for each year.
This is done in consultation with the staff and administration. Most professional
development activilles are organized through the School Improvement Team. As
one teacher noted, "Needs are identified through the process of schoo:
improvement and usually that's how professional development days are Jone."
The School Improvement Team is also referred to as the Leadership
Team and this alludes to the fact that it acts as an umbrella for all other
committees in the school that concern themselves with curriculum, teaching,
learning and child welfare. Members from these other committees are invited to
send a representative to the s.n. meetings. A teacher helps to make this idea
clear:
The whole umbrella of school improvement would then be comprised 01
these other areas which would still br~ working towards the goal of school
improvement... the school improvement team kind of knows what's
going on in all those other committee areas and all the committees
function independent of each other but they work toward the overall total
goal.
Minutes from aU s.n. meetings (and other committees, as well) are
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distributed to the slaff in an attempt to keep everybody up to dale. Acc.ording 10
one teacher:
Whatever they decide and talk about at their meetings, it's handed out to
us almosllhe next day. They send out a memo to every teacher the next
day, or two or three days later. A typed memo··this is what we
discussed; who was al the meeting, etc. It's all itemized, everything they
discussed. We're kept aware of what's going on.
In the beginning ~he learn had frequent meetings and worked very hard
bullhere is a feeling now prevalent among the people interviewed that the team
is not as active as it was in the early years. This is not to say thai the team is
no longer doing an excellent job but rather that they now have a more realistic
expectation for themselves.
Many of the teachers mentioned this idea of the S.I.T., in reality, taking
on too much. As another teacher staled:
The first couple of years it was at times nerve wrecking. You're in the
classroom, you've got all that and there were times when even we as a
team said, "What's this project all about?" (When] what is being
neglected sometimes is the children in the sense that we were being
involved--we were doing it for the children but: "I'm so tired I can't get
that ready for tomorrow; J'm so tired I can't correct this.
The Committees
Committees playa major role in tho running of this school and while
there has been a conscious effort to reduce the number of committees during
the past year, their number is stilf considerable. As one teacher put it, "We need
a committee for the commilJees".
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Standing Committees
For the purposes of this paper a standing committee is one that exists
for an extended period of lime. Examples of standing committ3es at this school
include: The School Improvement Committee, and the Science Subcommittee;
the Resource Based Learning Committee; the Guidance Committee which
oversees the Tragic Events Committee, the Bus Safet,. Committee and Ihe
Rules and Procedure Committee; the Environment Committee; and the Special
Services Team.
Adhoc Committees
Adhoc Committees are short term committees that are set up 10 oversee
a particular event and then are disbanded. Examples of adhoc committees
found in the school include: The Education Week Committee; The Winter
Carnival Committee; the Catholic Schools Week Committee; the Concert
Committee; the School Retirement Committee; and the Social Committee.
Role of the Committees
The main role of all school committees is to help the school improve and
change so that it can achieve its stated mission, "To Be The Best We Can Be:
Committees plan for improvement and oversee implementation of change in
their particular areas.
For example, the S.I.T. was instrumental in planning and developing, (In
conjunction with Memorial University), a 25 hour Science Institute during !he
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paSl year. This is a long term project which will take a number of years to
complete.
Another example comes from the Special Services Team which saw a
need to update the slaff on what happens 10 children once they are referred for
special services. A staff meeting was convener: and run by the Special Services
Team who provided the 5taft with the information they needed.
Committee membership is generally voluntary. A poster is pUI up in the
slaff room and teachers can sign up. Occasionally teachers are asked to sit on
a particular committee due to a special interest or attribute they possess.
According 10 the assistant-principal, • We never have any problems getting any
people to volunteer and it's strictly volunteer. We won't gel two or three
people ~ we've had committees with 10 to 15 sign up.'
Grade level Coordinators and Grade level Meetings
It is expected that grade level meetings will take pl<)ce once a week but
the reality is that they are not held Ihat regularly. The frequency of tne meetings
changes with the grade level but it is fair to say that meetings are held every
two or three weeks.
The grade level meetings have many uses. Their main function is for
planning curriculum objectives and theme work. They may provide support for a
teacher new tv the school, the grade, or for teacheis trying new initiatives in
their classrooms. At times they serve 10 pressure teachers to try new ideas,
"Sometimes I think ils almost peer pressure because another teacher sees
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someone else taking the initiative ....Another teacher will say 'I must try that'·
(assislant·principal).
At some levels teachers discuss teaching strategies and how to best help
children. at other levels the meetings are mainly used for organizational matters.
For example, when asked if grade level meetings were used to discuss teaching
methods. one teacher replied:
We talk about what day wE:j're going skating; who's ordering the busses;
something thai might have come up from the oHice--organizalional stuff,
that's all il is. We don't talk aOOJI where are you in math or science; how
a lesson went; is anything new coming up in this or that? I would hope
that allhe other grade levels thai the particular situation was better.
Each year a grade level coordinator is selected lor each grade. The
coordinator. in effect, plays an administrative role. In lhe words of the principal:
Well the grade level coorcinator helping with ruMing the school is just a
wonderlul thing. ...11 something comes up from the school board, for
e,,:ample, it might be they might say we need somebody at grade three to
look after the testi'lg that's comilg up in June. I'a Just attach a note to
that particular memo to the grade level COOl'dinator in grade ttvee and
ask her to discuss it at grade level and either she or somebody else wi.
be responsible for cOQ(dinating that pa,1icular activity. That wouJ:f be
discussed and she'll come back to me with just the notes that had
transpired in that particular meeting and who would actually take care of
that.
A teacher describes the duties from her perspective:
As the coordinator, I make sure I f:ldvise everybody of the meeting. When
we come into our meeting, if there is anything we want brought back to
lhe administration, I '; do that. If the administration wants me to fll1d out
anything from the teachors, [I'll do that also].
As is evident from the above ooe important aspect of the grade level
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coordinator's job is to keep the lines 01 communication with the administration
open.
Informal Teacher leaders
Informal teacher leaders are abundant in ',his school. In the words of the
principal, "There ere l:l lot of enthusiastic leacr-ers here and all of them are very
dedicated." Teacher leaders are people who are committed to their profession
and who are active in all aspects of school fife.
Three of the four teacher leaders interviewed expressed surprise when
the researcher said they had been identified as such. When asked about their
lole as leacher leaders it W?~ ..enerally fell that they "tried to gel invol....ed.' One
teacher explained her involvement in the following way:
I usually try to gel involved in different committees in the school. I usually
take part in the slaff meetings. I usually voice my opinions quite often. I
think I maybe juSI make good suggestions. I do malo. '3 suggestions often
and some have been implemented. Maybe those are the things.
Another teacher said:" I perceive myself as being open to change and
being positive about new information." This teacher went on to say:
It is true that in a self conscious way, nof that I want to lead per se, but r
do want to be somebody who openly wanls to move in a positive
direction and shows a certain amount of confidence and faith in what
educators are telling us about the way we should be going.... The only
other thing I could say abOut myself is that I look at myself as somebody
who is aware of social issues. I've tried to educate myself...
Individual teachers can bring ideas and items of interest to the
administration and have them acted upon. For eKample as a result of one
teacher bringing a concern about world development and peace to the
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principal. a committee was set up and action taken. The parent volunteer
program was also teacher initialed and OJIltinues to be leacher led.
Teacher leaders are interested, concerned and work 10 make things better.
Decision Making
Decision making in this school is generally shared among the staff and
the administration. The following quotes from each of the four teachers
interviewed make this clear.
I really feel that decisions that are made are done as a staff.
Shared decision making is very positive and most often thaI's what
happens here.
There was a lot of input into that. I think there's a good effort in this
school to try and achieve consensus. There are a lot of people's
opinions that are respected. Sitting in a staff meetino in this school, I've
always been impressed with the quality of the comments the people
make; how many sort at smart people seem 10 be sitting around, at the
different grade levels. People can stand up for what they thilk·-wt'lat they
be~eve. I don't see the principal or the vice-principal as being
authoritarian in the way that they make their decisions.
Decisions are made in a shared arrangement. Very few times is there a
stamp on the floor and someone says 'I said do it this way.' I don't
visualize us working that way.
Decision Making Practices
The administration is committed to involving the staff in decision making
whenever possible. They do this for two main reasons. The first is because
collaborative decision making is a 'major lenet" of school improvement. The
second reason is because they be~eve in il. In the words of the principal;
I very much believe that obviously, and I've seen enough of ~ over the
years, you can't just make a decision and go to the staff and say this is
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the way its going 10 be. Don't ask any questions. I really, fOf myself, and
having worked at two school board offices for n:, .a years, I saw a 101 of
that thing happening and it scared me. I saw the kick-back from it too.... 1
knew there had to be a better way.
The assistant-principal voiced her belief in shared decision making when
she said, • You have to let them know that they do have a part in decision
making--thallhere is shared decisjon making and the only way to do Ihat is to
aetupon it.'
There are many inSlances of shared decision making in the school and a
great effort is made 10 follow the wishes 01 the teachers. For example, for a
variety of very good reasons the staff decided to cancel the concerts lor one
year. The administration went along with the decision but the parents were very
upset. In the words of the principal, 'We mel with the P.T.A. They were very, I
have to say, irate, about the whole notion." And the assistant-orincipal stated
that, • The principal and I took the fiack for that". To support the decision \0
cancel the concerts resulted in the administrators having to deal with angry
parents and it resulted in a lot of eXIra meetings and work. That they were
willing to put themselves in this position really shows their commitment to the
idea of shared decision making.
The assistant-principal gave another example 01 supporting the shared
decisions of the staff. This was in connection with Winter Carnival. • I said, 'Well
guys, this is your decision. We'll go with it.' Even though I thought of several
other things I would have rather had and the principal the same way, but we
said, 'No. that's the committee's decision. We'll go with it,"
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In spite of the above, it is generally agreed that the administration has
the right to have the final say. As one of the teachers stated:
I fee! that the administration does have this right [to have the final
say] ....There's lots of times they just don't know what to do because
they're heamg so many diffal~ tt· IQs from so many different people.
I'm sure there comes a time when they just have to say - -Well, we're the
administrators, we make the decisiOl"." I understand that.
Another teacher agreed with this when she said, -I woold say now that
there are probably certain things that hove 10 fall back on the principal." and "As
a Principal, well, there are certain things that you decide."
The administrators themselves also feel thallhe final decision is ultimately
theirs to make. This is evident when the principal says, MI like to think that il the
teachers thill< something is worth doing, they can convince us it's fine. I might
not initially think that way, There has 10 be give and take," The assislant-
principal impies the same lhng when she slates "If a committee comes up with
any IOOd of a decision and ~'s within reason (italics addedj, we certainly wi!
adhere to it We'll say, '\;\feU, that's your decision-·we'. go with it,'·
There is certainly an expectation thai committees and individuals win
keep the administration infOfrned and give them an opportunty to express their
opinions. As the principal noted, ~I'm very strong to say just what's on my
mind."
There have been instances when the administrators have veloed
dedsions made by the staff. In speaking about a minor suggestion for an
Education Week Activity the principal said lhal when the assistant-principal saw
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Ihe suggestion, ·She said 'No! Under no circumstances are we going to do
that again. It was a complete flop.' ... She just felt no, it's just not appropriate. I
think that had I experienced it, I would have said the same thing."
A teacher reported another more serious instance of the adm(nistrator~
not going along with the teachers decisions:
Then again, once or twice I've noticed that things have been decided by
a committee and the administration has overruled it. That hasn't
happened very often but it has happened once or twice··and that doesn't
leave you with a good feeling. You faeltha! we've come up with this as a
consensus. We've polled the staff and they feel the same way.
Sometimes if the administration does change··it leaves you with a bad
feeling but usually it works out after.
The teacher being interviewed was not specific about the type of
decisions involved and did not explain what was meant by the staterr.ent that it
"usually works out after."
The administrators, however, are willing to admit mistakes and one
example was given by the assistant-principal:
We made a mistake a couple of weeks ago, the principal and l. We
made a decision and once we thought throlJgh it the principal said, "I
really think, I regret making this decision." I won't say what it is. The
other day we had a staff meeting and a few people were really put out
about this and they didn't like this decision. They sort of said, "Hmm,
getting to be a Uttle bit dictatorial, you know,··telling us what to do."··
which was never done before. Anyway, the principal and I sat at the staff
meeting and the principal apologized and retracted the statement and
said, "We are not going 10 go with that at all." You wouldn't believe the
difference in some people since that. It showed then thai we are people
and that we can make mistakes. We're human but we're certainly ready
to admit our mistakes and recognize them and Ihat means an awful lot.
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The Decision Making Process
Decisions lend to be made atter consultation with the staff and ideally
this is what happens. The process generally followed is outlined below.
Committee Decisions
A committee, such as the Aules and Procedures Committee establish
what they leel are suitable conduct rules fer the children. They bring their ideas
to the administration, review their ideas, and explain their thinking. The
administration gives their input and the ideas are then brought 10 a slaff meeting
lor discussion. In this particular case the draft rules were distributed to the staff
two or three days before the meeting. Committee members chaired this section
of the staff meeting and took turns guiding the siaff through the various
sections of the document. In the words of the principal:
A lot of common sense things came out of that meeting. A lot of things
were rewritten. Then we took all that and we redrafted the proposal. Just
a couple of weeks ago, we met with the redraft.... At our May staff
meeting we're going 10 formalize this as a working draft for the remainder
of the school year. Next school year we'll continue to monitor it.
51aff Decisions
When really important decisions have to be made, (for example.
determining Ihe focus of the school improvement initiative), the staff will take an
inserJ;' a day or part of a day to work together to determine whalthe initiative
will be. TIle processes used during these days are the ones outlined in the
school improvement literature and cc Isist of breaking into small groups and
coming together later as a large group to try and form a consensus. Last fall
lOB
the slaff determined thai they needed to focus on science as an improvement
area. While this was determined at an afternoon session it took many more
meetings and much staff involvement to determine exactly what needed to be
done. In the words of a teacher:
The decision to use the area of science as an area for school
improvemenHhat was a very important decision and that was a decision
that was reached by reaching out and sending beacons to each of the
grade level groups, sitting together and discussing it. thai wasn't
something that was decided on a Wednesday afternoon -- ·Oh we're
gonna go with science this year and we're going to set up the institute"
Thai was a decision that was not taken lightly. We called for input from
an teachers: we polled, we sent out a survey and everyone was given a
chance to voice their opinion. The final decision was reached on the
basis of group input.
It should be noted that such inservice sessions are planned by the
School Improvement Committee and to some extent this allows the committee
to control the agenda. A teacher made the following comments in reference to
that particular inseNice day:
I think a lot of things get said in small group sessions that don't come
out in the larger sense--even that day, for example, we all filled out a
form.There was a lot of talk going around. People were saying, "These
Questions don't ha\~ any value. This question doesn't allow me to say
'......hat I vlant to say about school change.~ Why would they give you a
form? It seemed to me that there was a format and you had to respond
to the questions in a certain way. So people were talking about all kinds
of things they felt weren't working. Maybe they're perennial complaints,
but nevertheless. Then we got back to the large group session.
Everybody assumed that one person would be reporting baCK, so that
way at least you could convey what was said in the groups, but there
was no time allotted during the day for that. Nobody reported back... At
the time I voiced my unhappiness with that.. .. I think on that particular
day we lost an opportunity to get to some real honesty and openness...
We could have sort of put our perception of what the process is, the
formula, aside for a moment and just openly discussed the real issues
and what we really think is important in the school.
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The point to be made here is nol that the process referred to is
unimportant but thai lime lor open and honest discussion must be built into it.
The planning committee must not underestimate the need for active and
meaningful participation by all teachers.
Administrative Decisions
Administr:;l.live decisions afe brought 10 the staff for their input whenever
possible. It appears that unilateral decisions are seldom made unless they
pertain to ~anageriallunctions.One of the teachers makes an interesting point
when he says that the administrators have a mandate from the slaff 10 make
these types of decisions.
Managerial things, maybe things like in school improvement or
negotiations with the board and things like thaI. I think they feel
empowered by us to go ahead··bussing, class size, negotiating extra
positions. I know they are administrative decisions but they do impact
upon us and the kids. I thought the former principal was pretty on the
ball with the staff and the present administrators seem to be even more
so and they feel a healthy mandate from us to carry on the work they are
doing.
Role of the Staff Meeting
Staff meetings are held on a monthly basis. While some time must be
spent on discussing administrative issues staff meetings are often used for
updating the staff on committee work and consensus building. They also allow
staff to have an input into decision making. Professional development activities
are another important aspect of staff meetings.
Staff meeting agendas seem to be set by the administrators but it is
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obvious that the staff can and does have input.
One teacher !elilhet staff meetings should be held twice a month to
allow time for more discussion. She noled:
Everything is so very important and no one wants to be there at live
o'clock in the a~ernoon because we're tired after teaching all day. But
every issue is important. You want to have time 10 discuss but the time is
not always there and you wanllo get through each thing.
This chapter described the internal organization of the school and ha:5
discussed the decision making processes followed_ Adminislators at Elan
Elementary believe that the slaff should participate in decisions that affect them
and make an honest attempllo ensure their involvement. Teachers in this
school expect to have input into decision making and take this responsibility
seriously.
Chapter 6 will look specifically at the type of leadership provided and
practices that leaders within the school follow.
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CHAPTER 6
LEADERSHIP
If I were 10 talk about one of the good things In the school, I would have
10 say that the changing role of leadership is something that I perceive
as being really good... I remember back to when I first started teaching
that the principal was always the principal. If a knock came on the door
and the principal was coming, you sort of scattered and gal the children
to sland and say. -Good rnaming-, I'm not suggesting that the respectful
role of the principal has changed but the principal and vice-principal now
are much mora a part of the teaching scene. The climate has changed,
or attitudes towards them... .It hasn't been a personality thing. U's b:.ten
the role itself Ihal has changed. The administrative team has on it people
who are committed to the change movement and so they have made an
effort themselves and there's been six I think, in administrative roles in
the past five or six years since we've been involved in school
improvt:!ment. Over that time they've had to make a genuine effort to
change. It's been really good. I see shared leadership as having some
very positive implications for climate overall in the school.
The foregoing is a statement by one of the teachers at Elan Elementary
about the changing nature of leadership. Chapler 6 wiU provide answers to the
third research question: What forms of leadership are exercised by different
groups and individuals within the school?
leadership win be discussed under the following headings:
transformational lead9rship, transactional leadership, strategies used by school
leaders, factors affecting implementation of change and the use of facilitative
power.
Sources of leadership
The review of the literature showed that many writers on school
improvement and restructuring lelt that the principal must become a "leader of
leaders~. Table 11 looks at the sources of leadership within the school as
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determined from responses to Part One, Section 8, of the questionnaire.
Multiple responses were possible. Percentages were derived from the number
of times a response was chosen and the total number of people completing the
questionnaire.
Table 11
Sources of Leadership
No. %
21 87.5
20 83.3
1B 75.0
15 62.5
11 45.8
11 45.8
33.3
12.5
B.39. Other
8. A committee of administrators and department
heads/t::abinet which has ongoing leadership
responsibilities
7. Individual teachers who are self-motivated
4. Committees of administrators and teachers
mandated to provide leadership for all change
~rt!;' +--'~f--==-11
5. Individual teacher(s) given primary responsibility
for specific tasks
3. Committees of teachers set up especially to
coordinate specific initiatives
2. The vice principal
1. The principal
leadership Sources
6. The schoo! administration learn of principals
and vice principals
N=24
Table 11 indicates that leadership within the schoo! comes from a variety
of sources. The principal and the assistant-principal are seen as the main
source of leadership but the various committees playa big leadership role as
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well. Individual teacher leaders afe also seen as playing 8 fairty substantial
leadership role within the school. The interview data supports the quantitative
dala for as the principal said. "This is a huge school and it would be impossible
for the administration 10 be involved in every single thing that's happening:
Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership has been described as "leadership for
change". Transforming leadership happens when leaders and followers ·work
toward higher levels of motivation and morality so that their power and
purposes merge and become greater" Goens & Clover, 1991, p. 130). The
characteristics of the transformational leader. as ouWned by leithwood and
Jantzi (1990) are: provides vision and inspiration; provides appropriate model;
fosters group goals; provides support: holds high performance expectations;
and provides intellectual stimulation. Each of these characteristics will be
discussed in some detail.
Provides Vision and Inspiration
One important characteristic of transformational leaders is the ability to
provide vision and inspiration for the teachers jf'l t~le school. This has been
achieved at Elan Elementary through the completion of a mission statement and
a written commitmenlto the children. Together, through discussing strengths
and weaknesses, the school leaders and the staff developed a vision of what
they want their school to be like. Together they work towards achieving this
vision.
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Table 12 provides the results of the quantitative data on vision and
inspiration. Leaders in this school do a very good Job of providing vision and
inspiration. Composite percentages for all items in the construct indicate that
83.8% of teachers agree with statements that show that leaders provide vision
and inspiration. The percentage of teachers disagreeing is 8% and those
undecided is 9.2%.
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Table 12
Provides Vision and InspIration
Statement
1. Demonstrates a clear
understanding of school goals and
how to achieve them.
2. Gives us a sense of overall
purpose.
3. Has the capacity and judgement to
overcome any obstacle.
4. Develops our commitment to
school goals.
5. Commands respect from everyone
in the schooL
6. Excites us with visions of what we
may be able to accomplish if we
work together.
7. Determines what is really important
ror us to consider.
8. Continually seeks new ways to
improve our school's programs.
9. Undermines our enthusiasm for our
work as educators. (A)
10. Makes us feel and act like leaders.
Construct
o
%
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
20.9
13.0
8.4
4.2
87.5
16.7
8.0
U
%
0.0
4.2
16.7
0.0
8.3
13.0
16.4
12.5
4.2
16.7
9.2
A
%
100.0
95.9
75.0
100.0
70.8
73.9
85.0
83.3
8.3
66.7
83.8
Note: A=reverse; D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree
For all tables in this chapter, the percentages are derived from the
number of times a response was chosen and the total number of responses
received. The statements marked (A) indicate the use of negative wording and
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these percentages are reversed when the composite score for construct is
determined.
Interview data does not show many examples of how leaders provide
vision. One leacher-Ieader told 01 how when she moved to a new grade level
the French immersion teachers did not attend the grade level meetings. This did
not lit in with her vision of collegiality. "I couldn't understand why and being
new, I didn't want to say a whole lot I kind of let it go·, This teacher's vision to
include the French immersion teachers was made apparent to the others and
before long all the teachers at that grade level were meeting together.
Provides Appropriate Model
It is important lor transformational leaders to model what they believe is
important. 'Role modeillng may be the most effective culture builder because it
can be a visible, everyday action," (Goens & Clover, 1991, p. 128). One
construct in the questionnaire asked the staff to evaluate how well leaders in the
school model their beliefs. The results pertaining to this construct are contained
in Table 13.
As can be readily seen from Table 13 the leaders in this school are very
good al providing appropriate models for the teachers. The percentage of
teachers in agreement with statements concerning the provision of appropriate
models is very high at 90.3%; those in disagreement, a low, 4.3; and those who
are unsure, 5.4%.
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Table 13
Provides Appropriate Model
0 U A
Statements % % %
1. Provides good models for us 10
follow. 4.2 0.0 95.9
2. Expects a level of performance
from others that does not apply
10 own work. (A) 78.2 17.4 4.3
3. Symbolizes success and
accomplishmenl within our
profession. 4.3 4.3 91.3
4. Leads oy "doing" rather than by
simply "telling", 4.2 0.0 95.8
Construct 4.3 5.4 90.3
Nole: R:;reverse; D==disagree; U=undecided; A=agree
Many examr;Jes of modelling were given in the interviews. tn speaking
about the administrators one teacher said:
We have been most fortunate al this school that our administration has
been top notch, dedicated, well schooled and disciplined, committed
professionals, and they're more than able for the job. These are people
who work very hard··leo hard for their own good....We've been lucky at
this school to have people in administration who have always been there
to listen, to help, to support--and their example has been exemplary. It's
not a case of our teachers are working hard and our administrators are
out having lunch. They're not. They're visible, the kids see them; we see
them. Their doors aren't closed because they're not in there. They're not
in the offices; they're out and about. They're certainly doing their job and
doing it well.
Through their behaviours leaders in the school show what is important.
Hard work, enthusiasm, honesty, humour, dedication, commitment and concern
for the children are values that are evident in this school. The school
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improvement team had held 26 meetings by mid-January during the first year
of its operationl Teachers come for professional development in the evenings.
The assistant-principal cancelled educational leave because she wanted to "be
there" for the new principal"!
Fosters Group Goars
Quantitative dala from the questionnaire regarding the ability of the
leaders in the school to fosler group goals is found in Table 14
Tho average percentages for the construct show that 78.6% of the
teachers agree with statements indicating that leaders at Elan Elementary foster
group goals; 11.9% 01 teachers were undecided; 8.3% disagreed and 1.2%
thought some statements did not apply \0 their situation. This is a good
indication that leaders are aware of the need 10 foster group goals and that time
is spent in dohg so.
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Table 14
Group Goals
0 U A NA
Statements
'" '" '" '"1. Facilitates an exchange
of ideas about
appropriate school
goals among teachers. 4.2 8.3 87.5 0.0
2. Rarely puts Into
operation suggestions
from teachers who
have no formal
leadership role. (R) 66.7 25.0 4.2 4.2
3. Provides for our
participation in the
process of goal
formation. 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
4. Inhibits collaboration
among teachers. (R) 79.2 8.3 12.5 0.0
5. Enrourages us to be
'team players'. 0.0 4.2 91.7 0.0
8. Gels us Ylorking
together for the same
goals.
0.0 8.3 91.7 0.0
7. Makes us less
concerned about our
own immediate net-Ids
and more concerned
about our school
reaching its objectives. 37.5 29.2 33.3 0.0
Construct 8.3 11.9 78.6 1.2
Note: A'" reverse; D=disagree; U '" undeCided; A=agree
Interview data shows this to be the case also. Much time is spent in this
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school discu~sing various aspects of curriculum, school rules, special services
etr:. This is done al staff meetings, grade level meetings, committee meetings,
and inservice days. All of these discussions lead to a better understanding
between teachers and help to creale a shared sense of purpose.
One way leaders help to fosler group goals is through the school
improvement process. This year the school needed to choose a new focus for
ils improvement initiative. The school improvement team planned an inservice
day lor that purpose. In the words of the prillcipal:
We said 10 the teachers, 'We need 10 refocus ourselves as a school and
to look at some short term ar.d long term aims and objectives for school
improvement." We had asked teachers to think about some initiatives or
objectives Ihal Ihey fell would further our mission as a primary school. So
that P.M. we engaged in some focus groups....Basically what came out
of that was we r·~al:y have to focus on science.
The S.I.T. went back to the teachers and formed a subcommittee to help
plan the 'ience inservice and to determine exactly what the teachers wanted to
learn. These types of activities allow teachers to build a shared understanding
of school goars.
One important aspect of transforming leadership is the leaders need to
support the teachers in their attempts to change and grow. The support
provided lor the science initiative can give insight into how this is done.
Once science had been determined as the area 01 locus, the staff was
consulted for specific areas 01 concern. Then a meeting was held between thE'!
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administratOfs, the two improvement coordinators and the sc.Jr~ coordinator.
The pUrJX)Se of the meeting was to decide how to best meet the r.eeds outlined
by the teachers. The science coordinator subsequently met with people in the
Science Department at the local university who Wfl!comed the opportunity to get
involved. Another meeting was held at the school. Present were: six Of seven
interested teachers; the primary, science, and school improvement coordinal()(s
from the board; and the administrators. The purpose of the meeting was to
clarify the needs lhe teachers had identified and to discuss the project. As a
result of this meeting a proposal was made to the school board for the school
10 engage in a 25 hour science institute hosted largely by the university and
paid for by the school and the school board. Two inservice days during the
1992-93 year and two in the early fall of 1993 were suggested for the time
"arne.
The IOfegoing shows examples of how school leaders darified
goals/needs, provided support from outside personl"'el, ensured opportunities
for consultation and were th'Jughtful of individual needs.
Table 15 provides the results 01 the quantitative data gathered from the
questionnaire.
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Table 15
Provides Support
0 U A
Statements % % %
,. Herps us clarify exactly what is
rl3quired fOf implementation of
school goals. 0.0 12.5 87.5
2. Facilitates assistance and support
fOf us from external personnel, as
required. 4.2 8.3 87.5
3. Expects us to implement change
but does not follow through with
the required resources. (A) 91.7 4.2 4.2
4. Treats us as individuals w~h
unique needs and expertise. 0.0 21.7 78.3
5. Ensures opportunities for us to
get together for the purpose of
solving practical problems or
overcoming obstacles. 83 0.0 91.7
6. Provides us with feedback about
our work. 20.9 25.0 54.2
7. Initiates actions without
considering our options. (A) 66.6 16.7 16.7
8. Behaves in a manner thoughtful
of our personal needs. 4.2 16.7 79,3
9. Ignores our views on current
education-related issues. (A) 95.8 4.2 0.0
Construct 6.5 12.1 81.4
Note: R:::::reverse; D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree
This dala lends further support 10 the interview data. 81.4% of teachers
agreed with statements thai show that the leaders in the school provide support
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for the change initiatives; 12.1% were undecided and 6.5% disagreed with the
statements.
Holds High Performance Expectations
It seems fair to say that high periormance expectations permeate this
school and are entrenched in the culture. For example, the principal, in
speaking about the decision 10 cancel concerts noled, ·Whenever we do a
concert we really have to do a class act. We have no choice; that is the
expectation." Another examplt: is that Ihe principal expects the committees 10 be
able to defend their decisions. ·Come back to the table here and discuss what
would be a reasonable expectation and tell why it would be a reasonable
expectation.•
A leacher, in discussing the role of the principal, also gave an example of
how expectations are being raised. He said:
I think it's the principal's role to set the tone for the school. They can do
it, it's up to them. You can see it happening; you can get the principal's
feel for the schooJ··like now we start five minutes earlier than we used to.
That's her mark on the school. By next year we're going to be finishing
ten minutes later than now. Now, everybody is in their seats at 8:55 and
they have the announcements. We had a situation where at 2:45 it was
perfectly alright to say to the kids, alright school's aver, get your boots
an... ,When the bell rings at 3:00 o'clock, then they should get their coats
and get on the busses at 3:10 or 3:15.
Table 16 provides the results from the questionnaire. Averages shaw that
70.7% of teachers agree with statements pertaining to the holding of high
performance expectations by leaders in this school; 13.7% are undecided;
14.6% disagree; 1% feel some statements are not applicable to their situation.
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Table 16
High Performance Expectations
0 U A NA
Statements % % %
1. Insists on only the besl
performance from us. 4.3 13.0 82.6 0.0
2. Pressures us to
become involved in
improvement efforts.
(R) SO.O 4.2 45.8 0.0
3. Shows us that there are
high expectations for us
as professionals. 4.2 0.0 95,8 0.0
4. Win not senle for
second best in
performance of our
work. 4.2 37.5 54.2 4.2
Construct 14.6 13.7 70.7 1.0
Nole: o = disagree; U"'undecided; A::agree: NA=not applicable
Provides Intellectual Stimulation
As noted in the review of the literature, the provision of intellectual
stimulation and teacher development is the "preeminent challenge" for school
administrators (Leilhwood, Jantzi and Dart (1991a). Intellectual stimulation is
taken very seriously at Elan Elementary and is closely related to staff
development (discussed further on in this chapter).
Much of the challenge for rethi..,(ing educational practices and
information about change Gomes from the school improvement project and from
committees within the school. For example. at staff meetings and inservice
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sessions, teachers discuss school strengths and needs and suggest ways to
ir:'lprolle and solve problems.
Table 17 indicates the degree to which teachers feel that leaders within
the school provide intellectual stimulation.
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Table 17
Provides Intellectual Stimulation
0 U A
Statements % % %
Provides information about the
process for introducing change. 4.2 12.5 83.4
2. Challenges us to think about old
problems in new ways. 4.2 12.5 83.3
3. Challenges us to reexamine some
basic assumptions about our
work. 4.3 13.0 82.6
4. Provides lor extended training to
develop knowledge and skills
relevant to new programs. 4.3 0.0 95.6
5. Asks questions thai prompt us 10
think about what we afe doing. 0.0 17.4 82.6
6. Challenges us to rethink some of
our own ideas which we had
never questioned before. 8.7 17.4 73.9
7. Provides .,formation about
improving our school's programs. 4.2 8.3 87.5
8. Stimulates us to rethink the way
we do things. 8.4 20.8 70.8
Construct 4.8 12.7 82.5
Nole: D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree; NA-nol applicable
Average scores of the statements show that a high amount of intellectual
stimulation is provfded by the leadership in this school: 82.5% of teacher polled
agreed with the statements; 12.7% were undecided and 4.8% disagreed with
them.
12)
~
Transformational leadership within Elan Elementary has been investigated
using six cr.aracteristics outlined by Leithwood and Jantzi. Questiomaire
statements for each of the characteristics were grouped into constructs and the
results fO( each construct are displayed in Table 18.
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Table 18
Transformational LeaderShIp
0 U A NA
Constructs % % % %
1. Provides vision and
inspiration 8.0 9.2 83.8 0.0
2. Provides appropriate
model 4.3 5.4 90.3 0.0
3. Fosters group goals 8.3 11.9 78.6 1.2
4. Provides support 6.5 12.1 81.4 0.0
5. Holds high performance
expectations 14.6 13.7 70.7 1.0
6. Provides intellectual
stimulation 4.8 12.7 B2.5 0.0
Construct 7.7 10.8 81.2 0.4
Note: D=<disagree; U::undedded; A::agree; NA=not applicable
Table 18 shows that the percentage of teachers who agree with statements thai
indicate leaders within the school show characteristics of transformational
leaders is 81.2%.
In coodusion both the nterview data and the quantitative data show thai
the predominant style 01 readership al Elan Elementary is transformational in
nature.
Transactional Leadership
Sergiovanni (1990b) calfs lransaclionalleadership "leadership by
barterirly· because it involves an exchange of valued things. He goes on to say
that, "leaders and followers assume they do not share a common stake in the
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enterprise and thus must arrive al $('Ime kind of agreemenr (p. 23-24).
Sergiovanni also claims thai transactional leadership is the frst stage of
leadership becau~e it gets things started.
Two types of transactional leadership will be examined: Contingent
Reward and Management by Exception.
Conting~nl Reward
Co('~ngenl reward refers, in generallerms, 10 the practice of the leader
giving rewards for good W~' The results of questionnaire data regarding
contingent reward are contained in Table 19.
Table 19 shows tho: the percentage of teachers agreeing with statements
favouring a contingent reward type of leadership is expectadly lower than those
favouring a transformational style. In Table 19, 61.3% of teachers polled were in
agreement with the statements; 24.9% were undecided; 13.3% disagreed; and
0.5% fell thai at teast one item was not applicable to the situation.
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Table 19
Cuilt!ngent Reward
0 U A NA
Statements % % % %
1. Provides special
recognition when our
work is especially good. 12.5 16.7 70.8 0.0
2. Rarely acknowledges
OUf good performan:::e.
IR) 83.3 12.5 4.2 0.0
3. Assures us that we can
gel what we personally
want in exchange for
our efforts. 39.1 39,1 21.7 0.0
4. Pays us personal
compliments when we
do outstanding work. 8.7 21.7 69.6 0.0
5. Would do anything
po:;sible..to help us
advance in our careers
il our work is
consistently above
average. 0.0 41.7 54.2 4.2
6. Provides special
recognition and
promotion for good
work. 29.2 33.3 37.5 0.0
7. Provides positive
feedback when we
perform well. 8.7 17.4 73,9 0.0
'd. Helps us gel what we
decide we want. 4,2 16.7 79.2 0,0
Construct 13.3 24.9 61.3 0.5
D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree; NA"not applicable
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Management by Exception
Management by exception refers to the practice of intervention by the
leaders only when standards are not being mat Table 20 provides the results
from the questionnaire data and shows little evidence of this practice in E16n
Elementary. Management by exception is not supported in the interview data.
Table 20
Management by Exception
D U A
Statements % % %
1. Asks no more of us than what is
absolutely essential to get our work
done. 66.7 8.3 25.0
2. Is satisfied with our performance as
long as the old ways work. 70.8 25.0 4.2
3. Doe~ not try 10 change anything as
long as things are going alright. 87.5 8.3 4.2
4. Provides only the information that
we have 10 know to do our jobs. 79.1 12.5 8.3
5. Allows us to take initiatives but
does not encourage us to do so. 70.9 12.5 16.7
6. Is content to let us continue 10
teach in the same way as always. 79.2 16.7 4.2
Construct 75.7 13.9 10.4
Note: R=reverse; O=disagree; U""-undecided; A ""-agree;
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Table 21 provides a summary of the two types of transactional leadership
as determined by answers on the questiOnnaire. It shows that only 35.6%
percent of teachers who completed the questionnaires agreed with statements
concerning the presence of transactional leadership. As noted earlier, it is to be
expected that some evidence ollransactionalleadership would be present if, as
Sergiovanni siales, transactional leadership is the first stage of leadership.
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Table 21
Transactional leadership
0 U A NA
Constructs % % % %
Contingent Reward 13.3 24.9 61.3 0.5
Management by Exception 75.7 13.9 lOA 0.0
Construct 44.5 19.4 35.8 0.3
Note: D=disagree; UEundecided; A=agree; NAznot applicable
In conclusion, leaders at Elan Elementary show little evidence of relying
on a transactional type at I",ddership to get things done.
Strategies Used by School LeClders
leithwood and Jantzi (1990) list six broad strategies that school
administrators use to strengthen school culture. This section of the chapter
examines these strategies 10 see it the leaders at Elan Elementary also use
them. The strategies are:
1. strengthened the school's culture;
used a variety of bureaucratic mechanisms to stimulate and
reinforce cultural change;
3. fostered staff development;
4. engaged in direct and frequent communication about cultural
norms, values and belief;
5. shared power and responsibility with others;
6. used symbols to express cu~ural values. (p. 23)
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Strengthen School Culture
A strong culture is characterized by teacher collaboration, norms of
continuous improvement and a shared sense of purpose and goal attainment.
Weak cultures are characterized by teacher isolation and lack of technical know
how. Interview data indicates that Elan Elementary
has always had a strong culture. As the assistant-principal said, "The culture of
the school was here. You could tell that il was positive and child caring and
child centered and sharing. Everybody was in Ihere lor everybody else."
Teachers have always mel at grade level meetings to share ideas and
help each other (although the quality of sharing may differ). Teachers who have
been at the school since its beginning cannot remember how grade level
meetings started but according to one teacher, 'We've always had them here
because there \'Jere so many in each grade level."
The school seems also to have espoused the idea that 'We can always
do a little better', One teacher explained:
I feel this school has always had it. Change is taking place, yes. I feel
that the teachers were always willing to change, .. .1 feel it was there and
the enthusiasm kind of -::ame from the top and it filtered through and
people always had it".
Table 22 provides quantitative data on the leaders' use of strategies that
strengthen the school culture.
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Table 22
Strengthen School Culture
0 U A
Statements % % %
1. Builds consensus regarding the
nalure of our beliefs about how
students learn and what it means
to be a teacher. 0.0 20.8 79.2
2. Builds consensus regarding the
professional values on which our
work should be based. 0.0 21.7 78.2
3. Builds consensus on school
goals. 0.0 8.3 91.7
4. Builds consensus regarding the
basic assumptions about our
WOf'k. 4.5 18.2 77.3
5. Builds consensus regarding how
besl to accomplish our purposes
for our students. 4.2 16.7 79.1
Construct 1.7 17.1 81.1
Note: o =disagree; U=undecided; A=agree;
It appears from the results of the questionnaire that the leaders in this
school are successful in strengthening the school's culture through consensus
building. Of the teachers who responded 81.1% were in agreement, 17.1% were
uncert<lin and only 1.7% percent disagreed with statements concerning this
construct. Further information on how leaders strengthen culture can be found
in the preceding section on transformational leadership.
Use of Bureaucratic Mechanisms
The use of bureaucratic mechanisms refers 10 actions on the part of the
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leaders that enhance teachers' abilities to create a collaborative culture and to
engage successfully in change initiatives. Examples taken from Leithwood and
Jantzi (1990) include:
Allocating money--to support the change project
Planning and scheduling--to allow teachers time to work together
3. Decision making structures--for collaboration
4. Staffing procedures--selecting staff based on improvement goals
5. Evaluation (p. 25)
Results from the questionnaire pertaining to the use of bureaucratic
mechanisms are contained in Table 23.
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Table 23
Bureaucratic Mechanisms
0 U A NA
Statements % % % %
1. Makes every effort 10
ensure appropriate
resources are available
10 support our efforts to
implement change. 0.0 12.5 87.5 0.0
2. Facilitates timetable
adjul.>tments to provide
time for joint work and
planning. 33.3 12.5 50.0 4.2
3. Ensures that hiring
procedures facilitate
selecting new slaff who
support our school
goals. 12.5 54.2 333 0.0
4. Disregards our efforts
in achieving goals when
supervising/evaluating
us. (AI 50.0 37.5 4.2 8.3
5. Allocates as much
money as possible from
the SChl ,I budget to
suppen. l,;nange effort. O.D 33.3 66.7 0.0
Construct 10.0 30.0 57.5 2.5
Nole: O"'disagree; U=undecided; A==agree; NA=not applicable
The results show that a little more than half the teachers who conlpleted
the questionnaire (57.5%) agreed with statements pertaining to the use of
bureaucratic mechanisms to promote l ollegiality and support change, 30%
indicated that they were unsure that this happened, and 10% disagreed with the
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statements. The relatively high amount 01 uncertainty is understandable to some
extent in that some of these things can be done by leaders in the school
without the knowledge of the staff, especially in Ihe areas of hiring and
limetabling. Also, this school does not presently have a workable leacher
evaluation policy.
When asked if teachers have input into the school budget and whether
or not money spent reflected and supported the school improvement initiative,
answers were positive but rather vague. For example. "' don't know where we
stand financially. I've heard through the grapevine that we're doing
O.K... Usually when we go 10 the administration for things··r have had a positive
experience. They've always been supportive."
The impression is left that money will be spent in the area of science
over the coming year. Certainly, there is ample evidence to show that the
school finances teacher inservice heaVily. The assistant-principal said the school
was paying for three teachers to attend inservice session::; in Gander and they
were sending one teacher to a conference in Ottawa. Also the school is
absorbing the cost of the science institute which involves an overnight stay in
the country.
Staff Development
According to Darling-Hammond and Gc'":jwin (1933) "The strength and
legitimacy of any profession depends on the continued growth and
development of its members· (p.42) and "New forms of professional
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development are also beginning to abandon traditional models of one-shot staff
development- (pA6).
Staff development is a prominent feature of Elan Elementary. Examples
from the current school year indude the completion 01 the cooperative discipline
program, lhe science instiMe, and linguistic awareness. Staff meeting time is
often spent on important topics such as: special education services; the
proposed evaluation policy; peer coaching; and the identification of strengths
and needs. In aU but the science institute, staff members facilitated the inservice
sessions and shared their expertise with their colleagues.
StaH members share their expertise during grade level meetings and at
·stat- meetings also. A stal meeting is called when a teacher is worried about
the academic progress of a child. A teacher describes the process.
What happens is I get a couple of teachers, probably at the grade lever. I
could ask the kindergarten teacher to come in. She knows the child. If J
feel that our librarian could help, I'll ask her, with one of the special
education teachers. Then we'. gu through the whole thing. What are their
weaknesses? Their strengths? Do you do this? Do you do that?
Together ~he team of teachers talk about teaching strategies and how to best
help the child in question.
Table 24 contains responses to the statements on the questionnaire
concerning staff development.
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Table 24
Staff Development
Statements
o
%
U
%
A
%
1. Recommends profe~sional
reading for us to use for
discussion or personal
reflection. 25.0 8.3 66.7
2. Discourages us from
attending workshops and
conferences relevant to
change effc~s. (A) 95.8 0.0 4.2
3. Provides opportunities for us
10 share our expertise with
colleagues. 13.0 13.0 73.9
4. Contributes directly to staff
devl~lopment by sharing own
expertise with leachers. 16.7 25.0 58.3
5. EncOLl'ages us to disCOJSS
rorriculum and instruction
issues with coUeagues. 0.0 8.3 91.7
6. Encotrages l;~ to pursue
personal professional
development goals. 4.2 20.8 75.0
Construct 10.5 12.6 76.9
Note: A=ReverStl; O=disagree; LJ=undeooed; A=agree:
Table 24 shows that 76.9% of respondents agreed with statements
indicating that the leaders in the school promote staff development; 12.6% were
undecided and 10.5 % of respondents disagreed with the sta!~ments. This data
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supports the interview data and shows that staff development is a strategy used
to influence the school culture.
lise Symbols and Rituals to Express Cultural Values
The use 01 symbols and rituals to expres~. cultural values -have the
potential of contributing to an increase in teachers' professional self·esleem"
(leithwood :lnd Jantzi, 1991, p.29). The following table gives the results of the
quantitative dala for the leaders use of symbols and rituals.
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Table 25
Use of Symbols and Rituals
0 U A
Statements % % %
1. Demonstrates or models core
values in the school through own
behavior and daily routines. 0.0 17.4 82.6
2. Rarely gives recognition for
achievements. (Rl 75.0 20.8 4.2
3. Tells stories, on occasion, that
illustrate shared values within the
school. 29.2 20.8 SO.O
4. Makes every effort 10 acknowledge
specific contributions made by
individual teachers. 12.5 25.0 62.5
5. Gives public recognition for
contributions in the school
improvement process. 8.3 33.3 58.3
Construct 10.8 23.5 65.7
Note: R=Reverse; D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree;
The use of symbols and rituals if I this school is moderately high with
65.7% of teachers agreeing with the statements; 23.5% being undecided; ~nd
10.8% disagreeing.
The interviews give some examples of how school leaders celebrate
success. When asked if the administration recognizes the efforts of teachers
one teacher replied:
Yes, they do. It's put ir the "minders" [the siaff memos]. It recognizes
anything Ihey have done over and above; thank-you; congratulations to;
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or whatever. It's done ovef the P.A. so students can hear it too. It is
brought up at a staff meeting·· also newsletters.
Direct and Frequent Communication
If schools are to be transformed, direct and frequent communication is
vital. Communication is fundamental to building commitment and understanding.
Culture is shaped by the communication of values.
The interview data shows that leaders at Elan Elementary afe very aware
of the importance of communication. Every effort is made to keep staff informed
and It') provide for two-way communication. Communication is achieved through
written memos to teachers and newsletters to parents. The extensive use of
meetings (committee. grade level, and staff) provides opportunities for
discussion and feedback. Minutes of committee meetings are often distributed
to the staff. Communication is discussed in greater detail in chapter five.
Table 26 presents the results of the questionnaire on communication
practices.
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Table 26
Direct and Frequent Communications
0 U A NA
Statements % % % %
1. Frequently
communicates with us
about the status of new
initiatives. 16.7 12.5 70.9 0.0
2. Spends lime talking
about the purposes of
~~choOI. 4.2 20.8 75.0 0.0
3. Initiates discussions
with me about various
initiatives underway
within the school. 50.0 4.2 41.6 4.2
4. Keeps us fully informed
of what is happening in
our school. 8.4 8.3 83.3 0.0
5. Uses interactions with
us as an opportunity to
discuss school
improvement initiatives. 26.1 8.7 65.2 0.0
Construct 21.1 10.9 67.2 0.8
Note: D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree; NA=not applicable
The quantitative data indicate thai the lines of communication seem to be
open in this school. The percentage of teachers in agreement with statements
concerning direct and frequent communication was 67.2%; those undecided,
10.9%; and those disagreeing with the statements- were somewhat high at
21.1%. Most of the disagreement centers around the two statements that deal
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with the leaders' use of opportunities to discuss change initiatives with teachers
on an individual basis.
Shared Power and Responsibil'tv
Sharing power and responsibility is probably the single, most important
change thai administrators can make if they want to build collaborative cultures
and improve their schools. 'Empowering people increases responsibility,
ownership, and commitment, which have an impact on productivity. Morale and
vitality come frorr. doing important things and influencing positive outcomes'
(Goens & Crover, 1991, p. 45).
Table 27 shows staff attitudes relating to shared power and responsibility.
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Table 27
Shared Power and Responsibility
0 U A
Statement % % %
1. Establishes committee(s), as
appropriate, to undertake
responsibility for various aspects of
the school improvement. 8.3 4.2 87.5
2. Involves us in a collaborative
process for making decisions thai
determine goals and procedures. 8.4 12.5 79.2
3. Utilizes the school decision making
proces~ in such a way as 10
ensure collaboration on decisions. 16.7 20.8 62.5
4. Limits responsibility for decision
making to the school 66.6 16.7 16.6
administrators. (A)
Construct 12.5 13.5 74.0
Note: ~=Reverse; D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree;
The qua~.'itative data shows thai 74% of teachers agree with statements
pertaining to shared decision making in the school; 13.5% are undecided and
12.5% disagree with the statements. The qualitative data supports the fact that
many decisions are made in a shared fashion in this school. Decision making is
discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Facilitative Power
11 has been suggested that old conceptualizations of power no longer
explain what is happening in the schools. Looking at power as a syslem of
facilitation allows a different perspective. Goldman and Dunlap (1990) write that
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facilitative power may act as bridge between transactional and transformational
leadership. Table 2a presents information gathered on the use of facilitative
power at Elan Elementary.
Table 28
Slatemeni
Makes budget decis;onswhich
renllCtschool p'iOlillt'
USle""to"t"ff,uggution.
,egard;ng use 01 scoool ,ewu,C<I'
Makesdecl$lon. Qn use of school
resou,ces lIfle, celolul
consiClO'1I1iOllolttachllsv.....s
Tallesinloconllidsralionin<lividual
dilfe'encnlnleacl>e......hon
c,oallng commilloes 10 work
togothtr
PrOlriduol'portunilluro'loachelS
tocollabolalt ifl planning
prclusicnllld•••lQpmtnt.c!lvities
l-falhtlptdulwllhlkililntldtdtc
worktcgellltr
Know,whallsgcir>gcnlnlhil
""'".
P,,,,,ides useful suggtslionl
,ego'dlngltachlng,
Is hightyvllibia In Iha schocl
Pfo"'dtslnlormaiionon
oducatlonalmMta..
DrawIOllcommunityanddistdcl
Ielourc'PllOPtetohelpulmakt
IhebtstdaclsfOlllposllllla
Con.ltucl
Note: D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agree; NA=nct applicable
'"'.
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The composite averages show that 70.3% of teachers wefe in agreement
with statements that indicated the use of fadlitative power in the school; 18.6%
were undecided; 10.9% disagreed; and 0.3% felt that the statements were not
applicable.
A closer look at the statements in Table 28 ..~ that items 2~ refer 10
the leaders' use of power to arrange malerial resources that support
educational activiti':!s. Overall agreement with these statements is 70.8%. It
appears that teachers agree with the way resources are used but are not
always consulted before decisions are made.
The degree to which the administrators use facilitative power to select
and manage people who can work together effectively; provide training and
model collaborative behaviour is considered in items 5-8. 71.8% of respondents
agreed with these statements. Item 5 received a very low agreement rate of
41.6%. This reflects the reality in the school where committee membership is
usually voluntary.
Items 9-12 look at the supervision of activities and the provision of
feedback by the adminlstrato~s. Agreement varies considerably tram a low of
34"'% to a high of 100%. The average percenl in agreement is 68%. The
administrators at Elan Elementary do not often visit the classrooms to provide
f&edback. This is not surprising as the assistant-principal teaches part time and
there are 32 individual classrooms. They arl'!, however highly visible in the
schoo. and the staff feels they are aware of what is going on.
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The final charaeter:stic of facilitative power is that administrators use it to
provide networks for activities by linking to people and ideas from outside the
school, garnering public support and diffusing new ideas. Items 13-16 sought
teachers agreement in this area and found that 66.3% agreed with the
statements.
Transactional Leadership Transformational Leadership and Facilitatiye Power
It is interesting 10 know if any relationship exits between the two types of
leadership and facilitative power. The Pearson r measure of correlation was run
for all of the constructs used in this study. According to Gay (1987). "a
correlational study describes in quantitative terms the degree 10 which variables
are related" (p.230). Gay also warns that significance and strength should not
be confused. "The level of significance only indicates the probability thaI a given
relationship is a true one, regardless of whether it is a weak relationship or a
strong one (p.134)." One final point to remember is that a correlation between
variables does not necessarily indicate a cause-effect relationship (Bartz, 1988,
p.'9B).
Table 29 shows a correlation matrix for the two types of leadership and
facilitative power.
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Table 29
Correlations 01 Selected Constructs
Transformational leadership
Transactional leadership
Facilitative Power
Nol(,l. 2-tailed Significance: * .01
Transform
L-ship
1.00
Transact
L-ship
0.12
1.00
Fae.
Power
0.50
1.00
The relationship between transformational leadership and transactional
leadership was not significant. The same was true of the relationship between
transactional leadership and facilitative power. There was, however. a significant
positive relationship found between transformational leadership and facilitative
power. On the basis of the dala analysis and the literature review, these
relationships are not surprising.
Tables 12 to 17 reported on characteristics of transformational
leadership. Tables 19 and 20 reported on characteristics of transactional
leadership. These results, along with information on facilitative power (Table 28)
are correlated with the :six strategies used to strengthen school culture. The
results are contained in Table 30.
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Table 30
Conalalions Ile'- Forma ollaadotrship,
If-----,--"'~~·..r-"'·'"-r""'=-r"'...'T.."-=,.....=~""'l·'--,-8- r-;-
1.SlranQlhenCultura
2.llYraaueratic
Meehan.
3,StallDevalopmant
4,UseofSym~ls
6.D;ra<:t
Communleatign
7. Translorm
lUdcrohlp
8. Transac1
leader!ohlp
2 - tailed Significance: * .01 u .001
Transformational leadership was found to have a significant and positive
relationship with staff development and facilitative power. Transactional
leadership was found to have a significant and positive relationship with the use
of symbols and rituals. No other significant relationships were found for either
transformational or transactional leadership.
As can be seen from Table 30 facilitative power was found to have
significant and positive relationships with every construct except transactional
ieadership. It is interesting to note that the construct "strengthens culture" had
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significant and positive relationships with all constructs except transformational
and transactional leadership.
Summary
The findings indicate good evidence of transformational leadership in use
at Elan Elementary. Use of transaetionalleadership is much less apparent. The
administra.tars also use facilitative power 10 help accorr.plish their goals.
Analysis of the data using correlation coefficients showed a significant
and positive relationship between transformational leadership and facilitative
power. Strong positive relationships were also found to exist between facilitative
power and the following: strengthens culture, bureaucratic mechanisms, staff
development, use of symbols, shared power, and direct communication.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives II,.,) summary, conclusions and
recommendations.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Research Procedure
The purpose of this study was to investigate the interactions between
school leaders and the staff in a schoollhat had a reputation lor dealing
successfully with multiple changes. To achieve this, the study investigated the
nature of leadership in Ihe school, facililetive power, factors affecting
implementation of change and strategies used by Ihe school leadership.
The invesligatlul consisted of an indepth study of one elementary school
that was selected on Ihe basis of the following criteria:
1. The school is reputedly successful in implementing multiple changes.
2. The administration is reputedly providing, or is aspiring to provide,
transformational leadership.
3. Decision making is reputedly shared with the teaching staff.
Data collection consisted of the distribution of a questionnaire to all staff
members; hour long interviews witi, the principal, the assislanl-principal, and
four teachers who were considered to be informal leacers within the school;
and the collection of school documents. The questionnaire was a ."'odified
version of the "Leadership for Change" questionnaire used by Leithwood et al in
1990. Statements about facilitative power were added. A reliability study was
conducted before the questionnaire was used.
The data coUection took place during the months of April, May and June,
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~993. The questionnaire was dislributed belore the interviews took place. The
resoonse rale lor the questionnaire was 63%. All teachers contacted agreed to
lake part in the interviews.
Summary and Discussion of the Findings
The fll1dings of the three research questions posed in Chapter 1 will be
briefly reviewed and discussed.
The lpadership Conteld
The first research question was concerned with the context lor leadership
In the school. Elan EI(;lmentary was found to be a school which has had a good
reputation in the educational community ever since it opened ils doors len
years ago. The slaff at the school are generally well experien, oed and most have
been at the school for a number of years.
Two important aspects of the school context impact on the leadership 01
the school and on the school's ability to change. These are the school culture
and the school improvement project.
School Culture
A major lenet 01 this thesis is that schools that are open to change have
collaborative cultures and norms of continuous improvement. This was certainly
found to be the case at Elan Elementary. Teachers atlhis school meet regularly
in grade level meetings to share, discuss and plan how to best help the children
and this practice has been a part of the culture since the school opened.
Teachers have also developed norms oi continuous improvement as the
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findings showed that a high percentage of teachers at Elan Elementary are
open to change.
little (1982) listed four practices that teachers engage in when they work
together. These are: teacher talk, joint planning, teacher teaching (each other)
and teacher observation. The Teachers at Ban Elementary show good evidence
of participating in the first three of these practices but there is little evidence that
teachers in this school engage in teacher observation. They seldom receive
useful critiques of their leaching from colleagues.
School Improyement Project
The school improvement project after live years is well entrenched in the
culture of the school and is an important aspect althe context for leadership.
The school improvement project provided the administratOfS and slaff with a
model to follow..\ full week of training provided the School Improvement Team
(S.I.T.) with skills to help make the project work. Major tenets of the model
included shared decision making, and consensus building with the whole stalT.
The S.I.T. is a very powerful committee within the school. It oversees
development of the improvement initiatives and all other standing committees
come under its umbrella. Professional development activities lor the school are
also planned by the S.I.T. In other words the S.I.T., in consultation with the
staff, sets the direction the school will take.
Discussion 01 the Findings
II should be quite clear from the foregoing information that the school
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has made great strides in regards to developing a collegial and collaborative
culture which allows change to take place. Many excellent things have been
taking place over the years since this school opened. The published mission
statement "be the besl we can be" seems 10 be something that all teachers are
working toward. Even Ihe few leacher~ who afe mentioned as being resistant 10
change are still seen as effective, enthusiastic and dedicated to their profession.
One point to nole is that Ihe amount of true collaboration can vary with grade
level and personalities involved. Even though the school culture can be
described as collaborative there is some room for growth.
The unwritten belief of the school seems 10 be "we're good. but we can
always do better" and Ihis is the point to be considered as there is no blueprint
to be followed for improvement.
Change is a process, not an event and real change takes between three
to five years; some "/ould even say longer. The assistant-principal feels ~hat
after five years of school improvement, the school is just now hitting its stride
and is getting into a posi!i':m where they can concentrate 0.'1 instruction. She
S(lid:
Now, we're supposed to be gearing in, focusing in on instructional
improvement. We've got all the nitty-gritty things done, like the mission
statement, the goals, the objectives of the school and all that. Now we're
into the reat instruction. I always think of Michael Fullan and how he says
it's a three to five year process before you really see anything. It's only
this year, now, I am starting to see--so this is really how it works,
especially in the area of instruction. Now you see how it all focuses in on
that--atler everything is said and done and all the footwork, homework,
and legwork, and everything else is donel
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The school improvement project has had positive effects for the staff.
One teacher felt that the more collegial relationship that exists between the staff
and the administration was an outgrowth of Ihe process. Another teacher made
the following comment.
It has made me feel more professional. I like to change grades,
committees··doing things different ways, etc. I feel more challenged. I like
to see something different. It makes me feel more professional, rather
than stagnant. That has come out of this.
The existence of a collaborative culture and Ihe school improvement
prOject impacts on the leadership altha school and these contexts are, in turn,
impacted upon by the leadership. A two-way relationship exists. The context
has implications for decision making, power relationships and the school
organization also.
School OrganizatiQn and Decision Making
The second research question dealt with school organization and
decision making. The data provided a fairly clear depiction of the orQanizatiQn of
the school. A "team approach" is a good descriptor of how things are run at
Elan Elementary. The administrators work together as a team and work with the
staff through the committee structure. The school has many committees which
playa vital role in the running Qf the school. Decision making is described as
"shared' most of the time. Whenever possible administra:lVe and committee
decisions are brought to the staff for their input and approval. Staff meetings,
grade level meetings and inservice days are often the vehicles used. The advice
of the teachers is sought, taken into consideration, and frequently fQlIQwed. II is
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generally agreed that the administrators do have the right to have the final say.
The school is not fun by popular vole.
Discussion allhe Findings
Shared decision making appears to have had some very positive effects
on the teachers at Elan Elementary. When asked about this teachers said:
I see tremendous benefits. I think that not only schools but any
organization in which you feel that you Bfe an important person, would
be a better organization by far than one in which you felt I'm only here to
do what somebody else tells me to do. If we, as teachers, are given a
chance to have input int..:. decisions, then the decisions are going to be
more valuable in the long run because they're much more meaningful to
us as individuals.
Als""
I think that it has positive effects and I can see from being just in the staff
room shared decision making is very positive.
Once an expectation for teacher participation in decision making has
been established unilateral decisions may become upsetting and unpopular.
This is true for decisions made by committees or the administration. In speaking
about committee decisions and staff input, one teacher said:
Sometimes we don't always present it to the staff. Sometimes the
committee makes the decision and then its Just presented and taken as
is but there's often been a bit of flack about different things. The
committee does need to go back to the staff and present what it has
come up wilh and hopefully gel a consensus.
One leacher's written comment on the back of a questionnaire shows
just how damaging a unilateral decision can be in a situation where teachers
are used 10 having their opinions heard. The teacher wrote:
This year, even though the new initiatives are very positive, I can't help
but be influenced by a change that wasn't regarded as a school-based
concern. Unfortunately, this one proposed change is affecting people's
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view of other changes. Perhaps it's affecting more so the leadership than
the proposed change. Yes, I believe that the way in which we perceive
the "leader" affects our "gut" feering of change. And even if ona instance
of undesired leadership is experienced it does affect future perception of
the leader. The tone of the leader's delivery 01 a proposed change will
determine how well it's received even before the change lakes place.
Basically, in conclusion, changes that are school based with lots of open
discussion among administrators and staff afe received positively.
Proposed changes \.:;: .... no presentation 01 philosophy and no discussion
from slaff are recsin' !~gatively.
In the opinion of the res<::archer the decision referred to is the same one
mentioned in Chapter 4 that the administration apologized for and later
withdrew. It illustrates the fragility of interpersonal relationships and the need for
thorough consultation on matters of importance.
The third re~earch question looked at the farms of leadership within the
school. Leadership at Elan Elementary comes from many sources. The principal
and the assistant-principal are seen by the slaff as providing the main source of
leadership in the school, with various committees playing an important
leadership role as well. Individual teachers also provide leadership.
Both the questionnaire and interview data showed thai the transforming
style of leadership was most prevalent In the school. An average of 81.2% of
questionnaire respondents agreed with statements that indicated the presence
of transformational leadership. Transactional leadership was present to a small
degree with only 35.8% of teachers agreeing with statements that were
indicative of this style of leadership.
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Facrtative Power
The questionnaire also tested to see if the leaders in the school used
facilitative power rather than the more traditional types of power. The data
showed fairly strong evidence of the use of facilitative power in the school.
Correlations were done between transformative leadership, transactional
leadership and facilitative power. Not surprisingly, a positive and significant
relationship was found to exist between transformaliv8 leadership and facilitative
power.
Factors Affecting Implementation of Change
The three constructs which tested factors affecting the implementation of
change were: school goals. school cullure, and teachers ability to accept
change. Results from the questionnaire dala showed that the school scored
high in each of Ihese three areas. This indicates that the school is ready for the
implementation of change.
Strategies for SChool Improvement
Six strategies that leaders can use to promote school improvement were
correlated with each other and with transforming leadership, transactional
leadership and facilitative power. The six strategies were: strengthens culture,
use of bureaucratic mechanisms, staff development, use 01 symbols, direct
communication, and shared power and responsibility. Teacher agreement that
these strategies were present in the school, as indicated from the questionnaire
responses. (,,--gad from a low of 57.5% 10 a high of 81.1%.
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Jt was interesting to note that 'strer:gthens culture" had a significant and
positive correlation with each of the fIVe other strategies and with facilitative
power. No significant relationship was found to exist between ·strengthens
culture" and either of the two types of leadership.
Facilitative power was found to have a positive and significant
relationship with the six strategies and as noted previously, with transformational
leadership.
Transformational leadership hCld a significant and positive relationship
with staff development, school goals and the ability of teachers to adapt to
change. Transaetionalleadership had a significant and positive relationship with
the use of symbois and rituals.
Discussion of Findings
Transformational leadership and facilitative power seem to be prominent
at Elan Elementary. The abiiily of the schlJol to change and improve is also
evident. Ittherelore seems prudent to suggest that these three elements are
related. This is further support for the statement thai transformational leadership
is leadership for change and that transforming leaders use a type of power that
can be calted facilitative.
Areas of Concern
Throughout the data collection process a number of problems and
concerns were identified. It seems important to be aware of these if a true
understanding of leader~hip for change is to occur.
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Failed Initiatives
AJlhough Elan Elementary has a good reputation for initiating change
there were a number of instances when proposed changes did nol become
institutionalized. Reasons for these failures included loss of interest and change
of personnel. This points out the need for the leadership to provide the
necessary support and 10 ensure that all staff see the necessity for the change.
Overload and the Flagship School
There is a general sense from the teachers that in the past they have
been involved with too much. One teacher noted, "The teachers are really
worked to death and we have 10 ease up a bit We eased up but we did an
awful lot 01 new things again this year." Also:
Gne of our teechtoll 5 last year was really upset. 'I can't take this.' It was
too much. Whereas it wasn't really necessary to do this, this, and this.
She really felt it bt>cause we were here at Elan Elementary, we had to do
these things. She did, she really felt the pressure.
Another teacher said, ·We don't seem to have as much time and energy for it
as we used to, but then again what we've rationalized is the reality that there's
only so muo:::h time and anergy from any group 01 people."
High expectations must be tempered with realistic considerations. If
teachers become exhausted by participating in committees, school
improvements projects and other activities they will not have the capacity to Lio
their most important job well--that is providing good instruction. It is possible to
get caught up in tha reputation of being a flagship school and leaders must
guard against becoming involved in change for change sake.
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One teacher made some very thought provoking comments:
I'm working in this school. I see the problems that exist here and I see
the resistance to change and 1see the failed initiatives; aU the things that
get taken on. Bull also see the small amount of sluff that really moves
along. So, I think to some degree Ihat this school is guilty of
concentrating more on presenting the image that we are a school that is
really progressive educationally, but I think sometimes··1 don't say this to
be controversial-- 10 some degree we are reatly guilty of not jOoking
honestly back at ourselves and saying, 'Have we really changed?'
II should be obvious that finding the time to do all the things that need to
be done is a maior hurdle 10 be overcome. Time is needed for planning, for
diScussion, for inservice, for meeting, for consensus building and for many
other things. It may be belter to go slowly and ensure thai teachers are given
ample time to express their ideas and concerns than to push forward and not
take the time to build common beliefs and goals. When things are rushed there
may be the perception that the leaders are contrQJ:ing the agenda too tightly.
Institutionalization of Change Initiatives
One area that did not corne out through the data collection process was
how school leaders helped to institutionalize the changes. For example, once
the science institute is complete what will be done to help teachers put their
knowledge to use in the classroom? One teacher made mention of this issue:
I think people are developing a shared vision but I'm still a bit bewildered
by the fact that we can articulate this vision but we can't articulate the
curriculum that fulfils it. Is that what's going on? If it doesn't go down to
curriculum, what does it change in the life of a student? Nothing at all.
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New People on Staff
New people on siaN can be a problem because they often do nol have
the same commitment to a project that the staff has developed through their
participation in the consensus building process. A teacher who came to the
school in the middle of an initiative cmTlmented:
.. ; year one, I remember meeting and being involved in this. In year two I
started to have a clearer picture aT what was going on. It wasn't exactly
my idea of a thrilling sort of way of school improvements. I had a fair bit
of difficulty generating enthusiasm for that. I think ill'd been in on the
ground floor I never would have started off that way. I didn't have input
at the start....1don'l think many teachers are using thai document when
they are planning lessons.
The foregoing statement shows the need for new staff members to be
thoroughty introduced to the change initiative and it also points to the fact that if
changes are to be successfully implemented teachers must be convinced of
their worth.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are made on the basis of the finding::> into this
inquiry into leadership for change.
1. The school improvement process has been a positive experience for
the school. By going through the school improvement process of developing a
mission statement, determining school strengths and weaknesses, and talking
in depth about t.:urriculum areas, shared goals and understandings are arrived
at. Meaningful professional development has baen a positive result of the
process as well.
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2. Shared decision making has positive effects on the school. It makes
the teachers feel important and results in better acceptance of the decisions
that are made.
3. Once teachers are included in the decision making process il is
important for leaders to ensure that they continue to be included in making
decisions about matlers are important to them. Input must be real and
meaningful.
4. Leaders at Elan Elementary used lransformationalleadership and
facilitative power to accomplish their goals.
5. School improvement is a slow process.
In conclusion, the road to school improvement and change is not an
easy one. The waters are largely uncharted and neither the :;aptains nor the
crew have sailed in them before. Patience and understanding is needed by a~f
concerned. The administrators and the staff at Elan Elementary seem to be on
the right course and toge!"'er they will succeed. "In transforming leadership ,.,
leaders and followers are united in pursuit of higher-level goals common to
both. Both want to become the best. Both want to shape the school in a new
direction" (Sergiovanni, 1990, p.24). This;;, what is happening at Elan
Elementary where admir.i3 trato' • ·-,"'d ll:!achers are working and learning
together to "be the best they can be",
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Recommendations for Further Research
1. It has been determined that the school improvement process used by
this school arid school board has been beneficial to relationships within the
school and to professional development. It would be useful to study other
improvement projects 10 determine their positive and negative effects.
2. Shared goals and understandings seem to be a result of
trans!ormational leadership. An indeplh study of how schools arrive al these
goals would be beneficial to administrators wishing to improve their schools.
3. Further study on how schools move from the initiation stage of change
to the institutionalization stage would shed light on the change process. What
sorts of support and pressure are used 10 ensure that teachers actually use the
initiatives in the classroom?
4. In this study transformational leadership was found to have a
significant and positive correlation with facilitative power. It would be interesting
to study power relationships in other schools and determine their relationship (if
any) with the four types of school cultures.
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LEADERSHIP FCA Q-W\GE QJESTI~IRE
Sect ion A
This section is intended to provide
infenral ion about the irrproverrent/ change
efforts underway in your school
1 List t e urprovarentj change Initiatives currently
underway (or recent Iy achieved) in your school. Underl ine
those t ha t have a direct irrpacl on you r wor k .
18. Briefly describe the focus of the irrprovement/ change
effort in your school with the rIDS! direct, current or
potent ial, irrpact in your work. Use this eXaTlJle as the
context for responding to questions in the reraindor of this
survey that refer to change or irrproverrent efforts in your
schoo I.
Sect lon B-
This section deals with the source and nature
of leadership wi thin your s hool. 1 aTl
interested in your percepti'Jns of the
leadership function withIn your school, nol a
descr ipl ion of individuals undertaking
leadership roles. The carplexity of schools may
result in a division of responsibility for
various short-term activities. You are asked 10
ideo! j fy the sources of leadership wi thin your
~~~g6~seR1~P~g~ ~?Q~~i~~~~.bY clfel log your
. :::;ources a Leaaersnlp:
~; I~~ ~~u~r~~~~~I~ ~~f~~r~h~~ ~~y ;~~~~~~n2sc~~~~~.
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!~l i~~ ~i~~~~~r~Cjpa'
(c) The school aetninistrat ion tean of principals
and vice-pr incipals
(d) A cOllTlitlee 01 acmin;slralors and department
heads/cabinet which has ongoing leadership
responsibilities
(e) Ccmnittees of acminis~rators and teachers
m:'lndated to provide I .... adership for all
change ellorts
(f) Ccmnlttees of teachers sel up especially to
coordinate specific initiatives
(9) Individual teacher(s) given primary
respunsibilily for specific tasks
(h) Individual teachers who are self-rrotivated( i) Othe r (spec; I y) ~ _
I J Nature 01 Leadershi..E...:.....-
The following statEments are descript ions of
leadership that rray or rray not rei lect
leadership praci ices in your school. You are
asked to indic~le the extent to which you agree
with the description lits the leadership within
your schoo I. Respond to each i tern by eire I i n9
i~e v~~s~~n~~~ RIG-iT margin that corresponds
(a)
(b)
(e) 3
(d) 4
Response opt ions:
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Uncertain
4. Agree
~ ~~rO~3~L~~~r:
The personCs) providing leadership in this school:
QI> SO
1. Provides special rccogrl1tion when OUl: work 1. 1
is especially good.
1\ SI\ NA
4 5 NA
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2. Demonstrates a clear understanding of
school goals lind ho... ';0 achieve them.
3. R,uely acknowledges our good performance.
4. Facilitates lin exchange of ideas about
appropriate school goals llmong teJ-chers.
5. Helps us clarify ,xactly what is required
for implernelltatibn of school gonls.
o. Facilit<ltes assistllnce and support for uS
from external personnel, as required.
7. Gives us a sense of overall purpose.
8. Provides Information about the process for
introducing change.
9. Challenges us to think ..bout old problems
in new ...ays.
10. Challenges uS to reexamine some b.lSie
assumptions llbout our work.
11. Insists on only the best performance (roln
12. A!;ks no more of us than what is
absolutely essential to get our work
dor-e.
13. Is satisfied with our pel."formance as long
::IS the old ways work.
1/•. Assures us that we C.1n get what I.·C
personnlly ....1nt in exchange for our
efforts.
15. Doos nor try to chango anything .1S long
as things are goior. all right.
16. Pays us personal compliments when we do
outstanding work.
17. P~ovid"s good tIIodels fo~ us to follow.
2. 1 2 , 4 , NA
1. 1 2 , 4 , NA
1 2 , 4 , NA
1 2 , 4 , NA
1 , , 4 , NA
7. 1 2 1 4 , NA
8. 1 2 1 4 , NA
9. 1 , , 4
10. 1 2 , 4 , NA
\l 1 2 , 4
12. 1 2 , 4
11 1 2 1
'-
5!lI\
14. 1 2 1 4 5 NA
1". 1 2 ,
--
16. 1 2 1 4 5NA
17. 1 2 1
'- 'NA
lB. Has the capacity and judgement to
overcome any obstacle.
so
18.1
A SA
4 5 NA
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19. Expects a level of performance from
others th<lt does not Apply to 0"," work.
20. Symbolizes success And accomplishment
within our profession.
21. Leads by "doing" rather than by simply
"telling".
22. Expects us to implement change but does
not follow through with the required
resources.
19.1234
20.123/,
21.12345 NA
22. 1 2 3 I, 5 riA
23. !'rovie.:s for extended training to develop 23. 1 2 1 4 5 NA
knowledge .1nd skills relevant to new
progr..ms.
2/,. L>evelops our commltment to ~ChODl go,1ls.
25. Would do anything possible to help us
iJdvance in our careers if our work is
consistently nbove .1vornge.
26. Treats us as indiv1duals \<lith unique
needs .1nd expertise.
27. Asks qUf'stions that prompt us to think
about Wh.1t we 1lre doing.
28. Pressures us to become Involved in
improvement efforts.
29. Rarc'y !Juts into oper.1tlon sur,gestions
from teachers who have 110 formal
lCo1dcrshiprolc.
30. Commands respect [rOin everyone in the
school.
31. Provides [or our participation in the
process of gonl formation.
32. Ensures opportunities for us to get
together for the purpose of solving
practical problems or overc(>ming
ob.~to1cles.
24. 1 1 3 4 5 NA
25. 1 2 ) '. 5 N/\
26. 1 2 ) ,. 5 NA
17. 1 , ) '. 5 NA
28. 1 , ) 4 , N,\
29. 1 2 ) ,. 5 NA
30. 1 , ) 4 5 NA
31. 1 , ) 4 5 Nt\
32. 1 , ) 4 5 NA
33. Providcs \IS with fee<lback about OUI' \<Iork. 33. 1 2 3 " S NA
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SA A U D SD
31,. Challenges \.S to rethink SOlDe of our own 34. I 2 3 4 5 NA
ideas which we had never questioneet
before.
35. Provides only ,h. information that we 35. I 2 1 4 5 NA
have to know to do
'"
jobs.
36. Inhibits collaboration among tcach(,[s. 36. 1 2 3 4 5 NA
37. Excites us with vi 'ions of what may be 37. I 2 5 NA
<lble to <lccomplisl i£we work together.
38. Determines what 1, really important f" 38. I 2 ) '. 5 NA
u, <0 consider.
3'.1. Initi3.te,; actions without considering our 39. 1 2 3 ,.
options.
40. Provides information about 1 2 3
"improving our school's programs.
41. Behaves in a manner thoughtful of our 41. I 2 1 4 5 NA
p'Hsonal needs.
". Ignores
our vie,",s on current educlltion-
"
1 2 3 4
related issues.
43. Shows u, that there
'"
high expectations 43. I 2 3 4 5 NA
for us as professionals.
Ml. Allows U,
"
take initiatives bo' does 44. 1 2 J 4 , NA
no< encoUl u,
"
doso.
I,S. \Jill not settle for second best In 1,5. 1 2 3 ,. , Nt\
pcrform"ncc ,f
'"'
,",ork.
t,6. Is content ,. 1" contino.:e
"
teach In 46. I 2 J 4 5 NA
'h, saine way as always.
,.) Encouraf:es
"'
to h", 'team players'. 47. I 2 J ,. , N.,
',e. ProVides special recognitionalld 48. I 2 J 4 5 NA
promotion f" good work.
49 . Continually seeks new ways ,. improve our 1,9. 1 2 3 4 5 NA
school's programs.
5D. Gets
"'
working together C" ,h. same 50. I 2 ) 4 5 NA
goals.
SO
51. Hakes us less concerned about our own 51. I
immediate needs and Inote concerned about
our 3chool reaching its objectives,
'"II 5 NA
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52. Provides positivo feodoAck when we
perform ~·~11.
53. Stimulates us to rethink the w.~y we do
things.
Sl" Helps us get what we deCide we want.
52 1 2 3 l, 5 Nt\
51 I 2 3 " 5 NA
)/" 1 2 J I, 'i 1'1'"
S'i. Ulldecllllnes our cnthusl·~sm for our work .~s 55. 1 7 3 I, 5 N,\
educators.
S6 M.~kes uS f" .. 1 and act 1 ikC' !cn(inrs. ~(,. 1 2
Soction C: fnctors affecting implementation of chanee.
This section Usts factors tllat may have influencecl
Imp]l!mentntion of nn ilnprovcl1Ienc!chnnge effort in your school.
You nrc askecl to use the improvement initi.1tive which has the
greatost Impact On your work (as identified in Section A.
above) "r; the context fOl' your responser;. Circle the nurr.b('r
corresponding to your response 1n the rir,ht m,"r,in.
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Response options: 1 Strongly Dlsngree
2.. Dis,'r..rec
J. Uncertain
I•. Ae.n.:"
S. Stl'ongly "gr.·e
Nfl Not "ppllcll1>le
Tn ",'hnt extC'nt do vou "8""" with ,",,,cll of th" foll..it::o'.lnr.
_~rilt"lne>nts?
57 Our improvement! clHlnr,e efrorL" nrc
comp<ltihle wit-h our ",ener,,! school r,o"ls,
)8. IJc (011111)or"t\, with coUengul<s in
plmmlnll for ill.~t.ruction within nur
cl,155room5,
S'J. Our school eOill~ ;'Ire> V;'eUl' nnd nmhip;\.Iolls
60 fit this school we ,'gt'ee on the obJ"ctivcs
we're trying to ~Ichievc with stud('nt~.
61. T(!achers .... Ithin this ,;('hool arc v('ry
(lJluctant to lmpl",'nenr ch1l1\ges.
We frequently arc observed by colleagues
who provide tIS with useful critiques of
our t<'l1chingprl1cticcs.
63 I.'e l1rc hieh1y co,"mittm! to continuous
improvemcnt,
61•. Ue fClIL thllt whllt eo('s on in our sch""l
is our responslbll it)'; we .~h.,r('
rfl"ponsibility fOl" otlr school '$ "ucceS!il'S
nnd «hortcomlnf';S.
6') 1.'(' ,He too busy with the d.,y to o,'y
dcmnnd" of t('.,chinr, to CI\r."f,\' ill
,lctivities [orollr own profl'ssionnJ
development.
SIl 1;
"
1 3 ,.
1 , '. , NA
59. 1 , 3 , , ~,\
60. , 1 '. , ,',,\
61. 1 , 3 ,. S ;>fI
1 2 1 '.
, :-;A
'"
1 2 , tJA
". 1
, , N,\
6'). I 7 ) 4 5 NA
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SD A SA
fl6. There ill''' explIcit guidelines in our 66. 1 4 S NA
school Ilbout whllt we .He to emphllsize in
our teaching,
\.Ie "h.,n our I'rof"""ion,,1 experti".. with 67. 1 2 3 4
our colleagues.
68, There is ongoI1l&, coll.lborative work
,1mong stnff memhers within our school,
68.123 {, SN1I79,
(i9. Discussion .,b'Jut gonls ,1nd lDl'ans of
achieving them is Il regulllr pllrt of our
school staff meetin&s .111(1/or inservice
sessIons.
50
69.1
A SA
4 5 NA
70. \"l' frequentiy work with tit le.1st On(! 7D. i 2 3 {, S Nil
colleague to prep.lre course outlines and
instructional mntcrlals.
"Ii. At staff meetings, ""e spend most of our 71 1 2 3 4 5 tM
tIme on the small "tuff; !'.ucly h:".. ing a
Ch.lnCe to tnlk .1bol.t the hieg('r Iss.,('s tn
t('nchillF,and IN,rnin£
72. Teachers in this school frequently tilkC' "12. 1 l 1 (, ') Nil
initi,Hive in ImpJem{·"ting nlll<' pror;rillns
or n('w t('achlng strntPG1(',;.
71. !'tost tenchen: ,1t this school shnl'" il 71. 1 2 J I, 5 NA
simi iar set of values, belIefs nnd
attitudes related to t('achine ,1110
lcnrning.
7/•. \.Ie observe (!ach other's tCilchlne and then 7/,. i 2 3 /, 5 Nil
dlscuss o\lr observations as il me"ns of
gaining 11 better understanding of our
own te.1chine strategies
75. f'lanning for courses, including selectIon 75. 1 2 3 l, 5 NA
,1nd development of tellching milleri.,ls, '.s
done hy cach tll<lchcr in isoliltlon.
7(,. \.Ie frequently talk about tcaching
pro1clices.
77 \.Ill have input into selecting the focus
for our professional development.
programs
78, Decision making for the improvement/
change effort includes consideration of
how the decisions will influencl!
achleve,allnt of our seh...,ol. goals.
76. I 2 J I. S Nil
77, 1 2 3 I, 5 NA
7B. 1 2 1 I, 5 NA
79. \.Ie lIrc highly .. lItisfic(J With our johs 015
tCl\cher~.
\.Ie collabofat~ across grlldes/ depnrtments
to plan improvements for aUf school.
81 \011' have (!xplicit goals [or o;tudent
.1chlcvcll1cnt in thi~ school.
82. The goals we hold for our own work .1rl!
compatible with the ~chool gOlils.
81. \o1e ,1I"e cOlTUllittcc to ongoing profession,11
dcvelor,mpnt
Ill<. \o1e have stronr, workinG rl!latlonshlp~ with
teachers ~n lither r.,r.1des/ d(·Il.1rtm{>l\ts.
85. I.'e nrc highly Ihotlvatf"d for ilnpl."ID<-ntinr.
new Inirlativps In this school.
8(,. \Je <Ire encour.1rpd and r,ivC'n opporulility
to tc,1ch e,,,;11 otlwr f)('W lnstr"'~tlonnl
sl.l",1tcr;i('s.
HJ Rn I ati on~hl]l.~ h('(""pen Ill(' st,1ff ;md tIl('
school adminlstr"tion ;In'- acrimonious
\o1e t",ve si/.;"iflca"t input into L!ao
decisions H'latlnr, to ch.1nr,c.
H'). 1.'(' ref,ularly ev.. lu.1t{, the progrpss of I"''''·
initi'ltives.
There is on/>oing, cotL1horativl! work
ilmon£ Ilt .. fr m,,",!Jl'rS across gr"d,'s/
departments wi thin this schoot.
so U A SA
79 I J 0, S NA
80 1 , J 0, S NA
81 I 2 J 0,
, J ,
83. 1 , ) " S :-:A
8o. I ,
8>. 1 , ) 0,
86. I ) , , N,\
Ri. 1 , 1 I. S ~r\
86. 1 ) '.
89. I 2 ) ; NA
00. 1 , ) 0,
<)1 \Je c.1n go for dnys in this schuo! without 91. I 2 3 I, S NA
talking to .1nyolle nbout wh<lt "'e <Ire ooing
within our clllssrooms.
18/,
ScctionD
Strategies Used by School Leadership
ru
·ou ;:Ire .1sked to indientc tho:> extent to ...hleh you /Igree th.1t the
following strategies .we used by leilde["s in your school (both
formal nnd Informal) to r"eilitate the imple'nentilt!on of new
policies or programs. Us,., as ),our context [or responding to thes,"
questions the improvellcnt or ch.1nge activity(les) that you
identified as having th,., most direct impoct on yO\:[ work.
Response optIons: 1 Strongly P1sar.[£>c
2 Disagree
3 Uncert"ln
t. Agrce
5 Strongly Agree
NA Not ,;pplic.lble
Ill.' r('r_~on(~' providlnp !p.ldP["ship in this
schoo! .
"7 Builds conscllsus l"pe"rding til(' nnrUI'p of
our hel !,,[s about how llcudents 1<·"r1\ .1n,l
'~'Il<1t it means to 110:> '" t(·ucher.
93 Provides us with opportunl tlf'S to d[SCII.~S
problems amI rp.1ch coll,lborac!v('
dccisions.
9/, Dcmonstr,1CcS or moo{'!s core v.,lucs ill til!'
school through own hnh"v1or lind d;1tly
routines
95 R.1fely eives recognition for achi{'v~mcl1t.
96. !lllS helped us "'\th the skills needed to
work together.
97. Rut Ids consensus rer,ardln~ (he
profession:!! v"lucs on ..hich our work
...hould be based.
98. Frequently communicates with us .1bouc
the SC.1tUS of new Inltillcives.
?9. Visits the cl<'lssroom rcguhr1y, On 1111
informal basis.
Q" SO IJ U
"
SA N,\
"
1 , 1
"
93. 1 , 1
"
5 Nil
')1,. 1 , )
"
, r~,\
9>. 1 , ) 4 , M
96. 1 , 3
"
5 N,\
02. 1 , 3
"
5 N,\
98. I 234
99. 1 :1 3/, 5 Nil
lon, Makes every effort to ensure .1pproprl'ltc 100. l 2 3 t. 5 Nil
resources are av.,ilable co support out
efforts to Implement eh.lnge.
101. Builds consensus on school go.115. 101. 1 :1 3 t. 5 NA
10?. Provide.. infonnlltion on educational
mo'l.tters.
QIl SD
102. I
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SANA
5 NA
]01 Recommends professlonal reading for us
to use for discu$sJon or persor\o'll
fl'fl<Jctloll
10/,. Tcli storlcs, on occasion. that
illustratc shared v"lu('s .... ithin the
school.
]0" Hakcs ',udget decislo1\s which l· .. n ..ct
school prluritles.
10) I 2 J I, 5 NA
104. I? 'j /, 5 Nil
105.12 ) 4 5 Nt\
lOr,. Est:lbllshes commltt.... (s). o1S
"pproprL~t(·, to unMrt,~k(' respc>nsihil ilj 10(,
for V<1rIOllS asp,",cts of tt.., school
improvl·mcnt.
1(17. Hak"s every efrc>rl 10 "cknowl"dr,('
sp"cl fie contrihutlo",; 11I.,d.. hy 10/. 1 2 ) ,', ~ ~t\
indivldual lem::l!"r"
1011. H;1k<Js d£>cislnn.<; 0" tli .. usc of s,'1001
I'c,;ources ,.,ftel· c;lrrlul considel·.~tlon c>f 108. 1
tCDchcrs v!!' ....s.
1rt!.J. File! lItates tim,·tab1c adj ...stm~nts lo
provide time for joint ....nrk :Inu
planning
110. Spends time [(lIking ,..hout tlw purpos!'t;
o(<Jurscl,ool.
Ill. T<~k"5 Into consld<''''ltlon Individual
differences In teachers ...·h,," cre<1tinr..
committees to work tacether.
lOQ. 1 2 ) :. :; ::A
110. 1 2 ) /, :) !iA
III 1 ? 3 ,', J IlA
112. Gives public rccocoltlan for
contributions in thf! "chool improvf!ml'nt ll? 1 ? 3 I,
procf" '<.
II). Di.scOUI·<~r;OS us from "[[f'ndillf, ....orkshops
and cOll(er<mcf!s relevant to ch",,&l.' 113. 1 7.
efforts.
111,. Works coU ...boratively with st.1ff lnl'mbcrs lIt•. 1 2 3 " 5 ~;,\
of thls selloo1
115. Ensures that hiring procedures
fAdlitate selecting new starr ....ho
support our school goals.
116. Provides opportunitir" for uS to shnre
out expertisE' '-'ith colleagues.
117. Knl. ... s what is going on in this school.
118. Involver. us in a collaborati.ve process
[or making decision" thilt determine
r,oals and procedures.
ii9 Contributes directly to staff
development by sharing own expertis!'
with t!'<lehers.
1?0 Pubtici~es our Initiatives .1nd suce,'ss
121 Dlsreg.1fds our ,,[[orts in achlevi1\g
gO;'.Is when supervl!'ilnglevalu.ltlng us.
'"
Q. SD U , S,\tlA
It5. I ) '. 5 NA
116. 1
117. I 2 ) ,. 5 NA
118. 1 2
119. 2345 N,\
1201 231,
121 1 2 1 I, 5 NA
Allocates as much money as r,-,~:;Ible from i22.] 2 3 I, 5 NA
the "chool hurlget to support ch.mg...
effort.
123 1.istens to stll[[ suggestions regal,'"dinE',
usc of school resourc('s.
123 1 2 3 I, 5 NA
I21,. Bullds consens"s rl'!,';ar<ling the ho1Slc 12f,. I
assumptions .,bout our wor-k.
L25. Initiates discussions '.dth me about 1~5. 1 2 3 f, 5 riA
vllr-ious initiatives under-way within the
school.
126. Pr-ovides opportunities for- teacher-s to
collabornce in planning pr-ofessional
development activities
127. Utllizes the school decislon·makine
process in such a way as to ensure
collaboration on dccl Ions.
126. I 2 J I, 5 NA
127. 1 2 3 II 5 NA
128. Encourages us to discuss cur-riculum and 128. 1 2 3 I, 5 NA
instruction issues ... ith collea.gues.
129. Is highly visible in the school.
130. Keep" us fully infor-med of what I:<
hllppening in our schoo!.
129.1 2 3 4 5 NA
130. 1 2 3 I, 5 NA
131 Encour.1ges us to pursue personal
profession;!l dl!veloprnl!nt gOllls.
Q# Sf)
131.1
SA
,
132. lias a networl'. o[ r('source people to cIII\ 132. l 2 3 I.
on.130. 1 2 1 4 '; NA
133. Builds consensus regarding 1'0101 best to 133. 1 2 3 t, ';
1Iccompllsh ollr purposes for our
students.
1)1,. Uses inter"ctions with us "S ,1!l [34. 1 2 3 t, 5 NA
opportunity to discuss schuol
l,nprovelncnt initi1lcivcs.
135. Provides useful sucg('slion.'; l"Clprdlng
teaching.
135.1 231,
13(,. Limits l"<'.';I'0llslhillry for dcci"lon 1%. I
m,1king to t:h,., school illhninlstr.1cors
Ill. Dl·1IW$ on communi ty and district ]"('~;ourc(' 137. I 2 3 l, 5 N,\
peoJl1 c to lw 1P 1n,1kc us In,'k c Lhc b(~ 5 t
d,.,clslons I'0"slblc.
:>"ction E: lIackground Inform;ltion
This s£'ction Is intended to provide some information about
your teaching expedence. Circle the LETTr.R in the RICllT
margin thut c.orresponds .... ttll your response.
l. I.:hat is your cur;."ent position? (Circle one
;<'tter only)
\"
(i1) full-time tfh1Chl)r
(b) Part-time tc,')cher
ee) Department Head
(d) Vice principal
(e) Principal
(f) Other (specify) _
2. 'lo'", m.1ny years (includlnr; thIs ye,u) h"vc you
bC«!l tcachIng?
(,)
(h)
(c)
(d)
(e)
If)
(11) 1 yc,lr (al
(b) 2 yenrs (b)
(el 3 t05ycal."5 (el
(d) 6 to 10 ycnl"S (d)
(c) 11 to 19 ye.us (el
(f) 20... (n
3. flow mnny yc"r.~ have you held your pr"__'lcnt
ndmlnlstrative role (e.g .• principlll, vlcl'
principal. department I'end)?
(aJ 1 year (a) 1
(Il) 2 years (b)
(e) J to Sycars (c)
(d) 6 to 10 ye.1rs (d) I,
(e) II to 19 ye.1rs (c)
(f) 20+ (f)
'3) Not.1pplic.1ble (g)
t.. How many yenrs (inclUding this year) have
you been ,1t your present school?
(a) lyc.1r
(b) 2ye.1rs
(c») t05ytlars
(d) 6 to 10 ytlars
{al 11 to 19 YC.1rs
(f) 20+
(0)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(,)
(f)
). 11010' m"ny tcache,·s do you collahor.1tc with
rCEulu.rly (Le., .,t least monthly) on
curriculum and instructionnl m",tters?
G. Gentler:
(,1) Female
(b) Hall'
7 Af';l1·
(.1) I.ess thntl 3Qv{>nrs
(h) 10 ·19
(c) 1.0 -1,9
(d) 50 . '>9
(c) 60 + y"urs
(;1)
(b)
(,)
(b)
(r::)
(d)
(0)
APrE:-<DIX B
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Quc~tionna ire; Ite,"~ by Con~truct
SectionR:
tbture of Lendershlp
(:1 Tnmsfol-mlltjo,,,,1 Provi<lt's vis[on/lnspi'-Ilti.on (10)
2 Delllonstrates a cle,~r undef>:tandi nf., of scho"l en:.}" Ilnd how
to achieve them_
-, Gbcs us 11 sense of ov"ra11 purposc.
18. 11,~s the cllpllclty and judgement to overcomc any oost,,,..I,,.
2/.. Develops our cotrllnitment to school goals_
30. COIllIll,~nds respecot from "veryone in the school
37. Excites us with visions of what we m,~y he nble to 'lcccmpljsh
if We work tOf,eth(·r.
38. Detcnn!nes wh<lt il; r,,"lly i,"p"rt,~nt for us to consider.
1,9. Continulll1y se~ks new w"ys to improve nUl" school's pr0r,r."ns.
»). Underm! nCS ollr "nthusiil~1lI fOI- our work :ls ...du~,'tors. (R)
')(,. 11"k(·s uS feci 11",1 <lct lit:" lu"dcrs.
CL Trllilsform"tlon"l: Provi<!ps Anorop]"!,,!. .. Mod,,] (t.)
1/. l'rmides good Inodels for us to [oiln'~.
I!). E:'1)(,cts a level of perfonn"!1co:. [rom oth('l".~ that do"~; mol
ilppJ)' to O\.Jn work. (R)
20. Symho]\;:C's S\lCCeS~ ,1I1d ac,:owplis!>m"llt "'l~hjll ollr pl-or~·:.si()n_
21 L(!<1ds hy "doinr," rather th;:m by simply .. t,,11l11!'.- ...
C} rran.~fot"ln'ltiollitl· ""sU']"s GI·OIlll Co,,) .. (,)
I, F.lclllt.1tes all "xch;H1r," of ideM; nboUl appropriatP school
r,oals IImong te'lchcrs.
29. Rtlrcly puts Into operation sllgll"stio1l5 [rom te.,chcrs ·"·ho
have no fo rllla I IC.1dcl"~hlp role. (R)
31. P,·ovlde!: fOl" ou,. pa,.ticlp.'tion in the process of &o.,i fonniltion
3f). lnhioi ts Co tlaoor.1t! On ~,nnn8 teachers. (R)
117. Encourar,es us to be 'team players'
SO Gets us working together for the .'lllme gO<l]s.
~l M.1kC's us less COllCerned 1bout our o''''n imm<;>di.1te np('ds <lna
more concerned about our school reachlne its obJecti\·(,s.
Tr.1nsformlll:!"n<ll: Pruvi'le$ Support (9)
5. lIelps \15 clwrify e);;actly ..,hat is req,dred for impiem!'l1t,1tion
of school goais.
6. FacIllt<ltes IIsslstance and support for us froon
external personnel, ,15 rerluired.
22. Expects us to 1111plement chi1nge but do!'s not follow
through with the requIred resources. (R)
26 Tre:lts us .1S Individuals wIth unique needs :tntl expertise
3~. Ensur(>s opportunities [or u,-; to Ent tor,etlwl" for thl! purpose
of solving practie"l problems or ove,.cominf, obst:lc]cs_
33. Provides \lS witlJ feedollck .,bout our work.
39. lTlitl.,tes nction.~ without considnring OUl" opti01l:>. (R)
I.i. 8elmves in a manner thoughtful of our persol11l1 needs.
1.2. Ignore" our views On c\,rrenC educ,'tion-n'lated Issues.(R)
UJ2
C5 Trans(orm<~tlonlll' Holds H1eh P"rformancl' F.:"Pectatlons (4)
II Insist" on only tho be&t per(on.anco from us.
28. ;>ressures us to become involved In improvement e~(orts.
I.). Sho<;s '''i chilt there ilre high exppct"tions for us as prore!';slon.11.~.
1.5 Wll] not settle for second best In performance of out' work.
C6 I.L!m.~"fu.r~~ltio!l.~J· Provjdes Intellectual Stjmul.1tioll (8)
8. Provides I"rol"m,nlon IIbout tho process for introducing chtl"!',,,,
9. Challenges us to think abouc old probl('ms in new ways"
10. Ch<11lcnges us to reexmninp some b.1sic assumptions ,1bout OUl' work.
2). Provides for £'xtended traIning to devc\op knowiedGe an,1 skll]s
relev.1l1t to ncw progr.1ms.
27. M,ks questions tlwt prompt us to think about Wh,1t we .He dolne,.
)1,. Challenges us to r"think sOln(> of OUl" own Ide,1s which w{'
h,1(.1 never questioned bcfore.
1,0 Pl',)vidos inform,1tlon <Ihnut ilnpro\"1 t1/~ nur "chon I' s prnp,r"ms"
51 Stimulates us to rethink til£' "'·iI·o' "I,. <10 tiling,;.
c7 Ir..ill!:~<'ctlnn<ll: N:Ill<1ge,ni'nl. hy E;.:r(>!>t (Oil (6)
12 Asks no more of u.~ th"n wh"t Is absolutely essf'l1CI,,1 tu 8<·1
our work done.
13. Is sacls(led with nur perfnl"ln.ln<:c ,1S lony, ,1S the old ways "'·ork.
I). Does not try to change .nyehinr, ,,5 long ,15 thlnr,::: "re gn("ll ,~l!
rle,hc.
)5. Provides only the infol'IMtion tlMt we h.~ve to knnw to do nur joh"
41,. Allows us to t;lkc Inltl,1tlve& but docs not 'lncourrogc us to do So.
1,(,. Is content to let us continue tn t";lch In ~hc S.lme WilY ,1s :1 I"""ys.
C8 Tr;ms1lctlon<~l: Conring(>nt Rew1lrd (8)
I. Provides special recoenitlnn when our wnrk i,; ['sped'lily gond.
1. Rarely :lcknowl"de"" our good perfonnance.(R)
14 Assures us that we Clln gct ,'hat we person.11ly want In exchanw·
for our efforts.
If; Pays us personal compliments whan we do out st<lnding ,",ork"
25. Would do anything possible to help us advance in our careers
if our work Is Consistently <Ibova ,1verage.
1.8 Provides sp"'ci.11 recognition and promotion (or good work.
52. Provides positive feedback when we perform well.
51.. Helps us e,et what we decide ",e "'ant.
SeectonC:
F:lceorl< Affeccinr Impl"r.Jentation of Chane"
C9 School GoaM.(9)
57. Our Improvement/ ch'Inge efforts are compatiblo with our &IH,en!
school goals"
59" Our schonl goals are v<lgue and ambiguous.(R)
(,6" There are explicit guldelinas In our school about "'hat we
arc to "mphas[ze [n our teaching.
69. O[scusplon about goals and mcans of nch[evine, them [s a
rcguJ.ar part of our school staff meetings and/or I.nser"l.clJ
sessions.
I')'}
71. At surf _ .. tints, wo spend most of our tinK' on the 1;.,,11 5t"ff;
r.,rely having" chllrlcl' to tillk "bout the blgg... r 15sues in tr..,ching
an.' lcatning.(R)
78. Oecl.llton IJIt1king for the Iliprovc_nt/ ch:mge efforr: lr,c::Iutl"s
tonlilderatlon of how the decision.': wIll Influence achlc'Icllcnt of
our school go., 1:0;:.
81. lJc hove cxpllclt &oflls for ~turlent .:Ich,,!Veml'nt in this lo('hool.
82. The goals we hold (nr our own work .:lre COI~p.ltihlc ... 1th thl' 5choo\
gOllls.
S9. We regularly ev"lu.1te thl' pror,rl'S.s or ""W I"ltl.ltivcs.
Gl0 Schoo! Culturf!(J"1)
58. WI< coll.:lborilte wIth collc;,gucs In planning [or Instructloll ... Ithi"
our el"s.:roo",,,.
(,0. lit this school w" 'lCrpo on th", ohj"CLIV('" w("re ~ryinr. ro Ilf:hi,··.·.'
with studonts.
68. There Is ontolnr" collllbnr;lI iv... work :l1l101Ir, !;("ff /lI...n:hf>rs "'itldn
our school.
/1. Host t(''lchr'n: tit this !;chool !oh.lr(' ., 1:11I11.,r s ... L n! ~·"I\,.. s,
h.. llef. Mid "trilUdoG r .. l.lt(·d to t,·"chinl'. "n,1 I"""r-I'll:
11. \"c 1111'1" input into ~f'IC'eli"r, rh.. focu>< for o"r pro! .... '.!"".• l
devolopllcmt protrmu.
RO ~.. colltlnor.1f" '1crOI<I< l;r"III"'I'/ tl"'p"flllf'lll!'i to pl.," Ilr.pr.....n~{l1:
our .~ehool.
81,. !.Ie tHlv(' stronr, workillr. f{·lar.lul,slllps with t""H:I,C'r!'i In nth('l'
&rlldc~/ cI"rnrtm.. nt~.
R.. lntlOllshlps bt,!. ...e'·n d,,, .~t.lfr IOntl !t,,· I<dl<>ol ,,,hnlnlstr.l1 Ion
Ilcrlmon!IIus. (k)
<)() Thl're Is OII&ol.ng. coIJ:woratl ....· ,..ork wnnllr. !'il"ff m(·I~h.. rs 'LCfo.~1'
r.rMlc:;/dC'p,1rt"'f'nts ·.. Ittlin rids sehonl.
Tf!llcner T"lk
76. 1.10 [r..qucntly t.llk .1ho"t tC'llchtnr. prnctlc .. ".
91. l.:e ctm to for d.1YS In this sehout without t:.lI:inr. fo .111)'lllll· "t>f>U;
whllt vc lOre doil15 within our cLu!'iroulu.(R)
.roint P!,1rmine
10. 1010 fr('quently work. with .1t )('""t 0111' col 1... ,1&,,0 to 1)l·'~".11·'·
outllnes .:Ind Instl·uctloll.,1 IJI'HrrlIlIJ.
1~. Plnnning for coun ..." Including .;('!octlon "nd <l ..v.. lorlll'n~ of
te:lchiog mi1tcri.,ls. is donI! hy ,,"ch tc,1ch.. r in I,o\"tloo. til}
Tf'llchpr Tl'olchlnp
61. lo'e share our profes~ ion.,1 exp.. rtisc ... lth our coll~"I;"l'S
86. We arc encouraged MId !Jlven 0Pl'ort\LlII t;v to 1.C'''ch rllch nth""J" " .....
Instt'uctiotlill strltcceIN;.
Tepcher Ohservatlon
62. loIe frQquently IIrc observed by colleagues who provid.. 1I!'i ..,lth
lLsef\,t Itlques of our tri1chill& pr:lctir.cl<.
11•. loIe obsclvc each other's teaching and tt...." discuss our obscrv"t((>ns
"5 a lIe.:lns of &.:Ilnlnr, a bett .. r U1w"rstOlnding of our OWn t .."chlne
191,
stra teg~es.
CII ~(9)
iiI. Teachers "'ithin this school ar'" very reluctant to illplellent
changea.
6). 1.'1' are hig.hly c:olllldtted to continl""'S l.provCllent.
64. l.'e feel that \,/hat goes on in our school Is our nspon·;ibility:
"·e shilre responsibility for our school's successes lind
shortcolldng~.
65. I,:"e are too busy with the day to day delUnds o[ teaching to engage
in activities for our olo'n professional developllent.
72. Teachers in this school frequently take initiative in iliplellK!llling
ne .... prograJlS or new teaching strateGies.
79. ....1' are highly satisfied with our Jobs lU teachers.
8). I.'e arc COlll/dttcd to ongoing profession.,l developllont.
85. II"c "'ro highly (aotivatcd for implementlnr, new inltilltives in this
school
85. \.ie hllve siwlfitant input into the detisJo~s relating to chfmee,
S<'ction D
Str.~tf'gjP'!> U!>(,d hy SChOll} Le'1rl~r!>hlp
ell Strf'n?thencd Culture. 0)
92. Builds consensus reg"'i'ding the m.ture etf our bl!'licfs about
how students learn ond what it _ans to be a teilcher.
97. Builds consensus reg"rdlng che professl',nlll VII lues on which
our ...ork should b.. based.
101. Builds consensus on school gonls.
124, Builds consensus regarding the basic assu.ptlons about our \lark.
1)). Builds consens'.!s regnrdlng how best to accOlllplish our purposes
for our students.
Cll Use of BureaucratIc Mechanisms (5)
100. Makes every effort to ensure approprIate resources <Ire av,til ...bie
to support our efforts to (lIIpie.eot change.
10? facilItates timetable odJustlllcnts to provldo ti.e for joint
,",ork and plAnnL't:.
115. Ensures that hiring procedures facilitate selectln£, new st"rr
"'ho support our school BoalS.
121. Disregiuds our efforts in achieving goals when
supervising/evaluAting us. (R)
12l. Allocntes as Illuch money as possible from the school bUdget
to support change effort.
Clf. Stllff Development (6)
10). Recommends professional reading for us ~" usc for discU:Ollioll
or personal reflection.
J I). Discourages us from attending workshops ond conferences r"lO::Vllnt
to change effor-ts.CR)
11(,. Provides opportunities for us to share out expertise with
colleagues,
119. Contributes directly to staff develop,.cnt by sh.ulng own expertise
with tenchers.
128. Encourages us to discuss curricull.lll and instruction issues with
colleagues.
lJl. Encourages us to pursue personal professional development goals.
CIS Use of Sr..bol, and Rlt·.J"ls (5)
94. DelaOnstnltes or .,dels corl" valul"s in the school through OVll
beh.wior and daily routines.
95. Rarely gives recognition (or achleve.ent.(R)
lOt,. Tell stories, on occasion, that illustrate shared values \llthln
the school.
107. Makes every eCfort to acknowledge specific contributions lIade
by indivldu.al teachers.
112. Gives public recognition Cor contributions in the school
improvement process.
CI6 Sh,1[l"d Power !,nd R<l,<;ponsibility (I.)
106. Establishes committee(s), as approprlote, to undertake
responsibility for varlou.. aspects oC the. school 1,nprovement.
Involves us in 0 collaborative process for Jllnklng decisi.ons
that determine goals and procedures.
127. Utili.zes the school decisLon·mak1ng proccu in such a w:Jy
as to ellsure collaboration all decislolls.
136. Limits responsibility for decision ,.aking to the school
adllll.nilltrntou.(R)
CI7 Direct <'lad Frf'!!uf!llt Commull!t:atlons (5)
98. Frequently collltJlunicates ..ith us about the statuli of Ilew
initiatives.
110. Spends tille talkin& about the purposes of our school.
125. Initiates discussions with _ :J.bout v,u:lous initiAtives underway
\lithin tho lichool.
1]0. Keeps us fully inforllled of ..hat is happening in out school.
13',. Uses interaedOIlS with us as an opportullity to discuss school
Iliprovelllent initiatives.
Cl8 Fllcilltat!vp PO\lpr (11)
Refl ...cts II nroctS" thllt "110w,, ."uhnrdiDjlte:; to enhance thrir
individual and collective pl:'rfOTllanCl:'.
93. Provides us with opportunities to discuss problems and
coiLtborlltive decisions.
Helps to nrrllllH! mnterta\ resources th.1t provide support for all
Nlucntionill oetivlties
105. Mak!!s budgl!t decifiions which reflect school priorities.
123. Listens to starf suggestiolls regardln& use of school resources.
108. M:Jkes decisions 011 use oC school resources after careful
COllsiderntlon of teachers views.
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Selects and m1iflllres people who can work together effectively
(skills and oersonalities): provides training and models
collaborative heh,wiour.
111. Takes into considp.ration individual differences in teachers wilen
crc.lting coltmittces to work together.
126. Provides opportunities for coachers to collaborate ~n planning
professional d!velopment activities.
96. lias helped us with skills neoded to work together.
114. Works coll.1horatively with the scafr members of this school.
Supervises and monitors activities to provIde feedback and
reinforcement lind to make suggestions.
117. Knolo's what is goIng on in this 5(,hoo1.
99. Visits the classrooll regularly, on an informal basis.
135. Provides useful suggestions regarding teaching.
129, Is highly visible in the sch<>ol.
Provides networks for activities ·addlnr members ljnkjnr to
outside lictivities goinr pllblic diffusinp. new ideas.
102 Provides information on educational matters.
132. H.:Js a network of resource people to calIon.
120. Publicizes our initiatives and successes.
137. DrilWS on community and district resource people to help us mllke
the best decisions possible.
APPENDIX C
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The interview protocol is seen as a guide only. The
interview wi II be guided by the discussion as the researchers
want to be able 10 probe and react to the information given.
Inierview Protocol
Thank-you for aQreeing to take part in this ifurview. Tirre
is a precious Ccmrodl ty and I appreciate your wi II ingness to
share it wi th rre.
The purpose of this interview is 10 galher inlorrrat ion on
how your school irrple-nents change and the role that leadership
prays.
Please be assured thai the purpose of this interview is
exploratory aile is not evaluat ive in any way. I an interested in
, inding out abc!Jl the processes followed and the roles played. I
em not interested in gathering information of a confidential and
personal nature.
1. Please give a brief description of your school--the numer of
classes, the teaching assigrrrents (specialists), the students,
class size, etc. Is there a mission statEfTent? Is there a school
plan?
2. How is this school organized? By this I rrean:
Wlat Is the role (duties) of the principal, vice-principal,
departrrent heads?;
Is there an Actninistrative Council? Is there a Parent
Advisory CaTmlttee?W1at are their responsibilities?
Wlat coomittees are in place and what are their
responsibilities?
3. Tel I rre about sare of the good things that are happening in
this school.
4. Choose one or two of these initiatives and tell haN you
sch Ieved than.
prcrrpts:
-shared dec;slon·rreking
-shared goals
-power retat lonships
-context; outside influences: parents, hoard, Dept.
of Ed.,
-coomittees; rubber staTp decisions?
-role of staff meetings
-organization
• I eade r sh i p
• suppor t/pressure/rrot I va t Ion
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- role iTOdel
-comunical ion
-vision
.reco~nilion of efforts
-provision of resources
-collaborative planning
-problem areas
5. \\tIo played leadership roles in these changes? Wlat sorls of
things did they do?
6. Is there anything that we should knCl'N about the way change
takes place in your school thai we haven't already discussed?
7. I'm trying to understand how you perceive your leadership role
in the school. Is there anything we haven't spoken about that
could help rre with that understanding?
APPENDIX 0
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Dear Teacher/Principal:
I an a graduate student in the Facul ty of Educa! ion at
MeTorial University. I will be adTIinistering a questionnaire
and doing interviews to invest igate leadership and change in
your school. I a11 requesting your participation in this
study.
Your participation will involve the corpletion of a
questionnaire. Serre will be asked to participate in an
interview. The questionnai ra or the interview should take
less then an hour of your time. The interview wi II be taped
and transcribed 10 acccmmdate the analysis of the data. The
tapes and transcripts wi II be stored in a secured area.
AI I informati(~>n gathered in this study, including the
identificallon of tndtviduals and the school, is strictly
confidential. I an interested in studying leadership in a
school that has irrplErmnted rrultiple changes. The study is
exploratory in nature and is nol meant to be an evaluat ion
of individuals nor the school. Participation is voluntary
and you may withdraw at any lirre.
Educan~n7~uglh~~; ~~~T~~e~rt~~~.rovar of the Faculty of
If you agree to participate in this study, please sign
this form and return one copy to me via the school secretary
by _
Please retain the second copy for your Ii les.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Yours sincerely,
I (teacher/principal)
agree to part icipale in this study of the leadership in our
school I understand the participation i~ voluntary and that
I can withdraw at any lirre. All Information is strictly
conf ident ial.
Dale Teacher/Principal Signature




